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This dissertation investigates models and algorithms for solving a class of two-stage

optimization problems arising in a variety of practical problems, including network

interdiction applications. Traditional decomposition methods for solving large-scale

mixed-integer programs (MIP), such as Benders decomposition, cannot be utilized for

solving the problems that we consider due to the presence of discrete variables in the

second-stage problems. In the problems we study, there exist a finite set of first-stage

feasible solutions and general mixed-integer variables in the second stage. We employ

a decomposition strategy and apply the Reformulation-Linearization Technique (RLT)

to obtain the convex hull of the formulation in terms of the second-stage variables. For

some of the problems, we then describe modified Benders cuts for attaining optimality.

For the others, we derive valid inequalities based on the subproblem reformulations

or sub-optimal polynomial-time dynamic programming (DP) solutions. Our goal is to

develop novel formulation and solution methodologies for solving several two-stage

(stochastic) MIPs within practical time limits.

We first consider a class of two-stage stochastic optimization problems arising

in the protection of vital arcs in a critical path network. A project is completed after a

series of dependent tasks are all finished. We analyze a problem in which task finishing

times are uncertain, but can be insured a priori to mitigate potential delays. A decision

maker must trade off costs incurred in insuring arcs with expected penalties associated

12



with late project completion times, where lateness penalties are assumed to be lower

semi-continuous nondecreasing functions of completion time. We provide decomposition

strategies to solve this problem with respect to either convex or nonconvex penalty

functions. In particular, for the nonconvex penalty case, we employ RLT to make

the problem amenable to solution via Benders decomposition. We also consider a

chance-constrained version of this problem, in which the probability of completing a

project on time is sufficiently large. We demonstrate the computational efficacy of our

approach by testing a set of randomly generated instances, using the Sample Average

Approximation method to guide our scenario generation.

Then, we examine variants of the Critical Node Problem (CNP) on specially-structured

graphs, which aim to identify a subset of nodes whose removal will maximally disconnect

the graph. These problems lie in the intersection of network interdiction and graph

theory research. The two different connectivity metrics that we consider regard the

number of maximal connected components (which we attempt to maximize) and the

largest component size (which we attempt to minimize). We develop polynomial-time

DP algorithms for solving these problems with respect to each network-connectivity

metric on tree structures and on series-parallel graphs. We also extend our discussion

by expanding the core model to account for node deletion costs and weighted nodes,

and also by solving the problems on generalizations of tree structures.

Furthermore, we analyze the CNP on general undirected graphs, and consider

a third connectivity metric: the minimum cost required to reconnect the graph after

the nodes are deleted (which we attempt to maximize). We show that these problem

variants are NP-hard in general, and formulate each problem as a mixed-integer

program. Valid inequalities are studied for the first two connectivity objectives by

examining intermediate DP solutions to k-hole subgraphs (a type of generalizations

of tree structures). We randomly generate a set of test instances, on which we

demonstrate the computational efficacy of our approaches.
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Finally, we consider an optimization problem that integrates network design and

broadcast domination decisions. Given an undirected graph, a feasible broadcast

domination is a set of nonnegative integer powers fi assigned to each node i , such that

for any node j in the graph, there exists some node k having a positive fk -value whose

shortest distance to node j is no more than fk . The cost of a broadcast domination

solution is the sum of all node power values. The network design problem constructs

edges that decrease the minimum broadcast domination cost on the graph. The overall

problem we consider minimizes the sum of edge construction costs and broadcast

domination costs. We show that this problem is NP-hard in the strong sense, even on

unweighted graphs. A decomposition strategy will iteratively add valid inequalities based

on optimal broadcast domination solutions corresponding to the first-stage network

design solutions. We demonstrate that our decomposition approach is computationally

superior to the solution of a monolithic MIP formulation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Decision-making processes that penetrate many aspects of our daily life often

involve a set of quantitative decisions that need to be made sequentially. In the context

of mathematical programming, we formulate optimization models that cast those

decisions as variables, and use them to describe a set of objectives and constraints

that represent facets of a specific real-world problem. For instance, consider a facility

location problem, in which a decision maker has a certain budget to open several

facilities on a subset of given locations. The facilities are operated to satisfy daily

customer demands from a variety of nearby locations. The decision maker seeks a set

of locations to open facilities and also a feasible assignment that will match every facility

to its corresponding customer. (S)he needs to examine the tradeoff between the cost of

opening a facility and long-term operational costs, while the solution needs to satisfy the

budget constraint as well as the customers’ daily demands.

Note that the decision of opening a facility can be characterized as a binary variable

at each potential facility location. Also, consider demands that are uncertain every day

over a finite time horizon. We can formulate the problem as a mathematical program

that involves stochastic parameters and discrete variables. A major concern of solving

this class of problems is the amount of memory and computational effort required,

which normally grow exponentially in terms of the problem size (e.g., the number of

discrete variables or the number of scenarios to characterize uncertainty). Indeed, the

presence of discrete variables and stochastic data both significantly complicate the

process of optimizing mathematical programming models. As a result, the challenge

of overcoming the difficulties posed by these problems has received much attention

in the literature. Benders decomposition (Benders, 1962) and its many variants are

still among the most effective techniques for solving large-scale linear programming

(LP) and MIP models having special decomposable structures. We refer to Saharidis
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& Ierapetritou (2010) and Saharidis et al. (2010a) for recent improvements of Benders

methods as demonstrated in science and engineering applications. Essentially, the

Benders approach identifies a split between “here-and-now” and “recourse” variables,

whereby the resolution of complicating here-and-now variables in the first stage permits

the solution of second-stage subproblems involving recourse variables. At each iteration,

the algorithm passes a fixed first-stage decision into the second stage, and employs

optimality conditions to derive “feasibility” or “optimality” cuts that will direct the evolution

of the first-stage decisions at the next iteration. The algorithm terminates when all

optimality conditions are satisfied by the current first-stage solution, and no further cuts

are generated. In the previous facility location problem, we decide whether or not to

open a facility on the set of locations to minimize the opening cost, and an estimate

for the overall operational cost, regardless of whether the solution is feasible to meet

customer demands. Then in the second stage, we fix facility locations, and verify

whether this solution could meet all demands, and determine the actual corresponding

operational cost under each demand scenario. We then generate Benders feasibility

cut(s) (if the demands are not satisfied) or optimality cut(s) (if the actual operational cost

exceeds the estimate) into the first-stage problem, and iteratively repeat the procedure.

We claim optimality when no cuts are generated from the subproblems.

The advantages of the above decomposition approach are the following. In the

first-stage problem, we solve a relaxed mater problem that has much fewer variables

and constraints, and thus is more computationally tractable. Moreover, stochastic

parameters are only in present in the subproblems, each of which corresponds to

a realized scenario. By fixing the values of the first-stage variables, we solve the

subproblems in parallel, and independently generate cuts into the master problem

from each subproblem. Compared with directly solving a monolithic mathematical

program, this strategy solves a series of smaller problems, allows large-scale parallel

computing, and provides an attractive alternative for solving stochastic mixed-integer
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programs (MIP) within reasonable computational limits. In the case where there are

a finite number of feasible solutions in the first stage, this cutting-plane algorithm will

guarantee convergence to an optimal solution in finite number of steps. Furthermore,

the two-stage MIP model and its solution methodologies share many attributes with a

network interdiction model. The latter is usually formulated as a Stackelberg game, in

which one player “moves” first, followed by the other player’s recourse reaction. The first

player seeks a set of moves that would minimize the maximum gain, or would maximize

the minimum loss of the second-player. Optimality conditions are also employed to

combine the two players’ problems into a single optimization program, and to compute

an optimal solution.

However, assuming the presence of discrete variables in the second stage, we

can neither directly apply traditional Benders-like decomposition approaches to the

two-stage MIPs, nor combine the two player’s formulations in a network-interdiction

setting. This is due to the absence of dual information that we can glean from the

nonconvex subproblem formulations. In particular, this situation is often encountered

when modeling two-stage stochastic programs, whose many variants have been used to

cast a variety of real-world problems. The topic of two-stage stochastic modeling and its

solution methodologies are briefly reviewed as follows.

Optimization problems formulated as stochastic programs with recourse commonly

arise in areas of military, health care industry, financial business, emergency response

(Haneveld & Van der Vlerk, 1999; Schultz, 2003). Birge & Louveaux (1997) and Kall

& Wallace (1994) discuss general decomposition strategies for solving stochastic

programs, in which a set of decisions are made a priori, when uncertain information has

not yet been completely available. Then, given first-stage decisions and the revealed

random second-stage data following some distribution, values of subsequent recourse

are decided based on a relationship between the first- and second-stage variables.
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Two-stage stochastic linear programs were first introduced by Dantzig (1955),

and then investigated by Walkup & Wets (1967). Here we study general two-stage

stochastic mixed-integer programming models (SMIP). The easiest case deals with

SMIPs having only continuous variables in the second stage, which yields convex

subproblem formulations. An effective decomposition approach, such as Benders

decomposition (Benders, 1962), will categorize the decisions as “here-and-now” and

“wait-and-see,” such that the former type of decisions are independent of uncertain data

realizations and need to be made in the first stage. The latter type of decisions are then

considered as recourse, whose values are decided in the second-stage subproblems.

A traditional Benders cutting-plane algorithm has been shown to finitely converge if the

subproblems are linear, or are nonlinear convex programs that satisfy certain feasibility

and boundedness assumptions (Flippo & Rinnooy Kan, 1993; Geoffrion, 1972; Van

Slyke & Wets, 1969; Wollmer, 1980).

Next, we describe methods that solve two-stage SMIPs having integer recourse

variables in the subproblems, which are nonconvex in general. First consider the case

in which the relaxed master problem has pure binary variables. Laporte & Louveaux

(1993) provide a cutting-plane algorithm for general two-stage MIPs in which the

first-stage problem has only binary variables, and the second-stage problem may have

a combination of continuous and discrete variables. The so-called Laporte-Louveaux

(LL) inequalities that their technique employs have been used to solve stochastic

location and routing problems within reasonable computational limits (Laporte et al.,

1992, 1994). Carøe & Tind (1997) provide an approach for solving two-stage stochastic

programming problems having integer second-stage variables by employing general

duality theory, in which the master problem has nonlinear constraints. This method

establishes important stochastic integer programming foundations, but is not practically

effective unless the reformulated nonlinear master program can be efficiently solved.

Sen & Higle (2005) introduce a disjunctive-decompostion (D2) algorithm, using
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disjunctive programming to convexify subproblems and derive valid cutting planes.

However, computational implementations and results have been shown to be slow for

problems that have large-scale stochastic data and discrete decision variables (Ntaimo

& Sen, 2008). Sherali & Fraticelli (2002) generate modified Benders cuts by using the

Reformulation-Linearization Technique (RLT) (Sherali & Adams, 1990, 1994), yielding

integral subproblems given first-stage solutions. Rather than explicitly implement RLT,

they sequentially generate a suitable partial description of the convex hull representation

as needed in the process of deriving valid Benders cuts, which are reusable and globally

valid. Sen & Sherali (2006) propose a decomposition-related branch-and-cut (BAC)

algorithm. They enhance the computational efficacy by putting the D2 algorithm into

a BAC framework, which allows the SMIPs to be solved by dividing a large problem

into smaller subproblems, which can be solved in parallel. Yuan & Sen (2009) study

computational enhancements to speed up cut generation process associated with

D2-BAC.

However, when mixed-integer variables are present in both stages, by allowing

fractional first-stage solution values, one may generate infinite number of cuts from

the subproblems by considering infinite choices of first-stage solutions. Ahmed et al.

(2004) explore a class of two-stage SMIPs having general first-stage variables and pure

integer second-stage recourse. They develop a finite branch-and-bound approach by

implementing a partitioning process in a transformed space. Sherali & Zhu (2007) also

use a branch-and-bound approach, and a modified Benders decomposition method in

Sherali & Fraticelli (2002) to define a lower bound value after each branching procedure.

They show that the algorithm will converge to a global optimal solution, but may take

infinite iterations.

In this dissertation, we analyze several practical problems having general discrete

subproblems, and try to derive dual information of the subproblems by examining

the convex hull of the original problem. We then use the dual formulation to generate
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modified Benders cuts or valid inequalities for solving the corresponding two-stage

MIPs, or to derive a single-level model for solving network interdiction models. We

demonstrate the computational efficacy of our approaches on a set of randomly

generated instances. We introduce the details of our models and algorithms in each

chapter as follows, in which combinatorial optimization methods, graph theory, and RLT

are employed to obtain the convex hull representations.

Chapter 2 considers a class of two-stage stochastic optimization problems arising

in the protection of vital arcs in a critical path network. A project is completed after a

series of dependent tasks are all finished. We analyze a problem in which task finishing

times are uncertain, but can be insured a priori to mitigate potential delays. A decision

maker must trade off costs incurred in insuring arcs with expected penalties associated

with late project completion times, where lateness penalties are assumed to be lower

semi-continuous nondecreasing functions of completion time. We provide decomposition

strategies to solve this problem with respect to either convex or nonconvex penalty

functions. In particular, for the nonconvex penalty case, we employ RLT to make

the problem amenable to solution via Benders decomposition. We also consider a

chance-constrained version of this problem, in which the probability of completing a

project on time is sufficiently large. The Sample Average Approximation method is

employed to guide our scenario generation.

Chapter 3 examines variants of the Critical Node Problem on specially-structured

graphs, which aim to identify a subset of nodes whose removal will maximally disconnect

the graph. These problems lie in the intersection of network interdiction and graph

theory, and are relevant to several practical optimization problems. The two connectivity

metrics that we consider regard the number of maximal connected components

(which we attempt to maximize) and the largest component size (which we attempt

to minimize). We develop polynomial-time dynamic programming algorithms for solving

these problems with respect to each network-connectivity metric on tree structures
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and on series-parallel graphs. We also extend our discussion by considering node

deletion costs, node weights, and generalizations of tree structures. The solution

methodology we developed in this chapter prepares for the extension of maximizing the

disconnectivity of general graphs in Chapter 4. Aside from the two problem variants in

Chapter 3, we consider a third one based on maximizing a metric as the minimum cost

required to reconnect the graph after the nodes are deleted. We formulate each problem

as a MIP, and then study valid inequalities for the first two connectivity objectives by

examining intermediate dynamic programming solutions to k-hole subgraphs.

In Chapter 5, we consider an optimization problem that integrates network design

and broadcast domination decisions. Given an undirected graph, a feasible broadcast

domination is a set of nonnegative integer powers fi assigned to each node i , such that

for any node j in the graph, there exists some node k having a positive fk -value whose

shortest distance to node j is no more than fk . The cost of a broadcast domination

solution is the sum of all node power values. The network design problem constructs

edges that decrease the minimum broadcast domination cost on the graph. The overall

problem we consider minimizes the sum of edge construction costs and broadcast

domination costs. We show that this problem is NP-hard in the strong sense, even on

unweighted graphs. We then propose a decomposition strategy, which iteratively adds

valid inequalities based on optimal broadcast domination solutions corresponding to the

first-stage network design solutions. The computational results show that our approach

is computationally far superior to the solution of a single large-scale MIP formulation.

Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes the paper and states the future research tasks

corresponding to the problems in each chapter. The idea of seeking convex-hull

representations of general large-scale discrete optimization problems is shown to

be helpful for generating effective cutting planes and for eliminate the presence of bilevel

models in network-interdiction settings. Thus, we want to derive standard procedures

for such MIP models having specially-structured constraints. It is also interesting to
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test the efficacy of the approaches that we develop in this dissertation by tuning the

computational parameters. Our methodology can be extended or applied to solve many

other two-stage or bilevel optimization problems arising in different practical problems.
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CHAPTER 2
CRITICAL PATH INSURANCE PROBLEM

2.1 Problem Description and Literature Survey

In this chapter, we analyze a class of Critical Path Management (CPM) problems

associated with the scheduling of complex projects that consist of several dependent

activities. These problems are often modeled by a directed network whose arcs

represent dependent tasks, and whose arc weights consist of associated task durations.

Graph vertices represent milestones, and enforce precedence constraints by requiring

that all tasks associated with arcs entering a node must be completed before any tasks

associated with arcs exiting the node may begin. Also, there exists a node representing

the start of the project, and a node representing its termination. If the duration for each

activity is not known with certainty, the Program Evaluation and Review Technique

(PERT) can be used to estimate the probability that a project will be completed by a

given deadline. We refer to Kelley (1961, 1963); Moehring (1984) for basic CPM/PERT

literature. Given the CPM network associated with a project, the total project completion

time is given by the length of the network’s longest path, referred to as its critical path.

Critical path lengths are carefully monitored in most business applications since financial

penalties often accrue as a monotonic function of project completion time.

Some recent models and algorithms for resource-constrained project scheduling

problems include works by Brucker et al. (1999), Chtourou & Haouari (2008), Ozdamar

& Ulusoy (1995), and Patterson (1984). In particular, Elmaghraby et al. (2000),

Hagstrom (1990), and Iida (2000) compute lower and upper bounds for the distribution

function of PERT project durations in order to schedule tasks. From a multi-stage

dynamic perspective, Bowman & Muckstadt (1993), Hindelang & Muth (1979),

and Kulkarni & Adlakha (1986) employ dynamic programming and finite-stage,

continuous-time Markov chains to solve these problems.
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Several methodologies are used to handle parameter uncertainty in CPM, including

heuristic- and Monte-Carlo-simulation-based techniques (Burt & Garman (1971);

Bowman (1995); Mitchell & Klastorin (2007)). Critical Chain Project Management

(CCPM) (Goldratt, 1997) is a method based on Theory of Constraints that emphasizes

keeping resources flexible at start times and quickly switching resources between

tasks as necessary. Herroelen & Leus (2001) highlight the merits and disadvantages of

CCPM based on literature and experimental studies on commercial CCPM software.

By contrast, in this chapter we consider situations in which resources cannot be

dynamically switched among tasks during the execution of the project. These situations

occur for instance when resources must be allocated well in advance (e.g., in capital

budgeting plans), or when communication/transportation logistics make resource

transfer impossible.

Herroelen & Leus (2005) review fundamental approaches for project management

under uncertainty, including reactive scheduling, stochastic project scheduling, fuzzy

project scheduling, and robust (proactive) scheduling. The time/cost trade-off (or

activity crashing) problems are related to the study in this chapter. Scholl (2001) and

Gutjahr et al. (2000) formulate an expectation-based version of the stochastic linear

time/cost trade-off problem as a scenario-based stochastic program. These problems

have also recently been analyzed using chance-constrained formulations (Laslo,

2003; Golenko-Ginzburg & Gonik, 1999; Golenko-Ginzburg et al., 2000). We refer to

Demeulemeester & Herroelen (2002) for a comprehensive discussion of contemporary

stochastic project scheduling problems.

We consider the cases in which project managers can invest resources to either

shorten task durations or prevent spikes in task durations due to uncertainty. For

instance, task durations may be substantially delayed due to labor availability in

construction, or shipping delays in logistics applications. In these settings, insuring

tasks against delays may be accomplished by prehiring additional labor to keep in
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reserve, or by paying additional money to guarantee timely delivery of goods. A decision

maker would seek an optimal portfolio of resource investment, trading-off costs of

insuring arcs with expected penalties associated with project deadline violation. We refer

to this problem as the Stochastic Task Insurance Problem (STIP).

STIP is related to interdiction problems, which form another class of two-stage

problems that often take place over networks. A typical network interdiction problem

involves a network operator that wishes to minimize (without loss of generality)

some objective over the network, such as a shortest path or minimum cost flow. The

interdiction problem is set up as a Stackelberg game wherein an interdicting agent acts

first to modify the characteristics of certain arcs (e.g., reducing or eliminating capacity) in

order to maximize the operator’s minimum cost. Some stochastic interdiction problems

of note include those by Cormican et al. (1998) and Janjarassuk & Linderoth (2008).

In this chapter, we formulate STIP as a two-stage stochastic programming model

amenable to Benders decomposition (Benders, 1962). Schultz (2003) provides a review

of stochastic integer programming models and algorithms, and Chen et al. (2008) for

multistage stochastic optimization models. Our primary contributions are summarized

as follows. One, we propose a Benders decomposition framework for the solution

of STIP in which lateness is penalized by a nondecreasing lower semi-continuous

penalty function of project completion time. These functions are of significant practical

importance, because they allow a decision-maker to capture discontinuities and/or

smooth nonconvex portions of the penalty function. Discontinuities may arise because of

fixed-charge fees due to lateness, and smooth nonconvexities may arise when penalty

functions are concave functions that asymptotically approach a maximum value (e.g.,

due to project cancelation). Two, we demonstrate how to quickly recover coefficients

for Benders cuts from the solution of a critical path problem, rather than requiring the

direct solution of a more complex reformulation. Three, we cast STIP in the context of a
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chance-constrained optimization problem, and demonstrate how our algorithms can be

used to solve such instances.

We then conduct a computational study in Section 2.4 that both illustrates the

efficiency of our procedures, and demonstrates the inherent difficulty of solving STIP.

In particular, we examine two intuitive methods that managers may be tempted to use

to determine which tasks should be insured. In Section 2.4.1.2, we consider the use

of a simple rule in which tasks are insured in order of a nondecreasing ratio of task

insurance cost to average time saved due to insurance. In Section 2.4.1.3, we solve a

series of deterministic critical path insurance problems, in which the scenario outcomes

are known a priori, to obtain an empirical estimate of how likely a task is to be insured

in each scenario. (We refer to this as the persistency of a task (Bertsimas et al., 2006).)

Hence, another intuitive statement may suppose that tasks having high persistence are

more likely to be insured at optimality in STIP. However, we demonstrate that neither of

these approaches are capable of reliably picking optimal tasks to insure in STIP. The

vital implication is that STIP is too difficult to be solved by examining cost-to-benefit

ratios as supposed in Section 2.4.1.2, and even too difficult to be solved by insuring

those tasks that appear most often in the solution to a series of deterministic task

insurance problems in which uncertain information is revealed before the insurance

decisions take place.

Finally, note that the actual completion time of the project will be a function of the

task insurance decisions and the outcome of the random task durations, and also of the

penalty function that a manager may place on late completion times. We consider in

Section 2.4.1.4 the case in which a decision-maker enforces a continuous two segment

piecewise-linear penalty function on the late completion times. We observe that with

convex penalties the average critical path length tends to be shorter than with concave

penalties, explained by the fact that in the former case, severe penalty is imposed on
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very late completion times. This observation is of particular interest to managers that are

risk-averse and wish to mitigate worst-case scenarios.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the

problem and provide a subgradient-based cutting-plane algorithm with respect to the

convex penalty case. In Section 2.3, we first examine the case of piecewise-linear lower

semi-continuous penalty functions, for which we employ the Reformulation-Linearization

Technique (RLT) of Sherali and Adams (Sherali & Adams, 1990, 1994) to remodel the

subproblem so that it is amenable to solution via Benders decomposition. We then

extend our algorithm to handle general nondecreasing lower-semicontinuous penalty

functions, and also solve a variation of STIP that we cast as a chance-constrained

formulation. We employ the Sample Average Approximation (SAA) method (e.g.,

Shapiro & Homem-de-Mello (2000)) in Section 2.4 to solve instances having stochastic

task durations.

2.2 Problem Statement and Convex Penalty Case

Let G(N ,A) denote a directed graph representing the tasks to be completed in a

complex project, with node set N = {0, ... , n}, and arc set A ⊂ N × N , where A is

topologically ordered such that (i , j) ∈ A only if i < j . Node 0 serves as the project

starting point and node n as its completion point. We define FS(i) = {j : (i , j) ∈ A} as

the set of nodes adjacent from node i , and RS(i) = {j : (j , i) ∈ A} as the set of nodes

adjacent to node i , ∀i ∈ N .

For each arc (i , j) ∈ A, we represent the cost of insuring (i , j) by cij , and define

binary decision variable xij , where xij = 1 if we insure arc (i , j) and xij = 0 otherwise. The

set of possible finite scenarios is given by Ω, where for each scenario s ∈ Ω, each arc

(i , j) ∈ A is associated with an uninsured task duration d sij and insured task duration gsij ,

where 0 ≤ gsij ≤ d sij . We use binary variables y sij to denote whether arc (i , j) belongs to

a critical path in scenario s ∈ Ω, where y sij = 1 if arc (i , j) is part of one identified critical

path.
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For our initial model, suppose that we have nondecreasing convex functions

Θs : R 7→ R that penalize the critical path length in each scenario. We define es as the

probability of realizing a scenario s ∈ Ω, and present the optimization problem as:

CP: min
∑

(i ,j)∈A
cijxij +

∑

s∈Ω
esΘs(ψs(x))

s.t. xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i , j) ∈ A,

where Θs(ψs(x)) is the penalty function in scenario s ∈ Ω, and ψs(x) is the critical path

length with respect to x , given by

CPMs(x): ψs(x) = max
∑

(i ,j)∈A
(d sij − (d sij − gsij)xij)y sij (2–1a)

s.t.
∑

j∈FS(0)
y s0j = 1 (2–1b)

∑

j∈FS(i)
y sij −

∑

k∈RS(i)
y ski = 0 ∀i ∈ N − {0, n} (2–1c)

0 ≤ y sij ≤ 1 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, (2–1d)

where Objective 2–1a maximizes the sum of task durations, Constraints 2–1b and 2–1c

enforce flow-balance constraints for critical path contiguity, and Constraint 2–1d bounds

the y -variables between 0 and 1.

Since ψs(x) is convex in x and Θs is a nondecreasing convex function of ψs(x),

we have that f s(x) = Θs(ψs(x)) is convex in x . A standard Benders decomposition

approach would create the following (relaxed) master problem:

CP-MP: min
∑

(i ,j)∈A
cijxij +

∑

s∈Ω
esηs

s.t. ηs ≥ f s(x t) + [∂f s(x t)]T (x − x t) ∀t ∈ Ts , s ∈ Ω (2–2)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i , j) ∈ A,

where Ts is the collection of optimality cuts under scenario s , x t is the candidate solution

in the tth iteration, and ∂f s(x t) is a subgradient of f s(x) at x t .
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To compute the corresponding parameters in Inequalities 2–2, rather than

requiring the direct dual solution of a subproblem reformulation, note that f s(x t)

is directly obtainable from solving a critical path problem CPMs(x t) and setting

f s(x t) = Θs(ψs(x t)). Let Θs,t be the slope of Θs(·) at ψs(x t), and given x t , let y s,t

be the optimal solution of CPMs(x t). We have that {−(d sij − gsij)y s,tij } is the (i , j)th element

of a subgradient of ψs(x) at x t , and so

∂f sij (x
t) = −Θs,t(d sij − gsij)y s,tij ∀(i , j) ∈ A. (2–3)

2.3 Decomposition Algorithm for the Nonconvex Penalty Case

We analyze a class of problems involving nonconvex penalty functions, where the

cuts generated using the subgradient method in Section 2.2 are no longer valid with

respect to the nonconvex subproblems. For piecewise-linear lower semi-continuous

penalty functions, we employ RLT to convexify the second-stage programs, and

generate Benders cuts associated with the modified subproblems in Section 2.3.2.

We then extend these techniques to handle more general nonconvex functions in

Section 2.3.3, and employ our algorithms to solve a chance-constrained formulation of

our problem in Section 2.3.4.

2.3.1 Reformulation-Linearization Technique

The RLT of Sherali and Adams (Sherali & Adams, 1990, 1994) enhances the

solvability of zero-one programming problems by deriving a hierarchy of linear

programming relaxations, which ultimately provide a convex hull representation of

the problem. We briefly describe the RLT details most relevant to this chapter.

Consider a mixed-integer zero-one linear program whose feasible region X is

defined over binary variables x = (x1, ... , xn) and nonnegative continuous variables

y = (yn+1, ... , ym). Given any value of d ∈ {0, ... , n}, we construct the relaxation of X at
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level d by considering the following product terms:

Fd(J1, J2) =
∏

j∈J1
xj

∏

j∈J2
(1− xj) ∀J1, J2 ⊆ {1, ... , n}, J1 ∩ J2 = ∅, |J1 ∪ J2| = d , (2–4)

and by executing the following steps:

1. Reformulation. Multiply each constraint by each product Fd(J1, J2) of order d to

create a (nonlinear) polynomial mixed-integer zero-one program.

2. Linearization. Linearize the program by applying the identity x2j = xj for all

j ∈ {1, ... , n}, substituting wJ =
∏
j∈J xj , ∀J ⊆ {1, ... , n}, vkJ = yk

∏
j∈J xj , ∀J ⊆ {1, ... , n},

∀k , and relaxing integrality.

Thus, we linearize the reformulated problem into a higher-dimensional problem

whose projection of Xd onto the original variables (x , y) is given by

XPd = {(x , y) : (x , y ,w , v) ∈ Xd} ∀d = 1, ... , n.

Sherali & Adams (1990, 1994) show that X0 ≡ XP0 ⊇ XP1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ XPn = conv(X ), where

XP0 ≡ X0 denotes the ordinary linear programming relaxation, and conv(X ) is the convex

hull of X . We will adopt this strategy in the rest of this chapter to address STIPs having

nonlinear cost functions.

2.3.2 Piecewise-linear Lower Semi-continuous Penalty Function

We begin by considering STIPs in which the completion time penalty is given by

a piecewise-linear lower semi-continuous function, and develop a modified Benders

decomposition method for the problem. We decompose STIP as a two-stage stochastic

mixed-integer program that has binary x-variables and mixed integer recourse variables

in the first and second stages, respectively, and independent subproblems for each

scenario s ∈ Ω.
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Letting ηs denote the optimal objective value of the subproblem based on scenario

s , we formulate the master problem as:

MP-PW: min
∑

(i ,j)∈A
cijxij +

∑

s∈Ω
esηs (2–5a)

s.t. ηs +m
s,lx ≥ ns,l ∀l ∈ Ls , s ∈ Ω (2–5b)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i , j) ∈ A, ηs ≥ ηs ∀s ∈ Ω, (2–5c)

where Ls designates a set of Benders cuts derived for the s th subproblem, having

coefficients ms,l and ns,l , as we describe below, and ηs denotes the smallest penalty that

could be incurred in scenario s for any choice of x . (Note that the penalty associated

with the critical path length when all task durations are set to the gs-values is a valid

lower bound for ηs .)

Note that graph G(N ,A) is acyclic in a project management instance. Hence,

given a first-stage solution x̂ , we can quickly compute the corresponding critical path

in O(|A|) steps (e.g., Ahuja et al. (1993)), and let ŷ sij = 1 if (i , j) ∈ A belongs to our

identified critical path, and ŷ sij = 0 otherwise. The main advantage of our second-stage

subproblem formulation is that we simply separate a critical path problem from the

whole subproblem model. We then recover all subproblem optimal dual values by using

the critical path length, and further generate modified Benders cuts without actually

solving the entire subproblem formulation. Hence, we only solve a critical path problem

regarding each subproblem and save a large amount of computational effect.

For scenario s ∈ Ω we define Θs over intervals 1, ... ,K s , where interval k is defined

over (τ sk , τ sk+1], for k = 1, ... ,K s , and where τ sK s+1 is a maximum possible critical path

length in scenario s . For convenience, we assume that τ s1 is just smaller than ηs to allow

all intervals to be open on the left side. For each scenario s ∈ Ω, the piecewise-linear

penalty function has slope msk and intercept bsk over interval k , ∀k = 1, ... ,K s , where

msk ≥ 0, ∀k , and bs1 ≥ 0 to ensure that each function is nonnegative and nondecreasing.
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We define binary variable z sk such that z sk = 1 if the project completion time belongs

to interval k , and z sk = 0 otherwise, for k = 1, ... ,K s and s ∈ Ω. Define usi to represent

the length of a longest path from node 0 to node i , ∀i = 0, ... , n, s ∈ Ω, given the values

of x̂ij from the first-stage master problem (where us0 = 0). Also, define variables f sk as the

objective function contribution due to interval k in scenario s , i.e., f sk = (m
s
ku
s
n + b

s
k)z

s
k .

Letting Q denote a large constant number, we formulate the subproblem as

SP-LSs(x̂): min
K s∑

k=1

f sk (2–6a)

s.t. f sk ≥ mskusn + bsk −Q(1− z sk ) ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–6b)

usn ≥ τ sk z
s
k ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–6c)

−usn ≥ −τ sk+1 −Q(1− z sk ) ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–6d)

usj − usi ≥ d sij − (d sij − gsij)x̂ij ∀(i , j) ∈ A (2–6e)

f sk ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–6f)
K s∑

k=1

z sk = 1 (2–6g)

z sk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k = 1, ... ,K s . (2–6h)

We employ RLT to reformulate STIP into a form that is amenable to solution by Benders

decomposition. (Sherali (2001) discusses related development on applying RLT to

piecewise-linear lower semi-continuous functions.) By noticing that
∑K s

k=1 z
s
k = 1, ∀s ∈ Ω,

we generate the convex hull of solutions to the overall STIP (containing all scenarios)

in which z sk is binary valued ∀k , s , based on the Special Structures RLT of Sherali et al.

(1998), and the risk-based decomposition strategy of Sherali & Smith (2009). We also

refer to Sherali & Fraticelli (2002) for related work. The key is to multiply Ineq. 2–6b

through 2–6g, as well as the bounds xij ≤ 1 and xij ≥ 0, by z sk , ∀k = 1, ... ,K s , and xij ≥ 0
by (1 −∑K s

k=1 z
s
k ) (yielding an equality constraint), before decomposition. After doing so,

there exists an optimal solution in which all z-variables are binary valued, given binary

x-values, and the problem can thus be solved by Benders decomposition.
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Observe that, by definition, f sk z
s
k = f

s
k , and f sk z

s
l = 0, ∀l 6= k . We then linearize

by substituting (z sk )
2 = z sk , ∀k , z sl z sk = 0, ∀l 6= k ; and by defining v sik ≡ usi z sk , ∀i =

0, ... , n, k = 1, ... ,K s , and w sijk ≡ xijz sk , ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k = 1, ... ,K s . We apply Special

Structures RLT (Sherali et al., 1998) to SP-LSs(x̂), and decompose the formulation. The

resulting subproblem is given by

min
K s∑

k=1

f sk (2–7a)

s.t. −msl v snk + (Q − bsl )z sk ≥ 0 ∀l , k = 1, ... ,K s , l 6= k (2–7b)

−mskv snk − bskz sk + f sk ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–7c)

v snk ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–7d)

v snk − τ sk z
s
k ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–7e)

−v snk + (τ sl+1 +Q)z sk ≥ 0 ∀l , k = 1, ... ,K s , l 6= k (2–7f)

−v snk + τ sk+1z
s
k ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–7g)

v sjk − v sik − d sij z sk + (d sij − gsij)w sijk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k = 1, ... ,K s (2–7h)

−
K s∑

k=1

w sijk = −x̂ij ∀(i , j) ∈ A (2–7i)

−w sijk + z sk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k = 1, ... ,K s (2–7j)

w sijk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k = 1, ... ,K s (2–7k)
K s∑

k=1

z sk = 1 (2–7l)

f sk ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–7m)

z sk ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s . (2–7n)

First, we observe that Ineq. 2–7b is implied by 2–7n if msl = 0, and otherwise (msl > 0),

2–7b is implied by 2–7g, since (Q − bsl )/msl > τ sk+1. Next, note that Constraints 2–7d,

2–7f, and 2–7m are implied by Constraints 2–7e, 2–7g, and 2–7c, respectively. We thus

obtain

SP-LSs(x̂)-RLT:
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min
∑K s

k=1 f
s
k Duals

s.t. −mskv snk − bskz sk + f sk ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s Ak

v snk − τ sk z
s
k ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s B+k

−v snk + τ sk+1z
s
k ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s B−k

v sjk − v sik − d sij z sk + (d sij − gsij)w sijk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k = 1, ... ,K s Cijk

−∑K s

k=1 w
s
ijk = −x̂ij ∀(i , j) ∈ A Dij

−w sijk + z sk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k = 1, ... ,K s Eijk
∑K s

k=1 z
s
k = 1 F

w sijk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k = 1, ... ,K s , z sk ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s

Consider an optimal primal solution having objective function value f̂ s and

completion time ûsn, such that ûsn belongs to interval k ′ ∈ {1, ... ,K s} (noting that

f̂ s = msk ′ û
s
n + b

s
k ′). Define “slopes” ρLk and ρRk associated with interval k , where

ρLk = (f̂
s − (mskτ sk + bsk))/(ûsn − τ sk ), and ρRk = (f̂

s − (mskτ sk+1 + bsk))/(ûsn − τ sk+1),

∀k = 1, ... ,K s . That is, ρLk is the slope of the penalty from its current value to the value

of the penalty function on the left interval value of segment k , and ρRk is similarly defined

for the right interval value of segment k . If ûsn = τ sk ′+1, we use the conventions ρRk ′ = m
s
k ′

and ρLk ′+1 = ∞. Note that ρLk and ρRk are always nonnegative since all the penalty

functions are nondecreasing. Define Â as a set containing all arcs in a critical path, and

X̂ b = {(i , j) ∈ Â : x̂ij = b}, for b = 0 and 1.

Proposition 2.1. An optimal dual solution to SP-LSs(x̂)-RLT is given as follows.

• Ak = 1, ∀k = 1, ... ,K s ;

• Cijk = 0, ∀(i , j) 6∈ Â, k = 1, ... ,K s ;

• for all k = 1, ... , k ′, Cijk = max {ρLk , ρRk , m
s
k ′}, and for all k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s , Cijk =

min {ρLk , ρRk , m
s
k ′}, ∀(i , j) ∈ Â. If Cijk ≥ msk , B+k = 0, B−k = Cijk − msk ; otherwise,

B−k = 0, B
+
k = m

s
k − Cijk ;

• for arc (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1, Dij = mink=k ′,...,K s {(d sij − gsij)Cijk}, and for arc (i , j) ∈ X̂ 0, Dij =
maxk=1,...,k ′−1 {(d sij − gsij)Cijk};
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• for all k = 1, ... ,K s , if arc (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1, Eijk = (d sij − gsij)Cijk − Dij , and if (i , j) ∈
X̂ 0, Eijk = 0;

• F = f̂ s +
∑
(i ,j)∈X̂ 1 Dij .

Proof. We demonstrate that the proposed dual solution is dual feasible and complementary

slack to the primal solution. The dual feasibility conditions to SP-LSs(x̂)-RLT are given

by

−mskAk + B+k − B−k +
∑

i∈RS(n)
Cink = 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–8a)

∑

l∈RS(i)
Clik −

∑

j∈FS(i)
Cijk = 0 ∀i = 1, ... , n − 1, k = 1, ... ,K s (2–8b)

(d sij − gsij)Cijk −Dij − Eijk ≤ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k = 1, ... ,K s (2–8c)

Ak = 1 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–8d)

−bskAk − τ skB
+
k + τ sk+1B

−
k −

∑

(i ,j)∈A
d sijCijk +

∑

(i ,j)∈A
Eijk + F ≤ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s (2–8e)

Ak , B
+
k , B

−
k , Cijk , Eijk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k = 1, ... ,K s , (2–8f)

where Constraints 2–8a, 2–8b, 2–8c, 2–8d, and 2–8e are associated with primal

vnk , vik (∀i = 1, ... , n − 1), wijk , fk , and zk -variables, respectively. We first verify the

feasibility of our given dual values. Note that Constraints 2–8d is directly satisfied by our

choice of Ak = 1, ∀k . Also, for each k , all nonzero Cijk values are equal and correspond

to arcs (i , j) in a critical path, which verifies feasibility with respect to Constraints 2–8b.

Furthermore, since
∑
i∈RS(n) Cink = Ci∗nk , where (i∗, n) ∈ Â, and since we explicitly set

B+k and B−k such that

Ci∗nk = m
s
k − B+k + B−k ∀k = 1, ... ,K s ,

then Constraints 2–8a is satisfied. Also, all Ak , B+k , B
−
k , and Cijk values are clearly

nonnegative, since ρLk , ρRk , and msk are all nonnegative.

We next show that Constraints 2–8c is satisfied, and that all Eijk values are

nonnegative. First, for (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1, Eijk is set to (d sij − gsij)Cijk − Dij so that Constraints
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2–8c holds as an equality. To show that Eijk ≥ 0 in this case, for k = 1, ... , k ′, we

have Cijk = max{ρLk , ρRk , m
s
k ′} ≥ msk ′, and since Dij = mink=k ′,...,K s {(d sij − gsij)Cijk} ≤

(d sij − gsij)Cijk ′ for (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1, we get (d sij − gsij)Cijk ≥ (d sij − gsij)msk ′ ≥ Dij , which

verifies that Eijk = (d sij − gsij)Cijk − Dij ≥ 0. For k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s , (d sij − gsij)Cijk ≥
mink=k ′,...,K s {(d sij − gsij)Cijk} = Dij , which also yields Eijk = (d sij − gsij)Cijk −Dij ≥ 0.

Now, for (i , j) ∈ X̂ 0, if k = 1, ... , k ′, (d sij − gsij)Cijk ≤ maxk=1,...,k ′ {(d sij − gsij)Cijk} = Dij ,
while if k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s , (d sij − gsij)Cijk = (d sij − gsij)min {ρLk , ρRk , m

s
k ′} ≤ (d sij − gsij)msk ′ ≤

maxk=1,...,k ′ {(d sij − gsij)Cijk} = Dij . Therefore, setting Eijk = 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ X̂ 0, k = 1, ... ,K s

satisfies the remaining inequalities of 2–8c, and ensures nonnegativity of Eijk , ∀(i , j) ∈
A, k = 1, ... ,K s .

Next, we verify that our dual solution is feasible to Ineq. 2–8e. For all k = 1, ... ,K s ,

we have Eijk = 0 = (d sij −gsij)Cijk x̂ij , ∀(i , j) ∈ X̂ 0, and Eijk = (d sij −gsij)Cijk −Dij , ∀(i , j) ∈ X̂ 1.
Hence,

∑

(i ,j)∈A
Eijk =

∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 0
Eijk +

∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 1
Eijk

=
∑

(i ,j)∈Â
(d sij − gsij)Cijk x̂ij −

∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 1
Dij ∀k = 1, ... ,K s . (2–9)

Substituting
∑
(i ,j)∈A Eijk with Constraints 2–9, and noting Constraints 2–8a, 2–8d,

Cijk = 0, ∀(i , j) 6∈ Â, Cijk = Ci∗nk , ∀(i , j) ∈ Â, and
∑
(i ,j)∈Â (d

s
ij − (d sij − gsij)x̂ij) = ûsn, we

write Ineq. 2–8e as

−bsk − τ skB
+
k + τ sk+1B

−
k − ûsnCi∗nk −

∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 1
Dij + F ≤ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s ,or

−bsk − τ skB
+
k + τ sk+1B

−
k − ûsnCi∗nk + f̂ s ≤ 0 ∀k = 1, ... ,K s . (2–10)

If Ci∗nk ≥ msk , with respect to Constraints 2–8a, we substitute B+k = 0, B
−
k = Ci∗nk −msk ,

and Constraints 2–10 becomes

(f̂ s − (mskτ sk+1 + bsk))− (ûsn − τ sk+1)Ci∗nk ≤ 0. (2–11)
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For k = 1, ... , k ′−1, (ûsn−τ sk+1) > 0, we have Ci∗nk ≥ (f̂ s−(mskτ sk+1+bsk))/(ûsn−τ sk+1) = ρRk ;

for k = k ′, ... ,K s , if (ûsn − τ sk+1) < 0, Constraints 2–11 requires Ci∗nk ≤ ρRk . If k = k ′, ûsn =

τ sk ′+1, and Constraints 2–11 becomes f̂ s − (msk ′τ sk ′+1 + bsk ′) − 0Ci∗nk ′ = 0 ≤ 0. All of the

above cases are satisfied by the defined value of Ci∗nk .

Similarly, if Ci∗nk < msk , substituting B−k = 0, B
+
k = m

s
k − Ci∗nk in Constraints 2–10

gives us

(f̂ s − (mskτ sk + bsk))− (ûsn − τ sk )Ci∗nk ≤ 0. (2–12)

We have (ûsn − τ sk ) > 0 for k = 1, ... , k ′ and (ûsn − τ sk ) < 0 for k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s , due to

which we require Ci∗nk ≥ (f̂ s − (mskτ sk + bsk))/(ûsn − τ sk ) = ρLk and Ci∗nk ≤ ρLk , respectively.

The given value of Ci∗nk satisfies both of the requirements. In particular, when k = k ′,

ρLk ′ = ρRk ′ = m
s
k ′, and from the above analysis we note that Ci∗nk ′ ≤ ρRk ′ and Ci∗nk ′ ≥ ρLk ′.

Therefore, Ci∗nk ′ = msk ′, and Ineq. 2–8e holds as an equality. Thus, all dual feasibility

conditions are satisfied.

Finally, we demonstrate that the dual solution is complementary slack to the primal.

Recall that in the primal solution, we have v sik = u
s
i z
s
k , ∀i , k , f sk = 0, ∀k 6= k ′ (i.e., if

z sk = 0), and f sk ′ = f̂
s = msk ′u

s
n + b

s
k ′. Then Constraints 2–7c is always binding ∀k ,

and Constraints 2–7e and 2–7g are binding for any k 6= k ′. Recall that when k = k ′,

we set Cijk ′ = msk ′ and B+k ′ = B
−
k ′ = 0, which ensures complementary slackness with

respect to Constraints 2–7e and 2–7g. Since w sijk = x̂ijz
s
k , primal constraints 2–7h are

potentially not binding only for (i , j) 6∈ Â, and we satisfy complementary slackness by

setting Cijk = 0, ∀k , corresponding to (i , j) 6∈ Â. Next, note that Eijk > 0 only when

x̂ij = 1 (i.e., (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1) and thus w sijk = z
s
k , ensuring that Constraints 2–7j is binding.

Now, with respect to dual inequality 2–8c, note that whenever its corresponding primal

variable w sijk = 1, we must have k = k ′ (z sk = 1) and x̂ij = 1, in which case we set

Eijk ′ = (d
s
ij − gsij)Cijk ′ − Dij , and ensure that Ineq. 2–8c is binding in this case. Finally, the

primal variables z sk associated with dual inequality 2–8e are all zero except for z sk ′ = 1, in

which case we demonstrated in the proof of dual feasibility that Ineq. 2–8e is binding.
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Hence, our dual solution is feasible and complementary slack to the primal feasible

solution, which completes the proof.

If ηs is obtained by solving the first-stage master problem for some s ∈ Ω, such that

ηs < f̂ s , a Benders cut can be generated as:

ηs ≥ f̂ s +
∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 1
Dij(1− xij)−

∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 0
Dijxij . (2–13)

Remark 2.1. Observe that we can compute the optimal dual values in Proposition 2.1

based on the current critical path length for the given scenario and its corresponding

penalty. Hence, we generate Benders cuts in each scenario via the solution of

critical path problems and avoid the direct solution of SP-LSs(x̂)-RLT. This efficient

cut-generation scheme is critical in reducing computational effort as evident in the

computational results of Section 2.4. Also, note that the dual Dij for arc (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1

can be interpreted as an underestimate of the rate at which the penalty function would

increase due to uninsuring arc (i , j), while Dij for (i , j) ∈ X̂ 0 is an overestimate of the

rate of penalty reduction due to insuring arc (i , j).

In fact, there exist several alternative optimal dual solutions to SP-LSs(x̂)-RLT,

which can yield different cutting planes for MP-PW, as shown in Proposition 2.2.

Proposition 2.2. Denoting ∆s(x̂) = (τ sk ′+1m
s
k ′+1 + b

s
k ′+1 − f̂ s), an alternative optimal dual

solution to SP-LSs(x̂)-RLT is given by modifying the dual values in Proposition 2.1 as

follows.

• For all k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s , set Cijk = 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ Â, and B−k = 0, B
+
k = m

s
k .

• Arbitrarily order the arcs (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1, and index them as H = ((i , j)1, ... , (i , j)|X̂ 1|).
Associating dual Dijh with arc (i , j)h ∈ X̂ 1, set D(ij)h = min {(d s(ij)h − gs(ij)h)msk ′, ∆s(x̂)−∑h−1
l=1 D(ij)l}, h = 1, ... ,H, and Eijk = (d sij − gsij)Cijk − Dij , ∀k = 1, ... , k ′, Eijk =

0, ∀k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s .
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Proof. We can verify the dual feasibility of our solution to Constraints 2–8a, 2–8b, 2–8d,

and the nonnegativity of Ak , B+k , B
−
k , Cijk values, using the same arguments in the

proof of Proposition 2.1.

We next demonstrate that Ineq. 2–8c is satisfied and all Eijk are nonnegative. For

arc (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1, if k = 1, ... , k ′, Eijk is set to (d sij−gsij)Cijk−Dij , and Ineq. 2–8c is satisfied as

an equality. Also, we have (d sij−gsij)Cijk = (d sij−gsij)max {ρLk , ρRk , m
s
k ′} ≥ (d sij−gsij)msk ′ ≥ Dij ,

and Eijk ≥ 0 in this case using the same proof in Proposition 2.1. For k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s ,

since Cijk = Eijk = 0, we need to show that Dij ≥ 0. If
∑
(i ,j)∈X̂ 1 (d

s
ij − gsij)msk ′ ≤ ∆s(x̂),

we have Dij = (d sij − gsij)msk ′ ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ X̂ 1; else, the values of Dij are nonnegative

for h = 1, ... , h′ such that
∑h′
h=1D(ij)h = ∆

s(x̂), and D(ij)h = 0 for the remaining

values of h, which verifies that Dij ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ X̂ 1. Now, for all arcs (i , j) ∈ X̂ 0

and k = 1, ... ,K s , note that Dij = maxk=1,...,k ′ {(d sij − gsij)Cijk} ≥ (d sij − gsij)Cijk (since

Cijk = 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ Â, k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s), i.e., (d sij − gsij)Cijk − Dij ≤ 0, and thus setting

Eijk = 0 satisfies Ineq. 2–8c.

Next, we verify the feasibility of Ineq. 2–8e. First, for k = 1, ... , k ′, Eijk = 0 =

(d sij − gsij)Cijk x̂ij , ∀(i , j) ∈ X̂ 0, and Eijk = (d sij − gsij)Cijk x̂ij − Dij , ∀(i , j) ∈ X̂ 1. Hence, we

have satisfied both Ineq. 2–9 and 2–10 for k = 1, ... , k ′. By using the same argument

in the proof of Proposition 2.1, one can verify the feasibility of Ineq. 2–8e in the case of

k = 1, ... , k ′.

For k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s , Cijk = Eijk = 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A, and based on Ineq. 2–8a,

B+k = m
s
k , B

−
k = 0, we now transform Ineq. 2–8e into

− bsk − τ skm
s
k + f̂

s +
∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 1
Dij ≤ 0, ∀k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s . (2–14)

Note that by sequentially setting D(ij)h = min {(d sij − gsij)msk ′, ∆s(x̂) −
∑h−1
l=1 Dijl}, for all

(i , j) ∈ X̂ 1, h = 1, ... ,H, we have

∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 1
Dij = min





∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 1
(d sij − gsij)msk ′, ∆s(x̂)



 ≤ ∆s(x̂) = τ sk ′+1m

s
k ′+1 + b

s
k ′+1 − f̂ s
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which satisfies Ineq. 2–14 (since τ sk ′+1m
s
k ′+1 + b

s
k ′+1 − f̂ s ≤ τ skm

s
k + b

s
k − f̂ s , ∀k =

k ′ + 1, ... ,K s), and thus Ineq. 2–8e is also satisfied in the case of k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s .

Complementary slackness of the dual solution to the primal is verified by the same

argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. This completes the proof.

We compare cutting planes 2–13 generated based on the duals from Proposition 2.1

and 2.2 in Figure 2-1. Note that both Proposition 2.1 and 2.2 essentially promise a

decrease of (d sij − gsij)qL in ηs due to setting xij = 1 for (i , j) ∈ X̂ 0, where qL is the

minimum slope of a tangent that underestimates Θs from τ s1 to ûsn, and touches Θs at

usn = û
s
n. However, duals generated from Proposition 2.1 will increase ηs by (d sij − gsij)qR

due to setting xij = 0 for (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1, where qR is the maximum slope of a tangent

that underestimates Θs from ûsn to τ s
KS+1

, and touches Θs at usn = ûsn. By contrast,

Proposition 2.2 increases ηs by (d sij − gsij)msk ′ due to setting xij = 0 for (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1,
but only enforces the total increase in ηs up to a maximum of ∆s(x̂). After this limit

is reached, the rate msk ′ of increase in ηs is no longer necessarily valid. Duals set

according to Proposition 2.2 limit the total increase of ηs by ∆s(x̂) by enforcing that
∑
(i ,j)∈X̂ 1 Dij ≤ ∆s(x̂), and by greedily assigning positive values to Dij in the order

prescribed by H, until a total weight of ∆s(x̂) has been assigned to those values, or

until all Dij = (d sij − gsij)msk ′. For instance, suppose that X̂ 1 = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4)},
with msk ′ = 1 and (d s12 − gs12) = 15, (d s23 − gs23) = 13, and (d s34 − gs34) = 10. Then

if ∆s(x̂) = 24, we could obtain any of the following five sets of dual Dij values for

(i , j) ∈ X̂ 1: (D12, D23, D34) = (15, 9, 0), (15, 0, 9), (11, 13, 0), (1, 13, 10), or

(14, 0, 10) by different permutations of H.

In general, we could generate an exponential number of alternative optimal

dual solutions according to Proposition 2.2, none of which dominates the another.

Furthermore, many of these inequalities may have Dij = 0 for several (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1,
particularly for those (i , j) that appear late in the ordering H. Alternatively, if msk ′ and/or

∆s(x̂) are relatively large, then we can essentially scale the duals Dij for (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1
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Figure 2-1. Comparison of cuts generated based on Proposition 2.1 and 2.2.

to ensure that duals Dij , (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1 set according to Proposition 2.2 would not be

forced to zero (unless (d sij − gsij)msk ′ = 0). Note that no such scaling is necessary if

∆s(x̂) ≥ ∑
(i ,j)∈X̂ 1 (d

s
ij − gsij)msk ′, since in that case every permutation H would yield the

same set of dual values, in which Dij = (d sij − gsij)msk ′, ∀(i , j) ∈ X̂ 1. Also, if ∆s(x̂) = 0,

scaling would not be possible. Otherwise, if 0 < ∆s(x̂) ≤ ∑
(i ,j)∈X̂ 1 (d

s
ij − gsij)msk ′, then

setting Dij = (d sij − gsij)msk ′[∆s(x̂)/
∑
(i ,j)∈X̂ 1 (d

s
ij − gsij)msk ′] for all (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1 yields the

following inequality:

ηs ≥ f̂ s −
∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 0
Dijxij +

∆s(x̂)∑
(i ,j)∈X̂ 1 (d

s
ij − gsij)

∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 1
(d sij − gsij)(1− xij). (2–15)

Remark 2.2. If msk ′ > qR , then according to Proposition 2.2, we greedily increase the

coefficients associated with some arcs (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1, while ensuring that
∑
(i ,j)∈X̂ 1 Dij does

not exceed ∆s(x̂). In fact, we may generate an alternative cut of the form 2–13 by using
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any slope value q̄R ∈ [qR ,msk ′], in which we set D(ij)h = min{(d s(ij)h − gs(ij)h)q̄R , ∆s(x̂)

−∑h−1
l=1 D(ij)l}, for all h = 1, ... ,H. Let this affine function be described by q̄Rusn + b̄.

Note that when q̄R > qR , there exists a first “crossing point” CP ≥ ûsn, such that

there exists an ε > 0, where Θs(CP + δ) < q̄R(CP + δ) + b̄, ∀ 0 < δ < ε. We can

underestimate Θs in this case by using a continuous three-segment piecewise-linear

function: One from τ s1 to ûsn having slope qL (and intersecting Θs at usn = ûsn), one from ûsn

to CP having slope q̂R , and the last from CP to τ sK s+1 having slope 0. Since the penalty

function is nondecreasing, we ensure that this generated function underestimates Θs .

We can then generate cuts of the form 2–13 based on an application of Proposition 2.2

to this three-segment underestimating function.

Define ∆̄s(x̂) as the difference between the values of crossing point TPs and (ûsn, f̂ s)

in the original penalty function. By employing the foregoing procedure, we increase the

value of ∆s(x̂) in Proposition 2.2 to ∆̄s(x̂). Consequently, we also need to increase the

value of Cijk , k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s , ∀(i , j) ∈ Â to maintain dual feasibility regarding Ineq.

2–8e. Furthermore, note that by employing a different slope q̄R ∈ [qR ,msk ′], the cutting

plane touches the original penalty function at various values of TPs , and thus we obtain

different values of ∆̄s(x̂), as well as Cijk , k = k ′ + 1, ... ,K s , ∀(i , j) ∈ Â. Since the penalty

function is nondecreasing, ∆̄s(x̂) and Cijk increase as q̄R decreases. In particular, when

q̄R = qR , we obtain the same duals as given in Proposition 2.1. Note that q̄R ≤ msk ′, by

replacing ∆s(x̂) with ∆̄s(x̂), we underestimate Cut 2–13 in Proposition 2.2, and thus we

verify the validity of these diversifications of Cut 2–13 based on Proposition 2.2.

2.3.3 General Nonconvex Penalty Function

In this section, we extend our cutting-plane algorithms to more general nonconvex

penalty functions. We now assume only that Θs is lower semi-continuous, nondecreasing,

and does not have infinite derivatives. Our approach essentially dynamically approximates

the penalty function using linear or two-segment concave piecewise-linear functions,
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based on the current critical path length and penalty function shape. We describe the

details as follows.

1. Initialize the algorithm by setting UB = ∞, and by formulating MP-PW with no
Benders inequalities.

2. Solve the master problem MP-PW and obtain first-stage solution x̂ and lower
bound value LB. Solve CPMs(x̂) and obtain a critical path length ûsn for each s ∈ Ω,
which yields an upper bound of cx̂ +

∑
s∈Ω e

sΘs(ûsn) on the optimal objective value.
If UB is larger than this upper bound value, then set UB = cx̂ +

∑
s∈Ω e

sΘs(ûsn). If
LB = UB, then terminate with optimal solution x̂ ; else, continue to the next step.

3. If ηs < Θs(ûsn) for some s ∈ Ω, we can temporarily instate a piecewise-linear
function that underestimates Θs . If a linear function qusn + q0 can underestimate
Θs with qûsn + q0 = Θs(ûsn), then we generate a cut of the form 2–2. Otherwise, we
underestimate Θs on the interval [τ s1 , ûsn] with a linear function qLusn+qL0 and also on
the interval [ûsn, τ sK s+1] with a linear function qRusn + qR0 , with qL > qR and qLûsn + qL0
= qR ûsn + q

R
0 = Θ

s(ûsn). We can then compute coefficients of Cut 2–13 according to
Propositions 2.1 or 2.2. We add Cut 2–13 to MP-PW, and return to step 2.

Note that Ineq. 2–13 generated for scenario s exactly approximates Θs(ûsn) at x̂ . Since

all x-variables are binary, there are a finite number of solutions to MP-PW, which

ensures that this algorithm finitely reaches an optimal solution.

Example 1. Suppose that the penalty function of scenario s is of the form

Θs(t) =





1 0 ≤ t ≤ 1;
2 + (t−1)2

15
1 < t ≤ 4;

2
√
t 4 < t ≤ 10;

6 + (t−9)2
2

10 < t ≤ 11.

Given a critical path length ûsn = 9, a penalty Θs(9) = 6 is incurred. We

underestimate Θs on the interval [0, 9] by passing an affine function through ûsn =

9, Θs(ûsn) = 6, with the smallest possible slope qL that underestimates the function.

Next, we repeat this procedure over the interval [9, 11], obtaining a maximum slope

qR that underestimates Θs over this interval. We compute these slopes as follows
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Figure 2-2. Illustration of cutting-plane algorithm for a nonconvex penalty function.

(illustrated in Figure 2-2).

qL =
f̂ s −Θs(4)
ψs(x̂)− 4 =

6− 2.6
9− 4 = 0.68,

qR =
f̂ s −Θs(10)
ψs(x̂)− 10 =

6− 2√10
9− 10 = (2

√
10− 6).

If ηs < 6 in the solution of MP-PW, then we generate a Benders cut as:

ηs ≥ 6 +
∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 1
(2
√
10− 6)(d sij − gsij)(1− xij)−

∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 0
0.68(d sij − gsij)xij . (2–16)
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2.3.4 Chance-constrained Problem

The previous analysis also permits us to consider a chance-constrained version of

STIP as follows:

CCε: min





∑

(i ,j)∈A
cijxij : x ∈ X , Pr{ψ(x , ξ) ≤ T } ≥ 1− ε



, (2–17)

where X ⊆ B |A| forms a deterministic feasible region, ξ is a random vector with support

ξ ∈ Ξ ⊂ R l , and ψ : Rn × R l → Rm is a given constraint mapping that generates the

critical path length given a first-stage decision x and ξ. Also, T is a random variable

associated with the critical path length threshold, and ε is a risk level parameter chosen

by the decision maker. Given a finite set of scenarios Ω, and ξs and T s as the realization

of ξ and T under scenario s ∈ Ω, the chance-constrained can be rewritten as

∑

s∈Ω
I(ψ(x , ξs) ≤ T s) ≥ (1− ε)|Ω|, (2–18)

where I(A) denotes whether event A is true (i.e., I(A) = 1) or not (i.e., I(A) = 0). Define

variables ps ∈ {0, 1}, ∀s ∈ Ω, such that ps = 1 if a critical path length is permitted to

violate the project target time T s in scenario s , and ps = 0 otherwise. Recalling that ηs is

the s th subproblem objective, we formulate the master problem of CCε as follows.

CCε-MP: min
∑

(i ,j)∈A
cijxij

s.t. ms,lx + ns,lηs ≥ os,l ∀l ∈ Ls , s ∈ Ω (2–19a)
∑

s∈Ω
ηs ≤ bε|Ω|c (2–19b)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i , j) ∈ A, ηs ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ Ω, (2–19c)

where ms,l , ns,l , and os,l represent the coefficients associated with the l th Benders cut

derived from the s th subproblem, which is formulated as

CCε-SPs(x̂): min ps
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s.t. usj − usi ≥ d sij − (d sij − gsij)x̂ij ∀(i , j) ∈ A (2–20a)

usn ≤ T s +Qps (2–20b)

ps ∈ {0, 1}, (2–20c)

where Q is once again a large constant. We multiply Ineq. 2–20a and 2–20b, as well

as the bounds xij ≤ 1 and xij ≥ 0, by ps and by (1 − ps), to generate the convex hull of

solutions for which ps is binary. We then linearize by substituting (ps)2 = ps , ps(1− ps) =
0, and by defining v si ≡ usi ps , ∀i = 0, ... , n, w sij ≡ xijps , ∀(i , j) ∈ A. After decomposition,

the resulting subproblem is given by

CCε-SPs(x̂)-RLT:

min ps

s.t. v sj − v si + (d sij − gsij)w sij − d sijps ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A (2–21a)

usj − v sj − usi + v si − (d sij − gsij)w sij + d sijps

≥ d sij − (d sij − gsij)x̂ij ∀(i , j) ∈ A (2–21b)

−v sn + (T s +Q)ps ≥ 0 (2–21c)

−usn + v sn − T sps ≥ −T s (2–21d)

−w sij ≥ −x̂ij ∀(i , j) ∈ A (2–21e)

−w sij + ps ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A (2–21f)

w sij − ps ≥ x̂ij − 1 ∀(i , j) ∈ A (2–21g)

w sij ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, ps ≥ 0. (2–21h)

After solving CCε-MP, if η̂s = 1, or if both η̂s and the optimal objective value to

CCε-SPs(x̂)-RLT equal zero, then no cut is generated. Otherwise, if η̂s is less than

the optimal objective to CCε-SPs(x̂)-RLT, we generate a Benders cut.

With respect to the structural constraints, we associate duals C−ij , C+ij , B+, B−,

Dij , E−ij , and E+ij with Constraints 2–21a, 2–21b, 2–21c, 2–21d, 2–21e, 2–21f, and
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2–21g, respectively. Recall that Â denotes a set containing all arcs in a critical path, and

X̂ b = {(i , j) ∈ Â : x̂ij = b}, for b = 0 and 1.

Proposition 2.3. Given x̂ from the master problem, for each scenario s with p̂s = 1 (i.e.,

ûsn > T s), if η̂s < p̂s = 1, an optimal solution to CCε-SPs(x̂)-RLT is given as:

• C−ij = C
+
ij = 1/(û

s
n − T s), ∀(i , j) ∈ Â;

• C−ij = C
+
ij = 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A \ Â;

• B+ = B− = 1/(ûsn − T s);

• for all (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1, E+ij = E−ij = (d sij − gsij)/(ûsn − T s), Dij = 0;

• for all (i , j) ∈ X̂ 0, E+ij = E−ij = Dij = 0.

Proof. We demonstrate the dual feasibility and complementary slackness of the

proposed dual solution. First, the dual feasibility conditions to CCε-SP-s(x̂)-RLT are

given by:

∑

l∈RS(n)
(C−ln − C+ln )− B+ + B− = 0 (2–22a)

∑

l∈RS(i)
(C−li − C+li )−

∑

l∈FS(i)
(C−ij − C+ij ) = 0 ∀i = 1, ... , n − 1 (2–22b)

∑

l∈RS(n)
C+ln − B− = 0 (2–22c)

∑

l∈RS(i)
C+li −

∑

l∈FS(i)
C+ij = 0 ∀i = 1, ... , n − 1 (2–22d)

(d sij − gsij)(C−ij − C+ij )−Dij − E−ij + E+ij ≤ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A (2–22e)

−
∑

(i ,j)∈A
d sijC

−
ij +

∑

(i ,j)∈A
d sijC

+
ij +

∑

(i ,j)∈A
(E−ij − E+ij ) + (T s +Q)B+ − T sB− ≤ 1 (2–22f)

C−ij , C
+
ij , B

+, B−, Dij , E−ij , E
+
ij ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A, (2–22g)

where Constraints 2–22a, 2–22b, 2–22c, 2–22d, 2–22e, and 2–22f are associated

with primal v sn , v si (∀i = 1, ... , n − 1), usn, usi (∀i = 1, ... , n − 1), w sij , and ps-variables,

respectively. First, note that all C−ij and C+ij values are equal corresponding to (i , j) ∈ Â,

and C−ij = C
+
ij = 0 for (i , j) ∈ A \ Â, so that Constraints 2–22b and 2–22d are both
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satisfied. Constraint 2–22c is satisfied by setting B− = C+i∗n, where arc (i∗, n) is the

critical path arc entering node n. We also satisfy Eq. 2–22a by setting B+ = B−.

Constraint 2–22e, for (i , j) ∈ A \ Â, is satisfied by setting all C−ij , C
+
ij , Dij , E

−
ij ,

and E+ij values equal to zero. Recalling that C−ij = C
+
ij , ∀(i , j) ∈ Â, we satisfy Constraint

2–22e as an equality for (i , j) ∈ X̂ 1 by setting E+ij = E
−
ij = (d

s
ij−gsij)/(ûsn−T s) and Dij = 0.

For (i , j) ∈ X̂ 0, we have Constraint 2–22e equaling zero since E+ij = E
−
ij = Dij = 0. Also

note that E+ij , E
−
ij , and Dij are all nonnegative for all (i , j) ∈ A.

We verify that our dual solution is feasible for Constraints 2–22f. Given dual values

of E+ij , E
−
ij , C

−
ij , C

+
ij , B+, and B−, Eq. 2–22f becomes −∑

(i ,j)∈A d
s
ij (C

−
ij − C+ij ) + 0 +

(T s + Q − T s)/(ûsn − T s) = 1 by assigning the compensating value ûsn − T s ≥ 0 to Q,

which is satisfied as an equality.

Finally, we demonstrate that the duals are also complementary slack to the the

primal. Since p̂s = 1, Constraints 2–21a becomes usj − usi ≥ d sij − (d sij − gsij)x̂ij , ∀(i , j) ∈ A,

which are potentially not binding for (i , j) 6∈ Â, and we satisfy the complementary

slackness by setting C−ij = 0, corresponding to arcs (i , j) 6∈ Â. Constraints 2–21b

are always binding, and thus we require C+ij ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A. For Dij = 0 and

E+ij ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A, Constraints 2–21e and 2–21g are always binding since whenever

a Benders cut needed to be generated, we have p̂s = 1 and ŵ sij = x̂ij . If x̂ij = 0, (i.e.,

(i , j) ∈ X̂ 0), Constraints 2–21f holds as an inequality, and we have E−ij = 0 in this case.

Next, Constraint 2–22e is always binding for the given dual values, and for p̂s = 1, we

have already shown that Constraint 2–22f holds as an equality in the foregoing analysis.

Therefore, the proposed values of duals are dual feasible and complementary slack to

the primal. This completes the proof.

For each scenario s with p̂s = 1, if η̂s < p̂s , a Benders cut is generated as:

ηs ≥
∑
(i ,j)∈Â d

s
ij − (d sij − gsij)xij
ûsn − T s

− T s
ûsn − T s

+
∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 1

(d sij − gsij)
ûsn − T s

(xij − 1)
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=

∑
(i ,j)∈Â d

s
ij −

∑
(i ,j)∈X̂ 1 (d

s
ij − gsij)− T s

ûsn − T s
−

∑

(i ,j)∈Â\X̂ 1

(d sij − gsij)
ûsn − T s

xij

= 1−
∑

(i ,j)∈X̂ 0

(d sij − gsij)
ûsn − T s

xij . (2–23)

2.4 Computational Results

We demonstrate the computational efficacy of our cutting-plane algorithms for

the expectation and chance-constrained problems by testing our algorithms on fifteen

randomly generated network instances. Table 2-1 provides the parameters used to

generate the instances, where |N | gives the number of nodes and degree range

denotes the minimum and maximum degrees of each node allowed in the initial phase

of graph generation. We generate each instance as a topologically ordered graph (i.e.,

where (i , j) ∈ A only if i < j) by implementing the following procedures. We begin by

initializing A = ∅, and then in a loop, we randomly generate two nodes i , j ∈ N , where

i < j , (i , j) 6∈ A, and the degree of both i and j is strictly smaller than the maximum

value of the degree range. We add arc (i , j) to the graph, and increase the degrees of

i and j by one. We repeat this procedure until the degrees of all nodes lie within the

degree range. After this initial phase is complete, we ensure that there exists at least

one path from node 0 to node i , and one from node i to node n, for all i = 1, ... , n − 1.
If not, we artificially construct such path(s) from node 0 to node i or from node i to

node n, and make sure that each path contains at least min{0.2|N |, d0.5ie} nodes for

paths connecting 0 to i , and min{0.2|N |, d0.5(|N | − i)e} nodes for paths connecting i

to n. (Note that we potentially violate the maximum value of the degree range at some

nodes after adding these additional paths.) We generate five such instances for each

combination of |N | and degree range, and report the total number of arcs generated for

each instance in Table 2-1.

For each arc (i , j) ∈ A, we randomly generate a typical task duration value from a

uniform distribution over the interval [10, 300]. To generate scenario data we examine
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Table 2-1. Test instances.

|N | Degree range |A| for each instance
1 2 3 4 5

30 [5, 15] 332 322 348 388 394
50 [10, 20] 850 814 870 802 856
70 [15, 25] 1640 1606 1638 1454 1490

the practical case in which a task is more likely to be delayed than completed earlier,

and where the duration of delays exceeds the amount of time by which a task could

be early. Hence, we generate d sij in scenario s by multiplying the typical task duration

for (i , j) ∈ A by a random value uniformly distributed over the interval [0.9, 1.5]. We

randomly generate gsij for arc (i , j) ∈ A, scenario s, by generating gsij from the uniformly

distributed [0.5d sij , 0.7d
s
ij ]. The cost cij to insure arc (i , j) ∈ A is uniformly distributed

over the interval [25, 50]. Finally, we round all the values of d sij , g
s
ij and cij to the nearest

integer values.

2.4.1 Expectation-based Penalty Function Cases

Our first experiment tests the computational efficacy of our procedures for the

cases of convex penalty functions (Section 2.2) and nonconvex piecewise-linear lower

semi-continuous penalty functions (Section 2.3.2). Here we employ the Sample Average

Approximation (SAA) method (Kleywegt et al., 2001; Mak et al., 1999; Norkin et al.,

1998) and Appendix A, an exterior sampling method designed to provide bounds on

stochastic programs. In each case, we vary the sample size N = |Ω| to examine the

tradeoff in narrowing the gap between computed statistical upper and lower bounds

and increasing solution time by using relatively large values of N. We test all instances

with sample sizes of N = 50, 100, and 200 scenarios. We use three and five penalty

function segments, denoted as “3-segment” and “5-segment,” respectively, for both

convex and nonconvex penalty cases. We name all instances as w-x-y-z, where w =

C or Nc corresponding to convex and nonconvex cases, respectively, and x, y, z are

the number of function segments, number of nodes, and instance number, respectively.
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For instance, Nc-5-30-3 is a nonconvex five-segment instance using the third 30-node

network.

To generate the penalty functions, we first compute an original critical path length

ûsn according to the uninsured duration times d sij . We compute the threshold values

τ s1 , ... , τ
s
K s+1 by setting τ si = (0.7 + 0.3(i − 1)/K s)ûsn, ∀i = 1, ... ,K s +1, so that τ s1 = 0.7û

s
n,

τ sK s+1 = û
s
n, and all intervals are evenly distributed. If completion time is within the target

due time (i.e., less than τ s1 ), no penalty is incurred. The remainder of the penalty function

is generated as follows.

For the convex penalty case, we first generate the left-hand-point function value

f L1 = 0 of segment 1, and then we generate an increasing series of slopes msk of each

segment k such that 0 < ms1 < ms2 < · · · < msK s (we use ms1 = 1.2, msk = 1.2m
s
k−1

and ms1 = 1.1, msk = 1.1m
s
k−1 for the 3-segment and 5-segment cases, respectively,

∀k = 2, ... ,K s). We compute f Lk at the left-hand-point of each segment k as f Lk =

f Lk−1 + m
s
k(τk − τk−1), ∀k = 2, ... ,K s , to ensure convexity of the penalty function. For

the nonconvex case, f L1 is uniformly distributed over the interval [100, 400]. We randomly

generate the slopes msk according to a uniform distribution over the interval [0.2, 0.9].

To ensure that the function is increasing, we set f Lk = 1.05(f
L
k−1 + m

s
k(τ

s
k − τ sk−1)),

∀k = 2, ... ,K s , and thus the increasing piecewise linear function becomes discontinuous

and nonconvex.

For each instance, we use M = 20 as the number of samples, and the size of the

reference sample is set to N ′ = 10000 scenarios. All decomposition algorithms are

implemented using CPLEX 11.0 (ILOG, 2008) via ILOG Concert Technology 2.5, and

all computations are performed on a SUN UltraSpace-III with a 900 MHz processor and

2.0 GB RAM. Computational times are reported in CPU seconds. We allow a one-hour

(3600 seconds) time limit.
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2.4.1.1 Computational results of expectation-based models

For the convex case, we use Cut 2–2, and for the nonconvex case, we compute

Cut 2–13 using optimal dual values according to Proposition 2.1, and present the

computational results in Tables 2-2 through 2-5. For these tables, tmax , tmin, and tavg

represent the maximum, minimum, and average CPU seconds for each instance over

all M = 20 samples, respectively. If our algorithm fails to solve some sample within the

time limit, we report “LIMIT” in tmax , and present the average CPU time of all solvable

samples in tavg. Iter and Cuts represent average number of times that we solve the

master problem and the average number of Benders cuts 2–2 or 2–13 generated before

achieving optimality, respectively. Columns labeled LB and UB denote the statistical

lower bound and the best (minimum) upper bound of the optimal objective function value

using the reference sample, respectively. Gap represents the difference between LB and

UB as a percentage of the lower bound.

Comparing the results with respect to the convex and nonconvex cases, the latter

requires more iterations and cuts generation, and thus increases the CPU time. We

observe that the optimality gaps improve by increasing the sample size, N, of scenarios.

However, increasing N also leads to an increase in CPU times and in cutting plane

generation. For instance, using N = 200 scenarios, we reduce the optimality gaps

associated with all fifteen instances to less than 1% in all computational experiments

represented by Tables 2-2 through 2-5. The average number of cuts generated by

each sample is approximately a linear function of scenarios, and the average CPU time

increases by more than five times for some instances compared to the case of N = 100.

Indeed, some samples of instances having 50 and 70 nodes cannot be solved within the

time limit for the 5-segment nonconvex penalty case.

Remark 2.3. Since we only need to solve a critical path problem to obtain the Benders

cutting planes required for our algorithm, we save significant computational effort

compared to approaches that (a) directly solve the non-decomposed mixed integer
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Table 2-2. Computational results for 3-segment convex instances.
N = |Ω| Instance tmax tmin tavg Iter Cuts LB UB Gap (%)

N = 50

C-3-30-1 0.64 0.10 0.30 5.30 71.20 234.44 240.18 2.45
C-3-30-2 0.65 0.07 0.26 4.50 58.10 44.81 47.20 5.33
C-3-30-3 1.11 0.19 0.47 5.40 81.30 290.37 295.41 1.74
C-3-30-4 1.13 0.19 0.59 5.65 72.80 285.46 289.24 1.32
C-3-30-5 1.24 0.18 0.62 6.10 98.45 111.87 114.87 2.68
C-3-50-1 3.28 0.27 1.14 5.30 74.20 167.22 172.14 2.94
C-3-50-2 2.70 0.17 0.99 4.85 58.10 57.15 59.10 3.41
C-3-50-3 3.85 0.29 1.56 5.05 95.05 188.03 191.18 1.68
C-3-50-4 2.42 0.22 0.94 4.25 56.10 94.79 96.15 1.43
C-3-50-5 3.21 0.25 1.16 5.15 76.30 170.37 174.90 2.66
C-3-70-1 5.53 0.99 2.63 5.20 97.40 352.36 356.34 1.13
C-3-70-2 5.45 1.00 2.52 5.30 107.60 311.12 319.69 2.75
C-3-70-3 5.59 0.96 2.62 5.30 114.15 157.63 158.12 0.31
C-3-70-4 4.47 0.84 2.03 4.95 72.50 239.35 245.89 2.73
C-3-70-5 4.56 0.94 2.30 5.10 80.05 193.19 196.00 1.45

N = 100

C-3-30-1 1.25 0.23 0.55 4.95 139.75 238.89 242.07 1.33
C-3-30-2 1.27 0.11 0.52 4.60 124.20 46.05 47.13 2.35
C-3-30-3 2.08 0.27 0.96 5.30 161.45 290.25 293.41 1.09
C-3-30-4 2.35 0.31 1.14 5.45 146.60 290.08 290.95 0.30
C-3-30-5 2.64 0.30 1.39 6.00 194.70 108.50 110.77 2.09
C-3-50-1 6.48 0.42 1.98 5.35 141.10 162.23 166.07 2.37
C-3-50-2 4.85 0.31 1.77 4.80 114.25 57.55 58.10 0.96
C-3-50-3 7.26 0.39 2.52 5.00 169.55 190.37 191.18 0.43
C-3-50-4 4.46 0.31 1.68 4.05 110.65 93.56 94.54 1.05
C-3-50-5 6.04 0.41 1.97 5.30 148.40 173.49 174.90 0.81
C-3-70-1 15.40 2.25 6.86 5.25 181.65 353.47 356.34 0.81
C-3-70-2 15.28 2.18 6.70 5.65 202.95 312.14 316.70 1.46
C-3-70-3 17.01 2.23 7.86 5.35 217.50 155.06 156.97 1.23
C-3-70-4 13.25 1.90 5.33 4.85 144.50 239.37 242.56 1.33
C-3-70-5 14.23 1.97 6.11 5.05 155.00 193.33 194.47 0.59

N = 200

C-3-30-1 2.10 0.44 0.96 4.35 230.35 241.08 242.07 0.41
C-3-30-2 3.08 0.24 1.12 4.25 241.25 46.81 47.13 0.68
C-3-30-3 4.35 0.42 1.91 5.15 320.30 292.25 292.68 0.15
C-3-30-4 5.06 0.42 1.94 5.40 292.60 290.72 290.95 0.08
C-3-30-5 5.00 0.45 2.40 5.95 322.75 109.73 110.77 0.95
C-3-50-1 12.47 0.65 4.74 5.20 263.35 162.34 163.12 0.48
C-3-50-2 9.31 0.55 4.08 4.55 218.05 57.91 58.10 0.33
C-3-50-3 13.42 0.60 4.91 5.10 322.45 190.26 190.72 0.24
C-3-50-4 8.15 0.55 3.91 4.25 208.95 93.95 94.54 0.63
C-3-50-5 11.89 0.73 4.81 5.15 279.50 174.52 174.63 0.06
C-3-70-1 21.40 4.02 10.39 4.80 339.65 353.91 356.34 0.69
C-3-70-2 23.03 4.23 9.60 5.15 397.55 314.77 316.70 0.61
C-3-70-3 23.87 4.10 11.33 5.30 409.50 155.96 156.97 0.65
C-3-70-4 17.52 3.28 7.54 4.85 280.35 241.21 242.56 0.56
C-3-70-5 19.49 3.49 8.57 5.05 317.60 193.98 194.47 0.25
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Table 2-3. Computational results for 5-segment convex instances.
N = |Ω| Instance tmax tmin tavg Iter Cuts LB UB Gap (%)

N = 50

C-5-30-1 1.29 0.23 0.59 5.20 70.05 267.40 274.41 2.62
C-5-30-2 1.27 0.24 0.48 4.00 58.05 78.36 80.32 2.50
C-5-30-3 1.54 0.32 0.64 5.25 75.15 317.95 324.35 2.01
C-5-30-4 1.50 0.28 0.48 4.40 67.30 328.31 338.09 2.98
C-5-30-5 1.86 0.31 0.94 6.00 82.75 158.84 163.09 2.68
C-5-50-1 4.67 0.48 1.44 5.10 71.85 148.53 152.42 2.62
C-5-50-2 5.09 0.30 1.05 4.35 56.35 73.35 75.06 2.33
C-5-50-3 8.49 0.58 1.66 5.00 87.10 187.97 191.29 1.77
C-5-50-4 4.37 0.42 1.22 4.50 61.95 134.84 138.46 2.68
C-5-50-5 6.56 0.47 2.31 5.20 73.30 164.25 168.91 2.84
C-5-70-1 9.40 1.53 3.84 5.05 97.15 354.36 361.41 1.99
C-5-70-2 10.71 1.40 3.97 5.25 103.05 316.45 323.53 2.24
C-5-70-3 11.49 1.55 3.86 5.40 112.00 191.31 191.20 -0.06
C-5-70-4 7.90 1.00 3.03 4.90 70.15 232.47 238.96 2.79
C-5-70-5 8.77 1.13 3.11 5.05 78.45 230.65 235.73 2.20

N = 100

C-5-30-1 2.69 0.29 1.43 4.95 142.50 266.95 270.98 1.51
C-5-30-2 2.48 0.30 1.17 4.05 119.30 73.08 74.53 1.98
C-5-30-3 2.80 0.41 1.28 5.35 142.55 321.47 324.35 0.90
C-5-30-4 2.62 0.39 1.00 4.80 135.25 332.40 334.51 0.63
C-5-30-5 3.34 0.49 2.07 6.00 169.65 155.75 157.96 1.42
C-5-50-1 9.77 0.92 3.04 5.20 140.45 145.86 148.37 1.72
C-5-50-2 9.16 0.53 2.49 4.40 112.30 73.97 75.06 1.47
C-5-50-3 16.47 1.07 4.38 5.15 170.50 185.38 186.95 0.85
C-5-50-4 8.74 0.63 2.06 4.65 117.30 134.25 136.14 1.41
C-5-50-5 13.18 0.87 3.65 5.25 141.60 166.40 168.91 1.51
C-5-70-1 19.63 2.81 7.34 5.20 184.65 356.45 361.41 1.39
C-5-70-2 19.92 3.35 8.44 5.20 203.55 312.72 317.67 1.58
C-5-70-3 23.92 2.84 7.91 5.45 216.85 190.81 191.20 0.20
C-5-70-4 17.72 1.93 5.74 4.95 135.20 231.41 235.03 1.56
C-5-70-5 18.25 2.00 5.88 5.10 156.70 231.37 235.73 1.88

N = 200

C-5-30-1 7.90 1.23 3.26 4.90 238.65 270.01 270.98 0.36
C-5-30-2 6.04 0.77 3.09 4.25 238.15 73.19 73.35 0.22
C-5-30-3 7.32 0.93 3.44 5.00 280.65 324.22 324.35 0.04
C-5-30-4 6.97 0.89 3.11 4.95 268.35 334.08 334.51 0.13
C-5-30-5 9.73 1.25 5.24 5.90 328.10 157.05 157.96 0.58
C-5-50-1 26.10 1.87 8.82 5.10 273.50 148.09 148.37 0.19
C-5-50-2 24.01 1.65 7.32 4.35 214.65 73.39 73.88 0.67
C-5-50-3 41.48 1.92 9.32 4.95 331.60 185.00 185.16 0.09
C-5-50-4 23.23 1.25 7.34 4.45 212.75 134.96 135.24 0.21
C-5-50-5 37.01 2.57 10.12 5.05 269.10 168.70 168.91 0.12
C-5-70-1 82.86 7.95 21.40 4.95 346.60 359.40 360.09 0.19
C-5-70-2 79.58 8.78 24.15 5.00 389.85 311.58 314.50 0.94
C-5-70-3 95.13 8.29 22.98 5.25 407.95 190.94 191.20 0.14
C-5-70-4 59.26 6.58 17.42 4.75 256.10 231.95 232.86 0.39
C-5-70-5 63.72 6.21 18.29 5.00 286.70 231.72 233.24 0.66
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Table 2-4. Computational results for 3-segment nonconvex instances.
N = |Ω| Instance tmax tmin tavg Iter Cuts LB UB Gap (%)

N = 50

Nc-3-30-1 95.14 4.02 20.47 30.10 1229.40 514.66 518.32 0.71
Nc-3-30-2 82.59 2.83 17.55 27.55 1083.50 312.70 317.21 1.44
Nc-3-30-3 120.42 6.43 27.68 34.20 1399.90 569.97 569.70 -0.05
Nc-3-30-4 153.03 6.27 32.88 35.40 1406.70 553.62 559.21 1.01
Nc-3-30-5 172.30 7.91 35.62 34.75 1483.55 378.65 383.32 1.23
Nc-3-50-1 200.23 8.65 37.80 29.35 1237.45 436.45 441.34 1.12
Nc-3-50-2 154.37 4.82 30.45 27.10 1006.20 323.29 326.95 1.13
Nc-3-50-3 260.59 9.14 43.68 34.55 1348.25 436.31 441.64 1.22
Nc-3-50-4 152.45 5.03 29.87 26.90 1012.80 400.65 406.00 1.34
Nc-3-50-5 229.80 8.98 40.57 31.45 1246.95 410.17 412.81 0.64
Nc-3-70-1 87.43 19.48 46.33 33.55 1263.60 615.83 621.64 0.94
Nc-3-70-2 89.37 17.25 44.79 34.80 1309.45 589.02 601.37 2.10
Nc-3-70-3 82.56 14.31 41.11 33.15 1254.35 439.15 445.72 1.50
Nc-3-70-4 77.83 13.96 32.87 30.65 1196.75 481.99 490.46 1.76
Nc-3-70-5 74.70 10.23 35.64 30.90 1188.50 480.51 486.85 1.32

N = 100

Nc-3-30-1 254.35 11.89 58.99 29.55 2394.45 516.87 518.32 0.28
Nc-3-30-2 222.49 10.21 34.83 27.40 2090.20 314.56 316.89 0.74
Nc-3-30-3 370.88 15.89 69.56 33.50 2553.45 568.66 569.70 0.18
Nc-3-30-4 346.90 14.37 79.18 34.95 2798.05 557.81 559.21 0.25
Nc-3-30-5 403.64 17.65 87.68 33.85 2800.15 381.49 383.01 0.40
Nc-3-50-1 437.24 20.67 74.26 29.20 2321.40 432.50 436.01 0.81
Nc-3-50-2 342.95 14.30 62.48 26.50 1999.60 321.64 323.83 0.68
Nc-3-50-3 528.47 21.52 83.20 33.25 2596.70 435.42 439.67 0.98
Nc-3-50-4 326.00 14.21 59.61 27.15 2007.85 400.12 403.60 0.87
Nc-3-50-5 495.38 19.73 81.77 30.80 2485.65 410.56 412.81 0.55
Nc-3-70-1 306.38 34.62 167.82 32.60 2410.90 617.29 619.21 0.31
Nc-3-70-2 357.65 37.28 178.45 33.75 2568.30 587.26 591.28 0.68
Nc-3-70-3 317.68 35.91 157.18 32.85 2419.35 441.68 445.72 0.91
Nc-3-70-4 299.14 25.04 139.21 30.20 2398.70 485.12 490.46 1.10
Nc-3-70-5 276.53 26.73 133.69 31.05 2359.05 479.55 483.04 0.73

N = 200

Nc-3-30-1 942.50 22.80 206.10 30.35 5024.85 516.19 516.28 0.02
Nc-3-30-2 852.00 28.69 90.62 26.90 4043.20 314.87 315.02 0.05
Nc-3-30-3 999.57 20.17 200.14 34.00 4977.50 568.29 568.36 0.01
Nc-3-30-4 1043.68 29.22 235.53 33.95 5431.10 558.04 558.28 0.04
Nc-3-30-5 1125.41 36.35 289.64 34.30 5596.55 380.25 380.57 0.08
Nc-3-50-1 1192.49 61.24 200.12 30.00 4500.80 434.50 435.24 0.17
Nc-3-50-2 967.67 43.37 177.95 26.85 4040.15 323.23 323.83 0.19
Nc-3-50-3 1521.38 59.41 239.02 32.65 4901.40 437.28 437.56 0.06
Nc-3-50-4 910.55 37.69 169.34 27.55 3960.35 402.79 403.60 0.20
Nc-3-50-5 1327.53 53.20 212.68 31.20 4652.65 412.59 412.81 0.05
Nc-3-70-1 1278.52 98.42 459.77 33.10 4733.85 619.09 621.64 0.41
Nc-3-70-2 1430.22 110.27 490.36 33.95 4902.15 587.63 591.28 0.62
Nc-3-70-3 1350.06 106.52 445.80 32.35 4782.45 443.17 443.95 0.18
Nc-3-70-4 1101.30 77.78 401.22 30.00 4459.25 487.84 490.46 0.54
Nc-3-70-5 1062.79 81.93 392.76 30.75 4507.30 481.28 483.04 0.37
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Table 2-5. Computational results for 5-segment nonconvex instances.
N = |Ω| Instance tmax tmin tavg Iter Cuts LB UB Gap (%)

N = 50

Nc-5-30-1 276.29 4.90 61.62 38.85 1646.05 520.26 525.01 0.91
Nc-5-30-2 222.87 3.76 53.27 30.25 1521.35 316.33 319.62 1.04
Nc-5-30-3 298.64 5.12 68.36 39.35 1788.50 570.43 575.90 0.96
Nc-5-30-4 336.78 6.22 82.19 38.10 1893.05 559.66 563.63 0.71
Nc-5-30-5 359.63 7.03 88.74 40.35 2001.50 382.94 386.12 0.83
Nc-5-50-1 594.37 8.28 178.65 42.65 1865.25 438.92 443.91 1.14
Nc-5-50-2 637.69 5.04 100.30 34.30 1675.40 321.45 325.64 1.30
Nc-5-50-3 787.42 9.54 189.61 45.75 2011.50 442.37 446.88 1.02
Nc-5-50-4 435.62 5.56 93.17 43.00 1724.65 404.68 409.53 1.20
Nc-5-50-5 677.34 8.95 143.55 43.70 2189.75 415.80 421.01 1.25
Nc-5-70-1 1009.37 20.96 209.77 54.30 2219.55 620.17 625.58 0.87
Nc-5-70-2 1191.64 23.58 219.47 56.65 2403.85 592.54 609.01 2.78
Nc-5-70-3 1006.52 21.04 203.61 53.30 2283.35 479.38 485.27 1.23
Nc-5-70-4 978.43 18.72 184.65 50.55 2154.40 475.24 483.33 1.70
Nc-5-70-5 925.80 19.25 176.19 51.65 2199.15 480.28 482.87 0.54

N = 100

Nc-5-30-1 561.99 12.63 158.95 39.80 3250.20 517.42 523.42 1.16
Nc-5-30-2 453.23 7.29 100.11 32.10 3008.65 318.21 319.29 0.34
Nc-5-30-3 594.84 10.11 123.90 39.10 3506.90 574.85 575.90 0.18
Nc-5-30-4 627.81 11.30 156.47 40.05 3582.95 563.89 565.31 0.25
Nc-5-30-5 700.55 13.98 162.44 41.15 3996.85 385.81 386.58 0.20
Nc-5-50-1 1236.28 22.91 394.87 43.10 3788.25 437.97 441.62 0.83
Nc-5-50-2 1485.67 16.39 269.48 34.00 3349.60 322.96 325.64 0.83
Nc-5-50-3 1732.10 25.88 413.26 45.65 4211.50 444.34 446.88 0.57
Nc-5-50-4 1323.14 15.64 221.59 41.35 3405.60 402.38 405.15 0.69
Nc-5-50-5 1568.62 24.30 347.63 42.10 4300.20 417.17 419.73 0.61
Nc-5-70-1 LIMIT 237.45 1617.25 53.30 4183.25 621.85 625.58 0.60
Nc-5-70-2 LIMIT 272.37 1638.91 56.70 4297.60 597.88 605.35 1.25
Nc-5-70-3 LIMIT 214.58 1594.32 53.90 4164.30 477.12 481.23 0.86
Nc-5-70-4 2947.81 190.46 1323.96 50.20 4005.95 475.98 483.33 1.54
Nc-5-70-5 3245.89 192.31 1345.88 51.80 4017.30 477.84 480.29 0.51

N = 200

Nc-5-30-1 1629.64 49.53 394.75 35.50 6024.40 523.31 523.42 0.02
Nc-5-30-2 1299.30 27.41 293.64 30.15 5996.70 318.80 319.29 0.15
Nc-5-30-3 1701.52 31.27 360.11 36.35 6893.60 573.84 574.55 0.12
Nc-5-30-4 1805.13 30.06 407.82 37.45 7018.25 564.13 564.37 0.04
Nc-5-30-5 1950.68 33.28 459.35 38.70 7845.80 384.56 384.88 0.08
Nc-5-50-1 3468.23 81.24 874.52 41.95 7412.65 437.65 440.21 0.58
Nc-5-50-2 LIMIT 63.59 637.95 33.65 6700.15 323.00 323.93 0.29
Nc-5-50-3 LIMIT 96.72 903.21 44.85 8395.30 446.47 446.88 0.09
Nc-5-50-4 3329.45 60.47 502.13 40.05 6765.20 404.11 405.15 0.26
Nc-5-50-5 3569.70 89.64 797.54 41.35 8527.40 418.34 419.73 0.33
Nc-5-70-1 LIMIT 194.52 2002.26 52.95 7059.35 622.95 623.70 0.12
Nc-5-70-2 LIMIT 188.64 2014.85 56.15 7446.90 604.73 609.01 0.71
Nc-5-70-3 LIMIT 197.49 1972.58 53.75 7232.15 480.52 481.23 0.15
Nc-5-70-4 LIMIT 177.31 1674.19 50.95 6884.50 478.36 480.45 0.44
Nc-5-70-5 LIMIT 170.55 1625.74 51.45 6832.15 479.64 480.29 0.14
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model, or (b) decompose the model but explicitly solve subproblems SP-LSs(x̂)-RLT

by linear programming to obtain the duals (as opposed to our dual recovery procedure

given in Proposition 2.1). To illustrate the computational importance of our approach, we

solved instance Nc-3-30-1 with 50 scenarios by applying CPLEX to the non-decomposed

mixed integer model. Each of the M = 20 samples took at least six CPU hours

to solve using this approach, compared with an average of 20.47 seconds using

our decomposition methodology. Using the same instance, we also decomposed

the problem and solved the RLT-enhanced subproblem SP-LSs(x̂)-RLT by linear

programming rather than by our dual recovery technique, and none of the 20 samples

were solved within the one-hour time limit.

2.4.1.2 Analysis of insured arc characteristics

In this part, we provide insights pertaining to optimal solutions obtained by our

expectation-based STIP models. Let d̄ij and ḡij respectively denote average uninsured

and insured task durations of arc (i , j) over all scenarios; thus, d̄ij − ḡij represents the

average duration-reduction value for arc (i , j) due to its insurance. Here, we examine

the extent to which small ratios of an arc’s cost-to-duration-reduction ratio cij/(d̄ij − ḡij)
influences whether or not the arc will be insured in the optimal solution we obtain. For a

given instance, we order all arcs (i , j) ∈ A in nondecreasing order of their cij/(d̄ij − ḡij)
values, and examine the frequency in which arcs at different portions of this spectrum

are insured in the obtained optimal solution.

We conduct this experiment on all w-5-30-z and w-5-50-z instances. In Figure 2-3,

the arcs are partitioned into groups such that the top 10% of arcs ordered as above

belong to the first group (labeled “10%”), followed by the next top 10% of arcs in the

second group (labeled “20%”), and so on. These groups are depicted on the horizontal

axis, and the vertical axis represents the percentage of arcs in each of the ten groups

that are insured in the optimal solution obtained. We see that arcs (i , j) having very high

values of cij/(d̄ij − ḡij) relative to other arcs’ ratios are not likely to be insured. Indeed,
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Figure 2-3. Arc-insuring trend with increasing values of c/(d̄ − ḡ).

no arcs in the upper “20%” of cost-to-duration-ratio were insured in optimal solutions to

any of the instances tested here. However, no trend is evident regarding which of the

remaining arcs will be selected in an optimal solution. This underscores the difficulty of

the problem and the necessity of using sophisticated approaches for their solution.

2.4.1.3 The persistency of the first-stage optimal solution

In this part, we test the notion that one may be able to anticipate which arcs will

be insured at optimality by solving a series of deterministic task-insurance instances,

one corresponding to each possible scenario. Specifically, for each scenario s ∈ Ω,

we could solve a deterministic problem as min{cx + f (ψ(x , ξs)) : x ∈ {0, 1}|A|},
and obtain its optimal first-stage solution as x∗(ξs). For each (i , j) ∈ A, we then

compute the percentage of these |Ω| instances in which (i , j) is insured (i.e., given
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by (
∑
s∈Ω x

∗
ij (ξ

s))/|Ω|). The arcs that are insured with high frequency are said to

be persistent. A closely related study was published by Bertsimas et al. (2006) for

computing the persistency of binary variables (i.e., the probability that the variable will

equal 1 at optimality) in discrete optimization problems under objective uncertainty

with only partial information on the distribution of the objective coefficients. Here we

empirically investigate whether persistent arcs correspond to those that are insured in

the optimal STIP solution.

We test this hypothesis on instances Nc-3-30-1 and Nc-5-30-1 with a sample size

of N = 200, and present the results in Table 2-6. The top row, labeled Arc No., gives

the labels of arcs that were insured in at least one deterministic task-insurance instance

(i.e., x∗ij (ξ
s) = 1 for some s ∈ Ω). The rows for Nc-3-30-1 and Nc-5-30-1 state the

number of times that each arc appears in a deterministic task-insurance solution (out

of 200 scenarios). For instance, for Nc-3-30-1, there are 50 scenarios in which arc 5 is

insured out of the 200 deterministic task-insurance instances, and for Nc-5-30-1, there

are 53 such scenarios in which arc 5 is insured. The arcs insured in the (unique, in

both cases) optimal STIP solution we obtain are marked with ∗ in each row. (Arcs not

depicted in Table 2-6 were not insured in the optimal STIP solution.)

Table 2-6. Illustration of first-stage solution persistency.

Arc No. 5 129 169 197 209 257 321 329 331

Nc-3-30-1 50 52 56 10 ∗54 76 58 67 ∗47
Nc-5-30-1 53 81 ∗121 5 ∗153 97 33 ∗93 65
∗: Arc was insured at optimality.

Observe that optimality of persistent arcs does not hold in general, in the sense

that arcs insured in a high percentage of task-insurance instances do not necessarily

appear in the optimal STIP solution. For instance, in Nc-3-30-1, arc 257 is insured in 76

scenarios (more than any other arc), but is not insured in the optimal STIP solution; in

fact, none of the four most-frequently-insured arcs in the row for Nc-3-30-1 are insured in
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the optimal STIP solution. However, Nc-5-30-1 displays a stronger correlation, in which

three out of the top four most-frequently-insured arcs are insured in the optimal STIP

solution.

2.4.1.4 The critical path length distribution

We also analyze the distribution of critical path lengths given different forms of the

penalty function. In this experiment, we obtain an optimal solution x∗, compute ψs(x∗)

for each scenario s ∈ Ω, and approximate the distribution of the critical path lengths

with respect to different penalty functions. We consider the first 50-node graph in our

data set, use a sample size of N = 200, and examine various two-segment continuous

piecewise-linear penalty functions. Each penalty function has slope m1 = 1 for the first

segment, which has a penalty of 0 when the critical path length is 0. The second piece

of the function begins when the critical path length equals 2300 (with a penalty of 2300),

and has slope m2. We consider ratio values m1/m2 in the set {0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5},
so that the first two ratios give a nonlinear convex penalty function, the ratio of 1 yields

a linear penalty function, and the last two values give a nonlinear concave penalty

function. We optimize STIP given each penalty function, and plot distributions of the

resulting critical path lengths over the 200 scenarios in Figure 2-4. In particular, for each

horizontal segment labeled with value t, the plot gives the percentage of 200 scenarios

that have critical path length in the interval [t, t + 50).

Figure 2-4 demonstrates that for functions having smaller ratios of m1/m2, the

critical path lengths tend to be shorter on average, and exhibit smaller standard

deviations compared to the critical path length distributions for functions having larger

ratios of m1/m2. The actual means for critical path lengths given penalty functions

having m1/m2 ratios of 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, and 1.5 are 2247, 2328, 2319, 2409, and

2483, respectively, and their standard deviations are 90, 132, 152, 158, and 215,

respectively. This result is intuitive, because a sharply increasing penalty function

essentially acts as a barrier function and limits the number of scenarios in which the
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Figure 2-4. Distributions of the critical path lengths given different penalty functions.

critical path length is allowed to become large. By contrast, when m1/m2 is large,

and the marginal cost of finishing the project very late becomes relatively small, the

distribution functions tend to spread out across the spectrum of possible completion

times.

2.4.2 Chance-constrained Formulation Case

Regarding problem CCε, when ε = 0, one can use a scenario approximation method

to solve CCε=0 by solving the following approximation problem based on an independent

Monte Carlo sample of random vectors ξ1, ... , ξN :

min





∑

(i ,j)∈A
cijxij : x ∈ X , ψ(x , ξs) ≤ T s ∀s = 1, ... ,N



. (2–24)
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Luedtke & Ahmed (2008) approximate CCε with a general ε ≥ 0 by solving a sample

approximation problem. Let ξ1, ... , ξN be an independent Monte Carlo sample of the

random vector ξ, and for a fixed α ∈ [0, 1), consider the following sample approximation

problem

CCNα : ẑNα = min





∑

(i ,j)∈A
cijxij : x ∈ XNα



 (2–25)

where

XNα =

{
x ∈ X : 1

N

N∑
s=1

I(ψ(x , ξs) ≤ T s) ≥ 1− α

}
. (2–26)

Given ξs and first-stage binary variables x̂ , ψ(x̂ , ξs) is given by CPMs(x̂). Note that

when α = 0, the sample approximation problems 2–25 and 2–26 are equivalent to

the scenario approximation program 2–24. We examine in Section 2.4.2.1 the case in

which CCNα yields feasible solutions for CCε, and then discuss in Section 2.4.2.2 how to

determine lower bounds with different confidences when α = ε.

Here we only test the first instance of each graph size, named as y-1, where y

represents the number of nodes (30, 50, or 70). We generate T s from a uniform integer

distribution over the interval [0.7ûsn, 0.9ûsn]. We again generate integer arc-insurance

costs cij , (i , j) ∈ A, uniformly over the interval [25, 50].

2.4.2.1 Feasible solutions for CCNα

For a fixed value of α < ε, we wish to obtain a feasible solution to CCε with

probability at least 1 − δ, for δ ∈ (0, 1). Since our feasible region X is finite, the result

of Theorem 5 in Luedtke & Ahmed (2008) shows that it is sufficient to find a feasible

solution to CCNα satisfying

N ≥ 1

2(α− ε)2
log
1

δ
+

n

2(α− ε)2
logU, (2–27)

where in particular, when α = 0, Theorem 7 suggests a sample size of

N ≥ 1
ε
log
1

δ
+
n

ε
logU, (2–28)
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and U is such that the number of feasible solutions obeys |X | ≤ Un. In this case, since

x ∈ X ⊆ {0, 1}n, we use U = 2.

We choose δ = 0.001, M = 10 samples, and a reference sample size of N ′ = 10000

scenarios for all three instances. We consider the cases of ε = 0.01 and ε = 0.005, and

use α = 0 and α = ε. Based on Ineq. 2–27 and 2–28, when α = 0, we use N = 50, 80,

and 100 for the case with ε = 0.01, and N = 100, 150, and 200 for the case with

ε = 0.005. When α = ε, we use sample sizes of N = 1000 and 2000 scenarios. Next,

we define the violation risk of a solution x̂ as the percentage of reference scenarios for

which the critical path (given insurance decisions x̂) exceeds T s . We say that a solution

is feasible if its violation risk does not exceed ε. Tables 2-7 and 2-8 report the objective

function values of generated feasible solutions. In these tables tavg and Num denote the

average solution time and the total number of feasible solutions over all 10 samples of

each instance, respectively.

Table 2-7. Feasible solution results for CCε sample problems with ε = 0.01.

α N = |Ω| Instances tavg
Solution Violation Feasible Solution Costs
Max Min Avg Num Max Min Avg

α = 0

50
30-1 0.27 0.103 0.003 0.037 2 159 154 156.50
50-1 0.42 0.124 0.007 0.041 1 212 212 212
70-1 1.23 0.152 0.012 0.052 0 - - -

80
30-1 0.39 0.052 0.000 0.019 3 159 154 156.33
50-1 0.67 0.076 0.000 0.024 2 212 209 210.50
70-1 1.78 0.092 0.001 0.031 2 234 232 233.00

100
30-1 0.51 0.032 0.000 0.012 4 153 150 151.00
50-1 0.78 0.038 0.000 0.017 4 209 207 208.00
70-1 1.94 0.041 0.000 0.022 3 234 230 232.00

α = ε

1000
30-1 2.58 0.041 0.000 0.012 6 143 140 141.17
50-1 8.98 0.057 0.002 0.015 4 195 190 192.25
70-1 63.99 0.023 0.005 0.013 4 223 220 221.50

2000
30-1 8.29 0.018 0.000 0.004 8 140 140 140.00
50-1 23.81 0.041 0.001 0.008 7 195 190 190.71
70-1 93.28 0.023 0.000 0.007 7 223 220 221.29
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Table 2-8. Feasible solution results for CCε sample problems with ε = 0.005.

α N = |Ω| Instances tavg
Solution Violation Feasible Solution Costs
Max Min Avg Num Max Min Avg

α = 0

100
30-1 0.51 0.032 0.000 0.012 2 153 151 152.00
50-1 0.78 0.038 0.000 0.017 2 209 209 209.00
70-1 1.94 0.041 0.000 0.022 1 234 234 234.00

150
30-1 0.68 0.030 0.000 0.010 2 153 151 152.00
50-1 1.32 0.031 0.000 0.009 3 209 207 208.33
70-1 3.29 0.037 0.000 0.014 2 234 234 234.00

200
30-1 1.21 0.025 0.000 0.007 4 153 151 151.50
50-1 2.06 0.029 0.000 0.007 6 210 209 209.17
70-1 5.46 0.032 0.000 0.009 5 234 234 234.00

α = ε

1000
30-1 4.13 0.013 0.000 0.006 7 151 151 151.00
50-1 9.36 0.021 0.000 0.013 9 205 203 203.22
70-1 109.23 0.017 0.001 0.004 8 227 227 227.00

2000
30-1 11.09 0.007 0.000 0.002 9 151 151 151.00
50-1 27.28 0.004 0.000 0.001 10 203 203 203.00
70-1 132.56 0.008 0.001 0.002 9 227 227 227.00

In Table 2-7, considering instance 30-1, when α = 0 and N = 50, the minimum

violation among all solutions given by the M = 10 samples is 0.003 < ε = 0.01, and

thus it is a feasible solution. The maximum violation risk among these samples is 0.103.

Two out of 10 samples yield feasible solutions with objective values 159 and 154. With N

increasing to 80 and 100, the number of feasible solutions increases to three and four,

respectively. When α = ε = 0.01, N = 1000, the minimum violation risk of all solutions

is zero, and the maximum violation risk is 0.041 (which is not feasible). The number

of feasible solutions increases to six. By setting N = 2000, there are eight feasible

solutions, all of which yield an objective value of 140. In Table 2-8, we set ε = 0.005, and

30-1 yields more feasible solutions with better solution quality in each combination of α

and N. Thus, by using α = ε, all instances yield more feasible solutions compared with

the case of using α = 0. However, more computational time is required to solve each

instance’s samples, because Ineq. 2–27 requires larger values of N when α = ε. On the
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other hand, by decreasing the value of ε, we obtain more feasible solutions with higher

solution quality in each setting.

2.4.2.2 Lower bounds for CCNα

Theorem 4 of Luedtke & Ahmed (2008) provides a mechanism for obtaining a lower

bound on CCε by solving CCNα with confidence 1 − δ. Given α ∈ [0, 1), we must choose

positive integers N, L, and M such that L ≤ M, and

L−1∑

i=0



M

i


 ρ(α, ε,N)i(1− ρ(α, ε,N))M−i ≤ δ, (2–29)

where ρ(α, ε,N) represents the probability of having at most bαNc “successes” in N

independent trials, in which the probability of a success in each trial is ε. With α = ε, one

can choose the value of M independent of N to obtain a lower bound with confidence

1− δ. Recalling that M = 10, if we take L = 1 (which corresponds to taking the minimum

optimal solution over all M = 10 total runs, not only over the feasible solutions), we

obtain a lower bound with 1 − δ = 0.999 confidence. More generally, one can take a

larger L ∈ {1, ... ,M} resulting in a lower bound with less confidence, but narrowing the

optimality gap.

In Tables 2-9 and 2-10 we obtain lower bounds for the chance-constrained

problems by taking L = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, yielding corresponding confidence levels at least

0.999, 0.989, 0.945, 0.828, 0.623. We use the minimum objective function value of all

feasible solutions to serve as the upper bound, and report the gaps between the upper

and lower bounds with respect to each confidence.

Table 2-9 shows that for instance 30-1, setting α = ε = 0.01, N = 1000, and L = 1,

the minimum objective function value, 137, over all 10 samples serves as a lower bound

with confidence at least 0.999. We use the minimum objective function value 140 of all

feasible solutions given in Table 2-7 as the upper bound, and the optimality gap is given

as 2.19%. In Table 2-10, when α = ε = 0.005, we close the optimality gap by choosing
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L = 4 (with at least 0.828 confidence). This result is consistent with the fact that we have

seven feasible solutions out of 10 samples in Table 2-8, and when L > 10 − 7 = 3, the

lower and upper bounds are equal.

Similar to the discussion of feasible solutions, we narrow the optimality gap faster by

using larger values of N. Furthermore, by allowing smaller ε, we can close the optimality

gap with a higher confidence, which is intuitive since ε = 0.005 yields more feasible

solutions for each instance than ε = 0.01. For example, when ε = 0.01 and N = 2000,

Table 2-7 shows that we find eight feasible solutions out of 10 samples for instance

30-1. In Table 2-9, the two infeasible solutions both provide a lower bound of 139 to the

original problem. We then set L = 3, and claim that 140 is a lower bound with confidence

at least 0.945, which eliminates the optimality gap. In Table 2-10, we claim optimality

with higher confidence: When N = 2000 we close the optimality gap with confidence at

least 0.989 for instance 30-1, compared with 0.945 in the case of ε = 0.01 in Table 2-9.
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Table 2-9. Lower bound results for CCε sample problems with ε = 0.01.

α N = |Ω| Instances Upper bound Lower bound with confidence at least Gap (%) with confidence at least
0.999 0.989 0.945 0.828 0.623 0.999 0.989 0.945 0.828 0.623

α = ε

1000
30-1 140 137 137 139 139 140 2.19 2.19 0.72 0.72 0.00
50-1 190 186 188 188 188 189 2.15 1.06 1.06 1.06 0.53
70-1 220 217 217 219 219 219 1.38 1.38 0.46 0.46 0.46

2000
30-1 140 139 139 140 140 140 0.72 0.72 0.00 0.00 0.00
50-1 190 188 189 189 190 190 1.06 0.53 0.53 0.00 0.00
70-1 220 219 219 219 220 220 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00

Table 2-10. Lower bound results for CCε sample problems with ε = 0.005.

α N = |Ω| Instances Upper bound Lower bound with confidence at least Gap (%) with confidence at least
0.999 0.989 0.945 0.828 0.623 0.999 0.989 0.945 0.828 0.623

α = ε

1000
30-1 151 147 149 149 151 151 2.72 1.34 1.34 0.00 0.00
50-1 203 201 203 203 203 203 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
70-1 227 225 225 227 227 227 0.89 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00

2000
30-1 151 149 151 151 151 151 1.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
50-1 203 203 203 203 203 203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
70-1 227 225 225 225 225 225 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89
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CHAPTER 3
CRITICAL NODE PROBLEMS ON TREES AND SERIES-PARALLEL GRAPHS

3.1 Problem Description and Literature Survey

In this chapter, let G(V, E) be a simple undirected graph with node set V = {1, ... , n}
and edge set E ⊂ V × V, and let B be a positive integer node deletion budget. We seek

an optimal strategy of deleting no more than B nodes (along with their incident edges)

to impair the connectivity of G . This problem was explored in the work of Albert et al.

(2000), who examined the attack tolerance of complex networks with respect to two

distinct metrics: maximizing the number of components, and minimizing the maximum

component size, induced by strategic node deletions. They employed a simple heuristic

for attacking a network via node deletions, though, in lieu of an optimal approach. The

present chapter seeks to satisfy this gap by providing dynamic programming (DP)

algorithms for optimally attacking specially structured networks according to the metrics

given above.

The node deletion problems that we consider fall under the category of Critical

Node Problems (CNPs), which are of great significance in studying network properties

and analyzing network reliability under disruptive events. To more precisely describe

the problems we consider in this chapter, define a (maximal) connected component

as a subgraph such that every pair of nodes in the subgraph is connected by a path,

and no path exists between a node outside the subgraph and a node belonging to the

subgraph. We consider the following network-connectivity metrics, which are applied

to G after some subset of nodes has been deleted: (i) the number of components

(ignoring deleted nodes), and (ii) the largest component size. The goal is to maximally

disconnect the graph, as defined by either maximizing the number of components

or minimizing the largest component in the remaining graph. We refer to these two

problems as MaxNum and MinMaxC, respectively, which are closely related to the

problem of identifying critical infrastructure components (Houck et al., 2004; Murray
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et al., 2007), which arises in transportation (Jenelius et al., 2006; Matisziw & Murray,

2009), power grid construction (Carnal, 2005; Chien, 2006; Salmeron et al., 2004),

homeland security (Brown et al., 2006), and telecommunication (Alevras et al., 1997;

Resende & Pardalos, 2006) applications. For instance, Krebs (2001) describes a

problem in which a commander wants to attack a terrorist network by identifying a

limited number of individuals whose deletions result in the maximum breakdown of

the network communication. Zhou et al. (2006) employ the CNP to provide a scope for

containment of an epidemic outbreak. This situation is also considered by Cohen et al.

(2003), who analyze an immunization network in which each individual is modeled as a

node, and where immunized nodes cannot propagate viruses. The goal is to minimize

the virus transmissibility by vaccinating a subset of critical nodes.

The CNP has also played an important role in network survivability analysis. For

example, Wollmer (1964) maximizes the reduction of the maximum flow between a given

pair of origin and destination by removing a set of arcs. Myung & Kim (2004) consider

an undirected transportation network, and maximize the total amount of traffic lost due to

edge failures. We refer to (Grötschel et al., 1995) and (Shier, 1991) for comprehensive

reviews of this topic.

A variety of objectives have been used to access the consequences of deleting

nodes or edges. One major category assumes that the network is constructed to

perform certain functions (e.g., transporting goods or people), and evaluates network

survivability based on the single/multiple-commodity maximum flow or the shortest

path between given source-sink node pairs (e.g., Grubesic & Murray (2006); Matisziw

& Murray (2009)). Another focus is on combinatorial properties, such as network

connectivity after the removal of nodes or edges (e.g., Arulselvan et al. (2009); Dinh

et al. (2010); Duque-Antón et al. (2009)). Grubesic et al. (2008) categorize CNP-related

research into global measures (Grubesic & Murray, 2006) that primarily investigate

graph properties associated with node interactions, and local nodal measures that
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evaluate the vitality of certain nodes by studying their local characteristics (Borgatti &

Everett, 2006; Freeman, 1978–1979), such as degree and centrality (e.g., the k-center

problem (Hochbaum & Shmoys, 1985)).

Similar to our study, Arulselvan et al. (2009) and Dinh et al. (2010) seek a subset

of nodes whose removal results in the minimum pairwise connectivity among the

remaining nodes. A more general statement of this problem is to associate a weight

(or “demand”) with each node pair, and examine how node or edge deletions disrupt

pairwise node demands. Demand between a node pair is disrupted in these studies

when there does not exist a path connecting the node pair, or if at least one of the

nodes in the demand pair is deleted. Di Summa et al. (2010) consider the problem of

deleting a cardinality-constrained set of nodes that maximizes the sum of disrupted

pairwise demands. In particular, they provide polynomial-time algorithms for optimally

solving the problem on trees when unit demands exist between all node pairs. Similarly,

the sparsest cut problem (Arora et al., 2005, 2010; Chawla et al., 2006; Hajiaghayi

& Räcke, 2006; Matula & Shahrokhi, 1990) is an edge deletion problem, where each

edge is associated with some cost of deletion. A feasible solution to this problem can

be seen as a proper subset of nodes S , and a cut set given by the set of edges having

exactly one incident node in S . Defining c(S) as the sum of edge costs in the cut set,

and dem(S) as the sum of pairwise demands disrupted by removing edges in the

cut set, the objective is to find an S that minimizes c(S)/dem(S). This problem has

applications in telecommunication and social network analysis (Bonsma, 2004; Mann

et al., 2008). Moreover, a variation of MaxNum in which one deletes edges rather than

nodes leads to the k-CUT problem (Garey & Johnson, 1979), which seeks a partition

of an edge-weighted graph into k components, and minimizes the total edge weight

between components. Goldschmidt & Hochbaum (1994) construct a polynomial-time

algorithm for a fixed k by recursively solving min-cut problems. It is worth noting that the

MaxNum and MinMaxC problems studied here are distinct from the pairwise-demand
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studies given above, because neither the number of components nor the maximum size

of components is reducible to (or from) pairwise-connectivity metrics.

Methodologies for solving CNP variants include simulation, heuristic, and mathematical

programming approaches (Murray et al., 2008). Simulation- (Houck et al., 2004)

and heuristic-based (Matisziw et al., 2009) methodologies are prevalent due to the

complexity of solving these problems, and are often used for providing insights to

large-scale problems. For instance, Tu (2000) proposes a greedy algorithm that

first deletes a node having the largest degree in the current graph, updates the

graph by eliminating the deleted node and all its adjacent edges, and reiterates until

some maximum number of nodes have been deleted. Shen et al. (2011) provide

counterexamples to show that this algorithm, while efficient, does not generally yield an

optimal solution, nor does it yield a polynomial-time approximation scheme for solving

either MaxNum or MinMaxC. An alternative to heuristic strategies or simulation is the

use of mathematical programming techniques, which often require the solution of bilevel

or trilevel programming models (Akgun, 2000; Arroyo, 2010; Brown et al., 2006; San

Martin, 2007; Smith et al., 2007). Interdiction models (Arulselvan et al., 2009; Cormican

et al., 1998; Lim & Smith, 2007; Wood, 1993) have been also studied for flow-based

problems on general graphs, but require longer CPU time for obtaining optimal solutions.

In this chapter, we develop polynomial-time DP algorithms for solving MaxNum and

MinMaxC on specially solvable cases of trees and series-parallel graphs. This analysis

also permits us to solve problems on k-hole subgraphs (defined in Section 3.2.3). The

complexity of our algorithms grows exponentially as a function of k , as expected due to

the NP-hardness of the problems we study on general graphs. We also demonstrate

that the case in which each node is associated with a general integer deletion cost,

and a knapsack constraint restricts the deletion of nodes, is also polynomially solvable

for both problems. Moreover, the MinMaxC problem may be of interest in a weighted

setting, where nodes represent entities having different weights and the goal is to
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minimize the maximum-weighted component in the remaining graph. For the case

in which each node is associated with a deletion cost and a weight, we show that

MinMaxC becomes NP-hard on trees, but give a polynomial-time algorithm for solving it

on chain graphs (defined in Section 3.2.4.2).

The specific motivation for the problems considered in this chapter is summarized

by the following observations.

• The problems we consider are of central importance in the study of social networks
(Albert et al., 2000; Borgatti, 2006), which have received substantial attention
in the past decade since the introduction of the “small-world network” concept
(Watts & Strogatz, 1998). The term was originally proposed to demonstrate the
small-world phenomenon arising in collaboration networks, but has also shown
promise in describing complex systems in biology, sociology, economics, and
medicine (Newman et al., 2002; Petreska et al., 2010). Latora & Marchiori (2005)
and Crucitti et al. (2004a) emphasize the importance of studying vulnerability and
protecting such networks. The MaxNum and MinMaxC objectives in this chapter
help to better understand properties of vital actors in a social network, including
cohesion, centrality, and connectivity.

• Most CNP variants having diverse connectivity metrics are shown to be NP-complete
on general graphs (Arulselvan et al., 2009; Di Summa et al., 2010; Dinh et al.,
2010; Kerivin & Mahjoub, 2005). Shen et al. (2011) have shown that both MaxNum
and MinMaxC are NP-hard in the strong sense on general graphs following the
results of Yannakakis (1978). By studying the problems on specially-structured
graphs, our contribution thus helps to better define the boundary between hard and
easy problem classes for MaxNum and MinMaxC.

• Trees and series-parallel graphs are of particular interest due to their prevalence
in real network structures. A tree is the simplest connected graph, and sometimes
implies a hierarchy of nodes, such as those seen in transportation and logistics
systems. Tree structures are also commonly seen as backbones or subgraphs
of a larger network. In addition, we examine in this chapter networks that are
“almost” trees. This flexibility permits us to consider a broader class of graphs
beyond those strictly classified as tree structures. Meanwhile, series-parallel graph
structures often appear in electric circuits and telecommunication structures. The
DP approach employed in this chapter permits polynomial-time solutions of these
problems on subgraphs of a given general graph, parameterized by the number of
node deletions.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we develop DP

algorithms for solving MaxNum and MinMaxC as well as their variants on tree structures,
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while Section 3.3 handles the problems on series-parallel graphs. Section 3.4 provides

computational results that demonstrate the performance of the DP approaches, and

conducts comparative analysis by varying parameters.

3.2 DP for Solving MaxNum and MinMaxC on Trees

Given an undirected tree T (V ,E), let r be the root node, and let li be the level of

node i , ∀i ∈ V , i.e., the length of the path from i to r (where lr = 0 in particular). Denote

Si as the set of all children nodes of i , and let Ti be the subtree rooted at node i . A key

concept related to solutions over Ti is the open set of i , denoted as Oi , which consists

of all nodes in the same component to which node i belongs. We denote the cardinality

of Oi as oi . (If node i is deleted, then Oi is empty and oi = 0.) Our DP algorithm records

a set of non-dominated node deletion solutions for each subtree Ti , starting from the

leaf nodes, and proceeding up through the tree until terminating at the root node. We

first establish the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that n ≥ 3 and B < n. There exists an optimal solution to all

MaxNum and MinMaxC instances on tree graphs in which no leaf node is deleted.

Proof. Consider a feasible node deletion solution X̃ in which some leaf node l is

deleted. Denote p(l) as the parent node of l . If p(l) is not deleted, we denote Cp(l) as

the component that contains p(l) in the remaining graph. Consider a solution in which

we delete p(l) instead of l if p(l) has not been deleted in X̃ , and in which we withdraw

the deletion of l if p(l) has already been deleted in X̃ . We discuss the impact of this

operation on the MaxNum and MinMaxC cases as follows.

MaxNum: If p(l) has not been deleted, then by deleting p(l) instead of l , we either

keep the same number of components (when |Cp(l)| = 1), or increase the number

of components by at least 1 (when |Cp(l)| > 1). If p(l) has already been deleted,

then withdrawing the deletion of node l increases the number of components by 1.

MinMaxC: If p(l) has not been deleted, then deleting p(l) instead of l creates a new

one-node component consisting only of node l . If |Cp(l)| = 1, then component Cp(l)
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vanishes; else, the deletion of node p(l) splits Cp(l) into j ≥ 1 (disjoint) components

C 1, ... ,C j such that
⋃j
i=1 C

i = Cp(l) \ {p(l)}, and thus |C i | ≤ |Cp(l)|, ∀i = 1, ... , j .
If p(l) has been deleted in X̃ , then withdrawing the deletion of node l creates a

new one-node component consisting only of node l . Because B < n, the lower

bound on the maximum component size is 1, and the creation of this new singleton

component does not increase the objective value.

By repeating this operation for every leaf node, we obtain a solution that is no worse

than X̃ .

3.2.1 Solving MaxNum on Trees

Define fi(pi , ni) as the fewest number of deletions required on subtree Ti , given

that (a) pi = 0 if subtree root i is deleted, and pi = 1 otherwise, and (b) such that

ni components are created in subtree Ti , not including Oi . (Figure 3-1 illustrates this

definition.) Based on this notion, we describe some key concepts related to solution

dominance that enable us to develop a DP algorithm.

A fi(1, 6) = 3 B fi(0, 5) = 3

Figure 3-1. Illustration of the definition of fi(pi , ni). A) Illustration of fi(pi , ni) when an
open set is present; note that ni = 6 because the open set itself is not
counted in ni . B) Illustration of fi(pi , ni) when no open set is present.

Definition 3.1. Consider a subtree Ti of T for some i ∈ V , and node subsets X 1,X 2 ⊆
Ti . Suppose that if X 2 is part of an optimal node deletion solution X to MaxNum

or MinMaxC (where X deletes no nodes in Ti except for X 2), then solution X ′ =
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(X \ X 2) ∪ X 1 (i.e., we replace X 2 with X 1) must also be optimal. Then we say that X 1

dominates X 2. If several solutions dominate each other according to this criteria, then

we arbitrarily choose one to be a non-dominated solution, with the remaining solutions

being dominated.

Lemma 1. Consider a subtree Ti , for some i ∈ V , and node subsets X 1,X 2 ⊆ Ti ,
|X 1| ≤ |X 2|, such that if i ∈ X 1, then i ∈ X 2. Suppose that for t = 1, 2, the deletion of

nodes X t from Ti results in nti components in T i (not including the open set), and that

n1i ≥ n2i . Then X 1 dominates X 2.

Proof. Consider solutions X and X ′ that respectively delete only nodes in X 2 and in X 1

over Ti . Under the assumptions in Lemma 1, solution X ′ splits the graph into at least

as many components as in solution X without increasing the number of deleted nodes.

In particular, if i 6∈ X 1, i ∈ X 2, and node i has a parent node that is deleted in the

common solution to nodes in V \ Ti , then X ′ creates at least one more component than

X . Therefore, it is also optimal to delete nodes in X 1 instead of in X 2.

Lemma 2. Consider a subtree Ti for i ∈ V , and node subsets X 1,X 2 ⊆ Ti , |X 1| ≤ |X 2|,
such that i ∈ X 1 and i /∈ X 2. Suppose that the deletion of subset X t creates nti

components in Ti for t = 1, 2, where n1i ≥ n2i + 1. Then X 1 dominates X 2.

Proof. Again, we consider solutions X and X ′ that respectively delete X 2 and X 1 over

Ti . First suppose that either i = r , or node i has a parent node, p(i), that is deleted in

X ′ (and X ). In this case, solution X ′ creates n1i components within Ti , X creates n2i + 1

components within Ti , and both X ′ and X create the same number of components in

V \ Ti . Recalling that n1i ≥ n2i + 1, solution X ′ creates at least as many components in

Ti as does X . Now, suppose instead that p(i) exists and does not belong to X ′ (or X ).

Define Ci as the component containing node i in solution X ′, and define Qi = Ti ∪ Ci .
Note that after deleting nodes in both solutions X and X ′, no node in Qi is connected to

a node in V \Qi . We have that X ′ creates n1i +1 components within Qi , X creates n2i +1
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components within Qi , and both solutions create the same number of components in

V \ Qi . Hence, in any case, X ′ is at least as good a solution as X , and we could always

replace X 2 with X 1 without losing solution optimality.

Based on Lemmas 1 and 2, we will retain only non-dominated solutions in our

approach (where if X 1 and X 2 dominate each other, we retain one such solution).

We now turn our attention to computing the f -values required by our algorithm. By

Proposition 3.1, we can set fl(1, 0) = 0 for all leaf nodes l ∈ V , because l is not deleted.

To compute all other values of the form fi(pi , ni), we synthesize the solutions at child

subtrees Tv for all v ∈ Si , depending on whether or not node i is deleted. We examine

recursive models for these two cases as follows. The recursion for updating fi -elements

when pi = 0 is given by

fi(0, ni) = min
∑

v∈Si
fv(pv , nv) + 1 (3–1a)

s.t. ni =
∑

v∈Si
nv +

∑

v∈Si
pv , (3–1b)

pv ∈ {0, 1}, nv ∈ {0, ... , |Tv | − 1} ∀v ∈ Si , (3–1c)

where Objective 3–1a minimizes the sum of node deletions at all subtrees Tv , ∀v ∈ Si ,
and adds an additional deletion at node i . Note that by deleting node i , any non-empty

open set in a child subtree Tv becomes a new component. Hence, Equation 3–1b states

that ni is given by the summation of subtree components (not including the open sets),

plus the number of non-empty open sets at all child subtrees Tv . Constraint 3–1c states

in this problem the range of the variables pv and nv , ∀v ∈ Si . Because these range

values are implied by the definition of fv , we omit them from our future optimization

problem statements.

When pi = 1, we use the following recursion:

fi(1, ni) = min
∑

v∈Si
fv(pv , nv) (3–1d)
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s.t. ni =
∑

v∈Si
nv , (3–1e)

where Equality 3–1e updates ni by summing the number of all components at its child

subtrees, excluding the open sets. (Note that all open sets merge into a single open set

Oi in this case.)

Note that computing fi(pi , ni) via Formulation 3–1 may be infeasible in some

cases, or exceed the budget B, or be dominated by another value as given by Lemmas

1 and 2. In these cases, we set fi(pi , ni) = ∞ to ignore those values in future

computations. (More precisely, the data structures in our implementation only store

finite and non-dominated f -values.) For the remainder of this chapter, we occasionally

refer to finite fi -values as entries, with which backtracking solution information is also

associated. We present an overview of the DP solution scheme for solving MaxNum on

trees as follows.

Step 0 (Initialization). Initialize fl(1, 0) = 0 at every leaf node l ∈ V . Mark all

non-leaf nodes as “unexamined.”

Step 1 (Examine a node). If all nodes have been examined, go to Step 3.

Otherwise, pick any unexamined node i ∈ V such that each node v ∈ Si has been

examined, and proceed to Step 2.

Step 2 (Update solution). Update fi(pi , ni) at Ti according to Formulation 3–1.

If Formulation 3–1 is not feasible, or has an optimal solution that exceeds the node

deletion budget or is dominated, then set fi(pi , ni) = ∞. For each finite entry of fi(pi , ni),

record the arguments (pv , nv), ∀v ∈ Si , that lead to the optimal value computed for

fi(pi , ni).

Step 3 (Identify an optimal solution). Among the list of finite fr(pr , nr)-values,

report one having the largest value of nr + pr , which represents the number of

components created by the solution corresponding to this entry. (Note that the inclusion

of pr accounts for the open set component, which is not included in nr .) Backtrack to
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determine an optimal set of node deletions as follows. If pr = 0, then delete r , and

otherwise do not. Then consider subtrees Tv for each v ∈ Sr , and examine the recorded

arguments that computed an optimal fr(pr , nr)-value. Recursively apply the backtracking

approach to identify all deleted nodes.

3.2.1.1 Sequential DP steps

In the above solution scheme, the key step is the recursive computation of f -values

in Formulation 3–1. Here, we provide a polynomial-time method that solves the

recursions sequentially by synthesizing solutions from one child subtree matrix at a

time.

First, we (arbitrarily) index all subtree nodes v ∈ Si as {i1, ... , i|Si |}, and construct a

2 × |Ti | matrix Hs(i) for each s ∈ {1, ... , |Si |}. Entries hsi (p
s
i , n

s
i ) of Hs(i) are computed

for psi ∈ {0, 1} and nsi ∈ {0, ... , |Ti | − 1}, and represent minimum-cardinality node

deletions over node i and nodes in subtrees Ti1, ... ,Tis , corresponding to root deletion

status psi and number of (non-open) components nsi . In particular, H |Si |(i) yields the

desired fi -values. Accordingly, for each subtree Ti , we divide Step 2 into |Si | steps:

We initialize H1(i) by merging node i with solutions fi1(pi1, ni1) at Ti1 , and then update

Hs(i) by merging entries in Hs−1(i) with fis (pis , nis ) entries corresponding to Tis , for all

s = 2, ... , |Si |.
Step 2a (Initializing H1(i)). We compute h1i (p

1
i , n

1
i ) as:

h1i (0, n
1
i ) = 1 + min

{
fi1(1, n

1
i − 1), fi1(0, n1i )

}
(3–2a)

h1i (1, n
1
i ) = min

{
fi1(1, n

1
i ), fi1(0, n

1
i )

}
. (3–2b)

Equation 3–2a computes the objective as the minimum number of deletions at node i1

among cases where pi1 = 1 or pi1 = 0, plus the deletion at node i . When pi1 = 1, we

have that n1i = ni1 + 1 because the open set at node i1 contributes to the total number

of components after i is deleted; else, the number of components does not change
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(i.e., n1i = ni1). Equation 3–2b is the same as Equality 3–2a, but keeps n1i = ni1 for all

situations. For each case, we record the arguments (pi1, ni1) that minimize the objective.

Step 2b (Updating Hs(i)). We compute hsi (p
s
i , n

s
i ), ∀s = 2, ... , |Si |, by merging

matrices Hs−1(i) with fis -entries as follows.

hsi (0, n
s
i ) = min hs−1i (0, n

s−1
i ) + fis (pis , nis ) (3–2c)

s.t. nsi = n
s−1
i + nis + pis

hsi (1, n
s
i ) = min hs−1i (1, n

s−1
i ) + fis (pis , nis ) (3–2d)

s.t. nsi = n
s−1
i + nis

In Equality 3–2c, we compute the number of components nsi as the sum of ns−1i and nis ,

in addition to the open set at is if one exists, which would become a new (non-open)

component. Similarly, when i is not deleted, Equality 3–2d seeks a minimum sum of

hs−1i (1, n
s−1
i ) (indicating that i is not deleted) and fis (pis , nis ), where nsi equals the sum of

ns−1i and nis . Note that if an open set exists in Ti , it merges with the one containing node

i without creating a new component. Record all arguments (pi1, ni1), ... , (pis , nis ) that lead

to the calculation of values in Hs(i).

3.2.1.2 Complexity analysis

Computing Hs(i) for s = 1, ... , |Si | at each subtree Ti represents the bottleneck

operation. We can compute Equality 3–2a and Equality 3–2b in constant time for

each non-leaf node i , and so obtaining h1i (1, n
1
i ) and h1i (0, n

1
i ) for all non-leaf nodes i ,

and n1i = 0, ... , |Ti | − 1, can be done in O(n2) steps. To compute Hs(i) via Equality

3–2c and Equality 3–2d for s = 2, ... , |Si |, we merge each entry of Hs−1(i) with each

finite-valued fis (pis , nis ). There are O(|Ti |) entries in Hs−1(i) and O(|Tis |) values of

fis (pis , nis ). Because both |Ti | and |Tis | are bounded by the total number of nodes, the

computation of Hs(i) takes O(n2) steps. The maximum number of such matrices is

bounded by the number of nodes in the tree, and therefore the algorithmic complexity of

solving MaxNum on trees is O(n3).
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To compute the space complexity of our procedure, we analyze the maximum

amount of storage required at any point of our algorithm. Storage is required for the

Hs(i)-matrices, and for retaining partial solutions that lead to these entries. Note that

even though we can delete Hs−1(i) after computing Hs(i), for s = 2, ... , |Si |, we still

must store O(n) H-matrices simultaneously for backtracking purposes. Recall that for

each entry of H |Si |(i) (i.e., the fi -values), we store the number of nodes corresponding

to the entry and the (pv , nv) arguments in each subtree Tv , ∀v ∈ Si , that led to the

computation of the entry. This requires O(2n(1 + 2|Si |)) = O(n|Si |) elements to be

stored in H |Si |(i). Summing over i ∈ V , and noting that
∑
i∈V |Si | = n − 1, we have that

the space complexity of our procedure is O(n2).

3.2.2 Solving MinMaxC on Trees

To solve MinMaxC, one approach is to define similar recursions as used for

MaxNum. This approach would let fi(oi ,mi) represent the fewest number of deletions on

subtree Ti such that there is an open set of size oi , and a maximum component size of

mi (excluding the set Oi ). We would again compute the fi -values by merging solutions

from child subtrees of node i . Note here that if we record objectives for fi(oi ,mi), we

would store O(n2) values at each node (for the O(n) possible values of oi and mi ). Also,

the merging procedure described in Section 3.2.1.1 would now require the pairwise

comparison of elements in two O(n2) matrices at a time, leading to an O(n4) merging

operation. The overall complexity of solving MinMaxC on trees by the procedure above

would be O(n5). We provide the detailed descriptions in Appendix B. This algorithm,

while still finishes in polynomial number of steps, is quite inefficient. Instead, we adopt

the following binary search scheme.

Let τ be a fixed target size, such that fi(oi , τ) represents the fewest number of

deletions required on the subtree Ti that generates an open set of size oi where oi ≤ τ ,

and a largest component size of no more than τ . We separately derive recursions based

on whether or not a deletion takes place at node i (i.e., oi = 0 or oi > 0). For the case of
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oi = 0, we have

fi(0, τ) = min
∑

v∈Si
fv(ov , τ) + 1, (3–3a)

where Equality 3–3a accounts for the minimum total number of deletions at all child

subtrees Tv , ∀v ∈ Si , plus one deletion at node i . Because the maximum component

size in any subtree, including its open set, is no more than τ , then deleting node i

ensures that no component has more than τ nodes.

The recursion for updating elements for which 0 < oi ≤ τ is given by

fi (oi , τ) = min
∑

v∈Si
fv(ov , τ) (3–3b)

s.t. oi =
∑

v∈Si
ov + 1 ≤ τ . (3–3c)

Objective 3–3b is the same as Equality 3–3a, but omits a deletion at node i . Equation

3–3c updates oi as the sum of all child open-set sizes in addition to one at node i (noting

that Oi will include node i and all open sets Ov , ∀v ∈ Si ), and ensures that oi is no

larger than τ . Because the maximum component sizes existing at all subtrees are no

more than τ , the maximum component size after merging is also not more than τ . We

again set fi(oi , τ) = ∞ if it is infeasible or requires more than B deletions. Additionally, if

fi(o
1
i , τ) ≤ fi(o2i , τ) and o1i ≤ o2i with at least one inequality being strict, then the f (o2i , τ)

term is clearly dominated and can be ignored by setting it equal to ∞. As before, we set

fl(1, τ) = 0 (and fl(0, τ) =∞) at every leaf node l ∈ V .

The binary search approach initializes an upper bound UB = n − B (because any B

deletions guarantees a maximum component size of no more than n−B), a lower bound

LB = 1, and an initial target size τ = b(n − B + 1)/2c. Let the incumbent solution be one

in which any set of B nodes is deleted from the graph.

Step I (Solve MinMaxC for a fixed τ ). Compute fi(oi , τ) at all subtrees Ti . If the

list of finite fr(or , τ)-values is empty, then the MinMaxC objective exceeds LB, and we
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set LB = τ + 1. Otherwise, there exists a feasible solution satisfying the component size

threshold τ . Backtrack to find one such solution that minimizes the number of deleted

nodes, compute the actual maximum component size τ ′ (≤ τ ) corresponding to this

solution, update UB = τ ′, and store the identified solution as the new incumbent. Go to

Step II.

Step II (Update τ ). If LB = UB, then the incumbent solution is optimal, and the

procedure terminates. Otherwise, update τ = b(UB + LB)/2c, and go to Step I. 2

For solving fi(oi , τ) in Step I, we propose a similar sequential DP procedure as in

Section 3.2.1.1. We revise our definition of hsi (o
s
i , τ), which now represents solutions

to Ti (including minimum number of nodes and optimal subtree arguments) after

incorporating its subtrees Ti1, ... ,Tis . Note that the state spaces of both fi(oi , τ) and

Hs(i) are O(n) for a fixed τ , and merging can be done in O(n2) steps. Hence, the

complexity of Step I is O(n3). The maximum number of steps for performing binary

search is O(log n), and thus the overall complexity of solving MinMaxC on trees is

O(n3 log n). Note that we only need to store all f - and h-values for the current τ -value in

Step I, and thus the space complexity remains O(n2) by using the same arguments as

for MaxNum.

3.2.3 Solving MaxNum and MinMaxC on k-hole-graphs

To accommodate more general network structures that arise in practice, we extend

our analysis to a more general class of graphs that subsume trees. Define a hole of a

graph as a set of nodes v1, ... , vm such that an edge exists between vi and vj (i < j)

if and only if i = j − 1 or i = 1 and j = m. A k-hole-graph is a connected graph

that contains exactly k holes (e.g., Gross & Yellen (2003)). Next, we discuss how our

approach can be modified to solve MaxNum and MinMaxC on k-hole-graphs.

We first describe an algorithm for solving our problems on 1-hole-graphs T ′(V ,E).

Denote M1 as the hole, which consists of nodes {v1, ... , v|M1|} ⊆ V . Consider Case

0, in which no nodes in M1 are deleted and Case i = 1, ... , |M1|, in which we delete
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node vi (possibly in addition to some other hole nodes). Note that all solutions belong

to at least one of these cases. In Case 0 we treat the entire hole as a single root node

that represents an |M1|-node open set, and recover a tree structure. Our DP recursions

are then executed as before, with a minor modification in the final merge operation to

account for the |M1|-node root hole, which cannot be deleted in this case. For MaxNum,

this is handled by insisting that pr = 1, and in the case of MinMaxC, the middle term of

Equality 3–3c becomes
∑
v∈Sr ov + |M1|. In Case i we first delete hole node vi to obtain a

tree, and then execute our DP approach as before (accounting for the additional deletion

of vi in our objective). The best solution found over Cases 0, ... ,M1 is optimal to T ′.

A

B

Figure 3-2. Illustration of node aggregation in hole-graphs. A) Original 3-hole graph. B)
Aggregated graph, with shaded nodes representing aggregated nodes, and
node weights given alongside aggregated nodes.

For the case of k-hole-graphs (k ≥ 2), denote M1, ... ,Mk as the k holes in the

graph, where nodes {v1, ... , vq} compose the union of the nodes in these holes. For any

pair of holes that share common node(s), we aggregate them into one component, as

depicted in Figure 3-2. First, consider Case 0 in which no node is deleted in any hole.
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We treat every hole M j as a hole-node that represents a size-|M j | component. This

operation recovers a tree structure in which hole nodes have weights corresponding to

the number of nodes they represent. We then execute the DP recursions as before, with

a simple modification that prohibits deletion of aggregated nodes, and also accounts for

their weights when calculating open-set sizes in subtrees for MinMaxC.

In Case i we delete node vi for i = 1, ... , q, and obtain a p-hole-graph such that p <

k . We recursively solve the problem on the resulting p-hole-graph, where a 0-hole-graph

(i.e., a tree) serves as the base case. Denoting Γ(k) as the complexity of solving either

node deletion problem on k-hole-graphs, we have that Γ(k) = O(n Γ(k − 1)). Because

Γ(0) is O(n3) for MaxNum, Γ(k) is O(n3+k) for MaxNum, and by the same argument,

Γ(k) is O(n3+k log n) for MinMaxC.

Remark 3.1. Note that we can interpret any connected graph G as a k-hole graphs

for some integer value of k . However, the complexities of our algorithms increase

exponentially as a function of k , even though the algorithms are polynomial-time for

a fixed k . Thus, we envision that our algorithms are most useful for optimally solving

MaxNum and MinMaxC on sparse graphs having relatively few holes.

3.2.4 Variants on Trees

In this section, we analyze various extensions of our problems on trees. First,

we consider the case in which we associate a (positive integer) deletion cost with

each node, and require that the total node deletion cost must be no more than B. The

objectives for MaxNum and MinMaxC remain unchanged, now with a tie-breaking

objective of minimizing total node deletion cost rather than the number of deleted nodes.

Note that we can equivalently execute the foregoing algorithms by letting the number of

deleted nodes be a state variable, and minimizing node deletion cost in the objective.

We would require only a simple modification that accounts for node deletion costs in

Formulation 3–1a, 3–2a, and 3–3a (instead of the “+1” that is currently present). The
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complexity of both DP algorithms stays unchanged, and thus this case is polynomially

solvable.

For MinMaxC, we may have the situation in which each node represents a larger

entity, and is weighted by the value of that entity. For instance, if each node represents

a city, a node’s weight may represent its population. We refer to MinMaxC with

(non-negative integer) node deletion costs and node weights as MinMaxC-CW. We

show that MinMaxC-CW is NP-hard in general, but that for the special case of chain

graphs, MinMaxC-CW can be solved in polynomial time.

3.2.4.1 MinMaxC-CW on general trees

Given a tree T (V ,E), let ci and wi be the deletion cost and the weight associated

with node i ∈ V , respectively. Denote MinMaxC-CW as the decision version of

MinMaxC-CW, which seeks a subset of nodes to be deleted having a total deletion

cost of B, such that the resulting maximum component weight is no more than W.

Theorem 3.1. MinMaxC-CW is NP-complete, even on trees.

Proof. We first show that MinMaxC-CW belongs to NP. Given a node deletion solution,

we can compute all component weights by running a polynomial-time search algorithm

on the remaining graph. We can verify whether the associated total node deletion cost is

no more than B, and whether all weighted component sizes are no more than W.

Next, we show that MinMaxC-CW is NP-complete by using a transformation from

the PARTITION problem (Garey & Johnson, 1979) stated as follows: Given a finite set

A = {1, ... , n} and a positive integer size ai for each i ∈ A, is there a subset A′ ⊆ A
such that

∑
i∈A′ ai =

∑
i∈A ai/2? We transform a PARTITION instance by creating a root

node 0, nodes associated with each element i ∈ A, and edges (0, i) for all i = 1, ... , n.

We set w0 = 0 and c0 =
∑
i∈A ai , and we have wi = ci = ai for each leaf node i . Set

B =W =∑
i∈A ai/2. We show that a PARTITION instance has a solution if and only if the

MinMaxC-CW instance has one.
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First, suppose that a PARTITION instance has a solution A′. By deleting all nodes

associated with elements in A′, the total deletion cost is
∑
i∈A′ ci =

∑
i∈A′ ai =

∑
i∈A ai/2 = B, and the only remaining component consists of node 0 and all nodes

in A \ A′, which has a total weight of w0 +
∑
i∈A\A′ wi =

∑
i∈A\A′ ai = W. Hence, the

MinMaxC-CW instance also has a solution.

Now, consider any solution to a MinMaxC-CW instance. Node 0 is not deleted in

this solution due to the budget constraint. Letting A′ be the set of all nodes that are

deleted, we have
∑
i∈A′ ai =

∑
i∈A′ ci = B =

∑
i∈A ai/2. All remaining nodes connecting

to root node 0 form the only component with a total weight of w0 +
∑
i∈A\A′ wi = W =

∑
i∈A ai/2. Thus, A′ and A \ A′ form a valid partition, and the PARTITION instance also

has a solution. This completes the proof.

Remark 3.2. Observe that Theorem 3.1 shows that MinMaxC-CW is NP-hard in the

ordinary sense, and that a pseudopolynomial-time algorithm may exist to solve these

problems. Indeed, a simple weighted version of MinMaxC applied to MinMaxC-CW

requires a state space of size O(
∑n
i=1 wi) at each node. Hence, a weighted version

of the MinMaxC algorithm is of pseudopolynomial complexity, which verifies that

MinMaxC-CW is not strongly NP-hard. 2

3.2.4.2 A polynomial algorithm for MinMaxC-CW on a chain graph

We now provide a polynomial-time shortest-path algorithm for solving MinMaxC-CW

on a chain, i.e., V = {1, ... , n} and E = {(i , i + 1) | i = 1, ... , n − 1}. We first create a

graph transformation from the chain as follows. We create dummy nodes 0 and n + 1,

which will serve as origin and destination nodes, respectively, and define c0 = cn+1 = 0.

Arcs are only constructed from lower-indexed nodes to higher-indexed nodes, where

traversing arc (i , j) represents a decision of deleting both nodes i and j , but not nodes

i + 1, ... , j − 1. Let P denote the set of all such arcs (i , j), ∀0 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Let dij = cj be

the cost associated with arc (i , j), ∀(i , j) ∈ P. Also, define gij =
∑j−1
k=i+1 wk as the weight

associated with each arc (i , j) ∈ P.
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Again, we use a binary search approach that fixes a target maximum component

size value τ at each iteration. Given a fixed τ , let κ(τ) denote the minimum cost (in

terms of d-values) of a set of node deletions, such that the largest component weight is

no more than τ . (If no solution exists, then κ(τ) = ∞.) Define P(τ) = {(i , j) ∈ P : gij ≤
τ}. Then κ(τ) is the shortest distance of any path from 0 to n + 1 using arcs in P(τ).

We can execute a binary search algorithm to identify the smallest value of τ for

which κ(τ) ≤ B. Alternatively, if
∑n
i=1 wi is very large, we could first sort the gij values in

non-decreasing order, and then perform our binary search procedure over the elements

in this sorted list. Sorting the gij values requires O(n2 log(n2)) steps, noting that |P| is

O(n2). The binary search algorithm would then examine no more than the minimum of

log(
∑n
i=1 wi) and log(n2) times of τ .

Note that there are O(n) nodes and m (which is O(n2)) arcs in the transformed

shortest-path graph, and all distance values between each pair of nodes are non-negative.

We can solve each shortest-path instance in O(m + n log n) time by using a Fibonacci

heap implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm (e.g., Ahuja et al. (1993)). Treating

m = O(n2) here, the overall complexity of our algorithm is O(n2 log(min {∑n
i=1 wi , n

2})),
thus verifying that our algorithm is strongly polynomial.

3.3 Series-Parallel Graph Analysis

In this section, we give the definition of a series-parallel graph and its associated

concepts in Section 3.3.1, and describe DP algorithms for MaxNum and MinMaxC in

Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Series-Parallel Graphs and Tree Decomposition

A two-terminal graph (TTG) G(s, t) has nodes s and t that represent source and

sink, respectively. Given two TTGs G1(s1, t1) and G2(s2, t2), a series composition creates

a new TTG by merging the sink t1 and the source s2, where s1 becomes the new source

and t2 becomes the new sink. We denote the series operation as G = S(G1,G2). A

parallel composition creates a new TTG by merging the two sources s1 and s2 into
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the new source node, and the two sinks t1 and t2 into the new sink node. The parallel

operation is denoted by G = P(G1,G2). A series-parallel graph (SPG) is a graph that

is constructed by a sequence of series and parallel compositions starting from a set of

single-edge graphs, each of which we refer to as K2.

An SPG G(s, t) can be decomposed into several K2 base graphs. This decomposition

is specified by a binary decomposition tree T (G) whose nodes represent subgraphs of

G . Each non-leaf node of the tree has two child subgraphs and an associated operation

(series or parallel) that combines these two children to form the parent subgraph. (All

leaf nodes represent K2.) It has been shown in (Takamizawa et al., 1982; Valdes et al.,

1982) that T (G) can be constructed in linear time in terms of the size of G .

3.3.2 Solving MaxNum on SPGs

We begin solving MaxNum on some SPG G by constructing T (G). Our approach

begins from the leaf nodes of T (G) and works its way up to the root via a set of series

and parallel merging operations. Recall that for the MaxNum objective on trees, we let pi

indicate the binary deletion status at node i , where pi = 0 if node i is deleted, and pi = 1

otherwise. For any SPG subgraph G(s, t) of G , we specify the same status values ps

and pt for s and t, respectively. We will also need a binary state variable cst , which

equals 1 if s and t belong to the same component in G(s, t), and 0 otherwise. Note that

cst = 0 whenever ps + pt ≤ 1. Finally, the open sets are defined as before, where Os

(or Ot) denotes the component that includes source s (or sink t). Given an SPG G(s, t),

the function fG(ps , pt , cst , nG) gives the fewest number of deletions in G corresponding to

state variables ps , pt , and cst , such that there exist nG components in G , not including Os

and Ot . Figure 3-3 illustrates these concepts.

We initialize fK2(ps , pt , cst , nK2) for each leaf subgraph K2 in T (G) as follows,

corresponding to the four possible combinations of deleting or not deleting s and t:

fK2(1, 1, 1, 0) = 0, fK2(0, 1, 0, 0) = 1, fK2(1, 0, 0, 0) = 1, fK2(0, 0, 0, 0) = 2. (3–4)
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A f (1, 1, 1, 2) = 2 B f (1, 1, 0, 2) = 3 C f (1, 0, 0, 2) = 3 D f (0, 0, 0, 2) = 2

Figure 3-3. Illustration of the definition of fG(ps , pt , cst , nG). A) The source and sink are
connected by path s–5–t. Nodes 2 and 3 are two singleton components.
Node 5 belongs to the open set at nodes s and t. B) The source and sink
are not connected. Nodes 2 and 3 are two singleton components. C) Since
node t is deleted, there is no path connecting s and t. Node 5 belongs to the
open set at node s having a cardinality of 2. D) No path connects nodes s
and t. Nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 form a 4-node component. Node 5 is a
singleton.

3.3.2.1 The series operation

Consider the computation of fG(ps , pt , cst , nG) when G = S(G1,G2). First, we have:

fG(1, 1, 1, nG) = min fG1(1, 1, 1, nG1) + fG2(1, 1, 1, nG2) (3–5a)

s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2.

To create an SPG with ps = pt = 1 and cst = 1 for a series operation, we must have

that the two terminals are connected (and not deleted) in both G1 and G2. Open sets Os1

and Os2 merge in this case without creating any new component, and so nG = nG1 + nG2 .

Next, consider the recursion:

fG(1, 1, 0, nG) = min





min fG1(1, 1, cs1t1, nG1) + fG2(1, 1, cs2t2, nG2)

s.t. cs1t1 + cs2t2 ≤ 1
nG = nG1 + nG2 + (1− cs1t1)(1− cs2t2);

min fG1(1, 0, 0, nG1) + fG2(0, 1, 0, nG2)− 1
s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2.

(3–5b)
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Here again, we have that ps = pt = 1, but cst = 0, and so there are multiple

characteristics of G1 and G2 that could be present when they merge to form G . The

first minimization subproblem in Formulation 3–5b handles the case in which neither t1

nor s2 is deleted. In this case, a path will exist from s = s1 to t = t2 unless either cs1t1 = 0

or cs2t2 = 0, and hence we constrain the sum of those values to be no more than 1.

Observe that the number of components will now be the sum of the components from

G1 and G2, plus 1 if cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 0. The additional component in this case consists of

nodes in Ot1 ∪ Os2 , which do not belong to Os or Ot in G , but were not counted in the

components in G1 or G2 because they belonged to one of the open sets. The second

minimization subproblem in Formulation 3–5b handles the case in which both t1 and s2

are deleted. Note that the deletion of node t1 = s2 is double-counted when adding fG1

and fG2 , which is why we correct the sum by subtracting 1. No additional components

are generated, and hence nG = nG1 + nG2 .

The remaining recursions are given as:

fG(0, 1, 0, nG) = min





min fG1(0, 1, 0, nG1) + fG2(1, 1, cs2t2, nG2)

s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2 + (1− cs2t2);

min fG1(0, 0, 0, nG1) + fG2(0, 1, 0, nG2)− 1
s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2

(3–5c)

fG(1, 0, 0, nG) = min





min fG1(1, 1, cs1t1, nG1) + fG2(1, 0, 0, nG2)

s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2 + (1− cs1t1);

min fG1(1, 0, 0, nG1) + fG2(0, 0, 0, nG2)− 1
s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2

(3–5d)
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fG(0, 0, 0, nG) = min





min fG1(0, 1, 0, nG1) + fG2(1, 0, 0, nG2)

s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2 + 1;

min fG1(0, 0, 0, nG1) + fG2(0, 0, 0, nG2)− 1
s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2.

(3–5e)

The recursions given by 3–5c, 3–5d, and 3–5e are similar to Equality 3–5b, with the

following exceptions. One, Equality 3–5c requires that ps = 0 and pt = 1, and hence all

merging operations require ps1 = 0 and pt2 = 1. Also, for the case in which pt1 = ps2 = 1,

recall that we must count an extra component when cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 0. In this case, noting

that ps1 = 0 implies that cs1t1 = 0, we account for the extra component simply when

cs2t2 = 0. Similar logic holds for Equality 3–5d, and for Equality 3–5e as well by noting

that both cs1t1 = 0 and cs2t2 = 0 are implied when merging the case of ps1 = pt2 = 0.

3.3.2.2 The parallel operation

Consider the computation of fG(ps , pt , cst , nG) when G = P(G1,G2). The resulting

number of components nG is the sum of nG1 and nG2 in all cases: A parallel merge

cannot serve to join any components except for those in the open sets at either terminal

(which are not counted in nG ), and cannot create new components. The recursions are

given as follows, first for the case of ps = pt = 1:

fG(1, 1, 0, nG) = min fG1(1, 1, 0, nG1) + fG2(1, 1, 0, nG2) (3–6a)

s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2

fG(1, 1, 1, nG) = min fG1(1, 1, cs1t1, nG1) + fG2(1, 1, cs2t2, nG2) (3–6b)

s.t. cs1t1 + cs2t2 ≥ 1

nG = nG1 + nG2.

In parallel synthesis operations, we must have ps1 = ps2 and pt1 = pt2 for the merge to be

valid. Observe in Equality 3–6a that if cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 0, then s and t will be disconnected
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after merging, because all s–t paths in the merged graph consist entirely of edges in G1,

or of edges in G2 (but not a mixture of their edges). However, if cs1t1 = 1 or cs2t2 = 1 (as

in Equality 3–6b), then s and t would remain connected by the same path as before, and

so cst = 1.

For the remaining cases, we have the following recursions:

fG(0, 1, 0, nG) = min fG1(0, 1, 0, nG1) + fG2(0, 1, 0, nG2)− 1 (3–6c)

s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2

fG(1, 0, 0, nG) = min fG1(1, 0, 0, nG1) + fG2(1, 0, 0, nG2)− 1 (3–6d)

s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2

fG(0, 0, 0, nG) = min fG1(0, 0, 0, nG1) + fG2(0, 0, 0, nG2)− 2 (3–6e)

s.t. nG = nG1 + nG2.

Note that cst = 0 in these cases, because at least one of s or t is deleted. These

recursions account for the fact that the deletion of node s (in Equality 3–6c), or of node

t (in Equality 3–6d), or of both (in Equality 3–6e) is double-counted in the objective, and

thus correct the sums accordingly. We now state the following lemmas related to the

solution dominance issue.

Lemma 3. Consider an SPG G , and two node deletion subsets X 1 and X 2 that respec-

tively correspond to entries fG(p1s , p1t , c1st , n1G) and fG(p2s , p2t , c2st , n2G). If p1s = p2s , p1t =

p2t , c
1
st ≤ c2st , n1G ≥ n2G , and |X 1| ≤ |X 2|, then solution X 1 dominates X 2.

Proof. When c1st = c2st , Lemma 3 is obvious. When c1st = 0 and c2st = 1, Os and Ot can

be parts of two distinct components in a solution that deletes nodes X 1 over G , while Os

and Ot must belong to the same component in any solution in which X 2 is deleted over

G . Hence, replacing X 2 with X 1 over G cannot reduce the total number of components

in G .
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Lemma 4. Consider an SPG G , and two deletion solutions X 1 and X 2 that respectively

correspond to entries fG(p1s , p1t , c1st , n1G) and fG(p2s , p2t , c2st , n2G). If p1s = p2s = 1, p1t = p2t =

1, c1st = 1, c
2
st = 0, n

1
G ≥ n2G + 1, and |X 1| ≤ |X 2|, then X 1 dominates X 2.

Proof. Consider a node deletion solution X for G , where X 2 ⊆ X , and all nodes in G that

are deleted in X belong to X 2, and an alternative solution X ′ = (X \ X 2) ∪ X 1. Let C i

denote the component to which i ∈ V belongs after the deletion of nodes in X . Note that

in either solution X or X ′, G ∪C s ∪C t is disconnected from the rest of graph G , and thus

solutions X and X ′ both induce the same number of components in G \ (G ∪ C s ∪ C t).
Deleting X 2 creates at most n2G + 2 components over (G ∪ C s ∪ C t), while deleting X 1

instead creates n1G + 1 components. Noting that n1G + 1 ≥ n2G + 2 by assumption, X ′

creates at least as many components as X over G , with |X ′| ≤ |X |, and so X 1 dominates

X 2.

Based on Lemmas 3 and 4, we discard dominated solutions in our procedure,

except for one arbitrary solution among each set of those that dominate each other.

3.3.2.3 Solution scheme and complexity analysis

The overall DP solution scheme for solving MaxNum on SPGs is given as follows.

Step 0 (Initialization). Given an SPG G , execute the algorithm of Valdes et al.

(1982) to obtain a corresponding binary decomposition tree T (G). For each leaf node G

in T (G) (representing K2), initialize fG(ps , pt , cst , nG) according to Equality 3–4. Label all

non-leaf nodes as unexamined.

Step 1 (Examine a Node). If all nodes in T (G) have been examined, go to Step 3.

Otherwise, pick any unexamined node G ∈ T (G) whose children have been examined.

Step 2 (Update Solution Matrices). Let G1 and G2 be the child nodes of G in

T (G). Compute fG(ps , pt , cst , nG) via Equality 3–5 or Equality 3–6 if G = S(G1,G2) or

G = P(G1,G2), respectively, for all possible state value combinations of ps , pt , cst , and

nG . For entries that are not feasible, or exceed the deletion budget B, or are dominated,
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set their values to ∞. For each finite-valued entry fG(ps , pt , cst , nG), record arguments

(ps1, pt1, cs1t1, nG1) and (ps2, pt2, cs2t2, nG2) that are used to compute the entry.

Step 3 (Report an Optimal Solution). At the root node Gr ∈ T (G), choose

a solution that minimizes node deletions among those that maximize the number of

components. Observe that a finite-valued entry fGr (psr , ptr , csr tr , nGr ) corresponds to a

solution yielding nGr + psr + ptr − csr tr components. Backtrack to determine an optimal set

of node deletions as follows. Delete sr (tr ) if psr = 0 (ptr = 0). Then consider child node

graphs Gr1 and Gr2 of Gr in T (G), and examine the recorded arguments that result in an

optimal fGr (psr , ptr , csr tr , nGr )-value. Note that if Gr = P(Gr1,Gr2), we do not need to delete

any more nodes because sr = sr1 = sr2 and tr = tr1 = tr2 . If Gr = S(Gr1,Gr2), then if

ptr1 = psr2 = 0, we delete node tr1 = sr2 , and otherwise we do not. Recursively apply this

procedure to identify all deleted nodes. 2

Note that at each node G in T (G), we update recursive functions fG by merging

its children solutions. Values of nG are bounded by the number of nodes, n. Because

there exist at most 5n combinations of parameters ps , pt , cst , and nG , computing each

value of fG(ps , pt , cst , nG) from its two child nodes takes O(n2) steps. The corresponding

decomposition tree T (G) can be obtained in linear time, and thus the number of nodes

G in T (G) is O(n). The total algorithmic complexity is therefore O(n3).

To determine the DP space complexity, observe that for each G ∈ T (G), we store

the f -entries and arguments that compute these optimal values. This requires O(n)

elements to be stored for each G ∈ T (G). Because T (G) has O(n) nodes, the space

complexity of our procedure is O(n2).

3.3.3 Solving MinMaxC on SPGs

Defining similar recursions used for solving MaxNum on SPGs, we can develop an

O(n7) algorithm for solving MinMaxC, whose details are given in Appendix C. Instead,

we propose a binary search algorithm for solving MinMaxC on SPGs that is similar

to the one we prescribed for trees. Let τ represent a fixed target for the maximum
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component size, and let fGi (osi , oti , csi ti , τ) denote the fewest number of deletions

that achieves an open set size of osi at source si , size of oti at sink ti with connection

parameter csi ti , and the largest component size (including the open sets) that is no larger

than τ . Accordingly, we initialize the leaf node graphs K2 of the decomposition tree as

fK2(2, 2, 1, τ) = 0, fK2(0, 1, 0, τ) = 1, fK2(1, 0, 0, τ) = 1, fK2(0, 0, 0, τ) = 2, (3–7)

assuming that τ ≥ 2, and set all other f -values as ∞. (If τ = 1, then fK2(2, 2, 1, 1) = ∞
for all leaf node graphs K2 of T (G).)

3.3.3.1 The series operation

When G = S(G1,G2), we provide the following recursions to update fG -elements.

Equations 3–8a through 3–8c describe the cases of both terminals being deleted,

only source s being deleted, and only sink t being deleted, respectively. These three

recursions take the minimum of two minimization subproblems: One in which node

t1 (= s2) is deleted, and the other in which it is not. The recursions are given by:

fG(0, 0, 0, τ) = min





min fG1(0, 0, 0, τ) + fG2(0, 0, 0, τ)− 1;

min fG1(0, ot1, 0, τ) + fG2(os2, 0, 0, τ)

s.t. ot1 + os2 − 1 ≤ τ

(3–8a)

fG(0, ot , 0, τ) = min





min fG1(0, 0, 0, τ) + fG2(0, ot2, 0, τ)− 1
s.t. 1 ≤ ot = ot2;

min fG1(0, ot1, 0, τ) + fG2(os2, ot2, cs2t2, τ)

s.t. 1 ≤ ot = ot2 + (ot1 − 1)cs2t2 ≤ τ

ot1 + os2 − 1 ≤ τ

(3–8b)
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fG(os , 0, 0, τ) = min





min fG1(os1, 0, 0, τ) + fG2(0, 0, 0, τ)− 1
s.t. 1 ≤ os = os1;

min fG1(os1, ot1, cs1t1, τ) + fG2(os2, 0, 0, τ)

s.t. 1 ≤ os = os1 + (os2 − 1)cs1t1 ≤ τ

ot1 + os2 − 1 ≤ τ .

(3–8c)

In the objectives of Equality 3–8a through 3–8c, we subtract 1 from the summation of fG1

and fG2 if ot1 = os2 = 0 due to the double-counted deletion of node t1 = s2. Also, when

node t1 = s2 is not deleted, the merging operation forms a new component that has

size ot1 + os2 − 1 in the case of Equality 3–8a due to the combination of Ot1 and Os2 . In

Equality 3–8b (or Equality 3–8c), this merged component is part of Ot (Os) when s2 and

t2 (s1 and t1) are connected.

For the case in which there exist non-empty open sets at the source and the sink of

the merged graph, we explore the case in which s1 is disconnected from t2 separately

from the case in which the two are connected. First, if s1 is disconnected from t2, we

have (similar to Equality 3–8b and Equality 3–8c):

fG(os , ot , 0, τ) = min





min fG1(os1, 0, 0, τ) + fG2(0, ot2, 0, τ)− 1;
s.t. 1 ≤ os = os1

1 ≤ ot = ot2;

min fG1(os1, ot1, cs1t1, τ) + fG2(os2, ot2, cs2t2, τ)

s.t. cs1t1 + cs2t2 ≤ 1
1 ≤ os = os1 + (os2 − 1)cs1t1 ≤ τ

1 ≤ ot = ot2 + (ot1 − 1)cs2t2 ≤ τ

ot1 + os2 − 1 ≤ τ

os2, ot1 ≥ 1.

(3–8d)
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The first minimization subproblem in Equality 3–8d handles the case in which t1 = s2 is

deleted, and the second one considers the case in which t1 = s2 is not deleted. Note

that in the second case, a path exists from s = s1 to t = t2 if and only if cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 1,

and thus we constrain cs1t1 + cs2t2 to be no more than 1. The remaining constraints are

similar to those in Equality 3–8b and 3–8c.

If s1 is connected to t2, then

fG(os , os , 1, τ) = min fG1(os1, os1, 1, τ) + fG2(os2, os2, 1, τ) (3–8e)

s.t. 1 ≤ os = os1 + os2 − 1 ≤ τ .

Here we require cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 1 to ensure that s and t are connected. Note that os1 = ot1

(os2 = ot2) when cs1t1 = 1 (cs2t2 = 1). Since cst = 1, the new open sets Os and Ot are

identical given by Os1 ∪Os2 , and have os1 + os2 − 1 nodes.

3.3.3.2 The parallel operation

Now consider the computation of fG(os , ot , cst , τ) when G = P(G1,G2). We give the

recursions for updating elements for which 0 ≤ os ≤ τ , 0 ≤ ot ≤ τ as below, first for the

cases in which at least one of s and t is deleted (and thus cst = 0):

fG(0, 0, 0, τ) = min fG1(0, 0, 0, τ) + fG2(0, 0, 0, τ)− 2 (3–9a)

fG(os , 0, 0, τ) = min fG1(os1, 0, 0, τ) + fG2(os2, 0, 0, τ)− 1 (3–9b)

s.t. 1 ≤ os = os1 + os2 − 1 ≤ τ

os1, os2 ≥ 1

fG(0, ot , 0, τ) = min fG1(0, ot1, 0, τ) + fG2(0, ot2, 0, τ)− 1 (3–9c)

s.t. 1 ≤ ot = ot1 + ot2 − 1 ≤ τ

ot1, ot2 ≥ 1.

These recursions subtract 2 from the objective of Equality 3–9a, and 1 from the

objectives of Equality 3–9b and Equality 3–9c, to avoid double-counting terminal node
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deletions. We merge Os1 and Os2 to form Os in Equality 3–9b, and perform a similar

operation for Ot in Equality 3–9c.

When neither source s nor sink t is deleted, we consider the following two cases. If

s and t are not connected, we have (similar to Equality 3–9b and Equality 3–9c)

fG(os , ot , 0, τ) = min fG1(os1, ot1, 0, τ) + fG2(os2, ot2, 0, τ) (3–9d)

s.t. 1 ≤ os = os1 + os2 − 1 ≤ τ

1 ≤ ot = ot1 + ot2 − 1 ≤ τ

os1, os2, ot1, ot2 ≥ 1.

Note that to impose cst = 0, we have cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 0. If node s is connected to t, then

fG(os , os , 1, τ) = min fG1(os1, ot1, cs1t1, τ) + fG2(os2, ot2, cs2t2, τ) (3–9e)

s.t. cs1t1 + cs2t2 ≥ 1

1 ≤ os = os1 + os2 − 2 + ot1(1− cs1t1) + ot2(1− cs2t2) ≤ τ

os1, os2, ot1, ot2 ≥ 1.

Recursion 3–9e requires either cs1t1 = 1 or cs2t2 = 1 so that cst = 1, which also implies

that os = ot . We consider three possible combinations of cs1t1 and cs2t2 values. If cs1t1 = 0

and cs2t2 = 1, then Os2 = Ot2 , and Os1 is merged with Os2 and Ot1 . The size of this

component is os1 + os2 + ot1 − 2 in this case, because s1 belongs to both Os1 and Os2 , and

t belongs to both Os2 and Ot1 . The case of cs1t1 = 1 and cs2t2 = 0 is symmetric to the one

above. Finally, if cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 1, then Os1 = Ot1 and Os2 = Ot2 . We merge Os1 with Os2 in

this case, and subtract 2 from os1 + os2 because s and t belong to both Os1 and Os2 .

In order to avoid updating unnecessary fi -values, we now state a solution

dominance criteria as follows, whose proof is obvious and thus omitted.
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Lemma 5. Consider an SPG G , and two deletion node subsets X 1 and X 2 that

respectively correspond to entries fG(o1s , o1t , c1st , τ) and fG(o2s , o2t , c2st , τ), such that

c1st = c
2
st , o

1
s ≤ o2s , o1t ≤ o2t , and |X 1| ≤ |X 2|. Then X 1 dominates X 2.

Note that Lemma 5 requires c1st = c2st . Perhaps surprisingly, this dominance criteria

does not extend to the case in which c1st 6= c2st . For entries that are not feasible, or

require more than B deletions, or are dominated as indicated in Lemma 5, we again set

the corresponding values of fG(os , ot , cst , τ) to ∞.

3.3.3.3 Binary search scheme complexity analysis

We employ a binary search algorithm for solving MinMaxC on SPGs with the

following modifications to the one presented in Section 3.2.2. In Step I, we construct a

decomposition tree T (G), and compute fG(os , ot , cst , τ) at every node G ∈ T (G). This

computation follows similar DP steps for solving MaxNum on SPGs in Section 3.3.2.3

with the following exceptions. In Step 0, we initialize leaf graphs in T (G) according to

Equality 3–7. In Step 2, we compute fG(os , ot , cst , τ) by using Equality 3–8 for series

operations and Equality 3–9 for parallel operations. We recover incumbent solutions via

Step 3.

There are at most O(n2) fG(os , ot , cst , τ) entries for a fixed τ (for the O(n) possible

values of os and ot), and thus merging solutions at each G ∈ T (G) takes O(n4) steps.

Because there are O(n) nodes in T (G), Step I in Section 3.2.2 requires O(n5) steps

for a given τ . The maximum number of binary search steps is O(log n), leading to an

O(n5 log n) time complexity algorithm for solving MinMaxC on SPGs.

To compute the space complexity, for a fixed τ , we need to store O(n2) fG(os , ot , cst , τ)

entries at each of the O(n) subgraph nodes G ∈ T (G), including the six arguments that

lead to the computation of these values. The total space complexity is thus O(n3).

3.4 Computational Results

We test the efficacy of our MaxNum and MinMaxC DP algorithms on randomly-generated

tree and SPG instances. We intend to determine: (i) the average tree- and SPG-sizes
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our algorithms can optimize within a stipulated time limit; (ii) how the average CPU time

of each case is affected by varying B-values; (iii) how much CPU time can be saved by

applying Lemmas 1 through 5. For solving MinMaxC on SPGs, we also report the details

of binary search steps, to better understand the effects of varying B-values on CPU

time.

To generate trees, we specify the number of levels in the tree. We generate twenty

tree instances having 10, 11, and 12 levels each, and refer to a tree instance containing

w levels as T-w. For each instance, we start from a root node, and randomly generate

one, two, or three child nodes to the root. We then recursively apply this procedure at

each child node, until reaching leaf nodes at level w−1. The generated 10-, 11-, and

12-level tree instances contain an average of 1004.39, 2083.16, and 4102.45 nodes,

respectively.

To generate SPGs, we first specify the number of nodes contained in an instance.

We use 500-, 1000-, and 2000-node graphs, and generate twenty instances for each

size. Let SPG-y refer to the instances having y nodes. We declare two nodes to be

the SPG terminals, and randomly generate an integer from 1 to 4, representing the

number of branches at each terminal node. We then evenly distribute all remaining

nodes into each branch (noting that some branches may contain one more node than

others). For instance, for a 30-node instance, let node 1 and node 30 be the terminal

nodes, and suppose that we generate four branches between node 1 and node 30. We

assign node sets {2, ... , 8}, {9, ... , 15}, {16, ... , 22}, and {23, ... , 29} to these branches,

and recursively build SPGs for the seven-node instance in each branch. There are two

special cases in this procedure: If there are no nodes in a branch, then we connect the

two terminals associated with that branch. If there is one node in the branch, we connect

the two terminals to this node.
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3.4.1 The CPU Time for Various B-Values

With respect to different instance sizes, we first present the computational results of

solving MaxNum and MinMaxC on trees and SPGs in Tables 3-1 and 3-2, by examining

various budget values B. Each entry in column A and column W represents the average

and the worst CPU seconds required to obtain an optimal solution among all twenty

instances generated for the corresponding size-varied tree (or SPG). All algorithms

were implemented by using the C++ programming language, and all computations were

performed on a Dell PowerEdge 2600 UNIX machine with two Pentium 4 3.2 GHz (1M

Cache) processors, 6.0 GB memory, and Red Hat Version 5.0 installed.

Table 3-1. The average and worst CPU seconds for solving MaxNum and MinMaxC on
trees.

B
MaxNum MinMaxC

T-10 T-11 T-12 T-10 T-11 T-12
A W A W A W A W A W A W

1 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.23 0.35
2 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.09 0.16 0.23 0.39 0.64
3 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.10 0.05 0.09 0.20 0.31 0.56 0.75
4 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.14 0.07 0.10 0.24 0.35 0.74 1.03
5 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.13 0.20 0.09 0.16 0.37 0.52 0.89 1.22
6 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.15 0.23 0.11 0.18 0.43 0.59 1.07 1.69
7 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.17 0.29 0.13 0.21 0.47 0.66 1.27 1.72
8 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.20 0.34 0.12 0.21 0.49 0.69 1.38 1.89
9 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.25 0.32 0.14 0.20 0.54 0.77 1.67 2.57

10 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.26 0.34 0.17 0.23 0.60 0.81 2.04 3.20
11 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.27 0.34 0.19 0.27 0.64 0.86 2.18 3.06
12 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.29 0.38 0.20 0.29 0.74 1.03 2.58 3.42
13 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.11 0.30 0.40 0.24 0.38 0.91 1.21 2.75 3.76
14 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.13 0.29 0.38 0.27 0.36 1.12 1.53 2.97 3.98

We observe that solving MaxNum takes less CPU time than solving MinMaxC

on tree instances of the same size, and that for either MaxNum and MinMaxC, our

algorithms consume more CPU time for solving instances on SPGs than on trees.

These observations are consistent with the worst-case algorithmic complexity analysis

of each case. Next, we note that the CPU time generally increases as we increase the

budget, since the corresponding f -matrix becomes denser as B increases, and thus
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Table 3-2. The average and worst CPU seconds for solving MaxNum and MinMaxC on
SPGs.

B
MaxNum MinMaxC

SPG-500 SPG-1000 SPG-2000 SPG-500 SPG-1000 SPG-2000
A W A W A W A W A W A W

1%|V| 0.06 0.08 0.49 0.83 1.53 1.88 4.35 5.23 15.75 19.23 84.48 106.83
2%|V| 0.11 0.13 0.74 1.00 4.39 5.31 3.76 4.47 18.52 21.55 137.33 162.12
3%|V| 0.17 0.21 1.03 1.17 7.61 8.84 3.75 4.24 22.59 25.78 221.12 262.76
4%|V| 0.24 0.29 1.54 1.75 12.31 14.34 3.75 4.33 28.71 32.86 240.76 282.66
5%|V| 0.35 0.41 2.18 2.59 20.67 23.77 3.65 4.42 27.40 31.79 256.03 294.75
6%|V| 0.43 0.53 2.99 3.50 24.33 30.28 3.66 4.31 28.62 32.69 264.46 298.63
7%|V| 0.51 0.57 3.72 4.33 28.85 32.99 3.67 4.25 24.44 28.75 252.42 306.85
8%|V| 0.60 0.69 4.70 5.27 33.07 36.98 3.53 4.08 22.99 25.55 242.39 299.61
9%|V| 0.71 0.79 5.72 6.39 36.12 40.90 3.14 3.59 21.01 23.90 209.11 248.25
10%|V| 0.80 0.97 5.54 6.40 46.91 53.45 3.07 3.47 21.97 24.95 190.66 218.50
11%|V| 0.87 1.00 6.25 7.03 51.63 58.54 2.81 3.14 19.31 22.41 172.22 191.47
12%|V| 0.94 1.08 7.29 8.17 59.04 65.97 2.65 2.99 18.66 21.51 160.36 193.45
13%|V| 1.07 1.20 7.80 9.11 69.81 79.28 2.57 2.90 19.00 23.57 157.89 178.35
14%|V| 1.07 1.22 8.90 9.97 70.76 81.69 2.47 2.81 17.14 19.13 149.01 170.73

our DP algorithms must expend more effort in examining more pairs of finite-valued

f -entries. One exception to this trend appears to arise in the performance of MinMaxC

on SPGs, where the CPU time required to solve these instances increases with B

initially, and then decreases after B becomes 7%–10% of the number of nodes.

Remark 3.3. Note that in general DP solution times primarily depend on the number

of active states involved during the updates of recursive functions. To see the effects

of using Lemmas 1 through 5, we also test algorithms having no dominated-state

identification procedures on the same tree- and SPG-instances. The results show that

the domination criteria presented in these lemmas are critical in improving the efficacy

of our DP algorithms. For instance, without Lemmas 1 and 2, our DP algorithm solves

MaxNum on 1000-node (10-level) tree-instances in an average of 1.5–2.5 seconds, while

it solves the same instances in 0.01–0.03 seconds in the worst case (shown in Table

3-1) with the use of these lemmas. Lemmas 3 and 4 help to decrease the CPU time

required to solve MaxNum on 500-node SPGs from an average of 7–10 seconds to an

average of 0.1–1.2 seconds. The effect of applying Lemma 5 is the most significant.
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For instance, when B is in the range of 7%–10% of the number of nodes, our approach

solves 2000-node SPGs within 150–250 seconds by using this lemma, but can only solve

120-node SPGs in 600–800 seconds without the lemma.

3.4.2 Binary Search Details for Solving MinMaxC on SPGs

In order to determine why the CPU time does not increase as B increases when

solving MinMaxC on SPGs, we compute the CPU time (in seconds) required at each

binary search step for instance SPG-2000-1 with B = 20, 100, 180, and 260, reported in

column S-Time (illustrated in Table 3-3). We also record the lower bound LB, the upper

bound UB, and the τ -value associated with each step. Column Found indicates whether

or not a solution is found whose maximum component size is no more than τ .

Table 3-3. Computational details in solving MinMaxC on SPG-2000-1.

Step B=20 (CPU = 92s, Obj = 62) Step B=100 (CPU = 234s, Obj = 14)
LB UB τ S-Time Found LB UB τ S-Time Found

1 1 1980 990 46 yes 1 1 1900 950 182 yes
2 1 928 464 24 yes 2 1 934 467 38 yes
3 1 254 127 10 yes 3 1 423 211 9 yes
4 1 127 64 3 yes 4 1 203 102 3 yes
5 1 64 32 0 no 5 1 84 42 1 yes
6 33 64 48 1 no 6 1 31 16 0 yes
7 49 64 56 1 no 7 1 16 8 0 no
8 57 64 60 1 no 8 9 16 12 0 no
9 61 64 62 1 yes 9 13 16 14 0 yes

10 61 62 61 1 no 10 13 14 13 0 no

Step B=180 (CPU = 187s, Obj = 6) Step B=260 (CPU = 163s, Obj = 6)
LB UB τ S-Time Found LB UB τ S-Time Found

1 1 1820 910 146 yes 1 1 1780 890 130 yes
2 1 900 450 29 yes 2 1 885 442 24 yes
3 1 437 218 7 yes 3 1 437 218 6 yes
4 1 203 102 2 yes 4 1 215 108 2 yes
5 1 100 50 1 yes 5 1 100 50 1 yes
6 1 30 15 0 yes 6 1 29 15 0 yes
7 1 15 8 0 yes 7 1 14 7 0 yes
8 1 8 4 0 no 8 1 7 4 0 no
9 5 8 6 0 yes 9 5 7 6 0 yes

10 5 6 5 0 no 10 5 6 5 0 no
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In Table 3-3, we note that there are 10 binary search steps required for each

of these instances. At each step, note that as we increase B, the target maximum

component size τ tends to decrease. This behavior is intuitive, since a larger B typically

allows us to obtain a more disconnected network, which accelerates the rate at which

UB is decreased. Hence, the additional effort incurred due to larger B-values (which

in turn tend to increase the number of non-dominated f -values in the DP procedure)

is offset somewhat by the smaller τ -values. Our results indicate that after B becomes

7%–10% of the number of nodes, the effort required to execute the binary search steps

tends to decrease due to the decreased τ -values.
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CHAPTER 4
CRITICAL NODE PROBLEMS ON GENERAL GRAPHS

4.1 Problem Description and Literature Survey

Considering the node deletion problems we considered in Chapter 3, we extend

our discussion of solving MaxNum and MinMaxC on specially-structured graphs to

general undirected graphs G(V, E). Moreover, we in this chapter consider a third

network-connectivity metric as the minimum cost to connect the graph after node

deletions, given a set of edge construction costs. We refer to this problem as MaxMinLR.

If there exist alternative optima for these problems, we define an optimal solution as one

requiring the fewest node deletions. In our analysis, we begin by assuming that deleted

nodes are ignored in the network-connectivity metrics, and discuss the modification

required to handle the case in which deleted nodes must also be reconnected.

As previously reviewed, applications related to the problems that we study in this

chapter have been conducted in areas of telecommunication (Resende & Pardalos,

2006), social network activities (Borgatti, 2006), homeland security (Brown et al., 2006),

and epidemic control (Zhou et al., 2006). In particular, node-deletion problems on

general graphs have significant relevance to analyzing the attack tolerance of complex

networks (Alderson, 2008), and of small-world networks (Watts & Strogatz, 1998), which

have received substantial attention in the past decade. (Appendix D reviews literature on

the evolution of studies on this topic.)

An intuitive approach to solving the problems we consider in this chapter is to

greedily delete a node having the largest degree in the current graph along with its

adjacent edges, and reiterate until B nodes have been deleted (e.g., Albert et al. (2000);

Tu (2000)). However, this algorithm does not generally yield even a constant-factor

polynomial-time approximation scheme. Figure 4-1 depicts a MaxNum instance

with B = 1, in which the greedy algorithm removes the gray node, resulting in one

component (excluding the deleted node). However, the optimal solution removes the
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black node, yielding four components. Figure 4-2 depicts a MinMaxC instance with

B = 1, where the greedy algorithm deletes the highest-degree node (colored gray),

leaving a largest component that has 16 nodes. However, the optimal solution deletes

the black node, which results in a smaller largest-component size of five.

Figure 4-1. Suboptimality of the greedy algorithm in MaxNum for B = 1.

Figure 4-2. Suboptimality of the greedy algorithm in MinMaxC for B = 1.
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By contrast, we explore an exact optimization algorithm for these problems in this

chapter. Our central approach for these problems is inspired by bilevel optimization

techniques used in network interdiction models (e.g., Arroyo (2010); Brown et al. (2006);

Cormican et al. (1998); Lim & Smith (2007); San Martin (2007); Smith et al. (2007);

Smith & Lim (2008); Wood (1993)). Of particular relevance to our study, Akgun (2000)

analyzes an interdiction algorithm that minimizes the maximum pairwise sums of flows

from K node groups on an undirected graph G(N,A) having capacitated edges. In their

problem, a set of K disjoint node groups exists with N ′1 ∪ · · · ∪N ′K ⊆ N, and the maximum

flow objective is given by
∑K−1
i=1

∑K
j=i+1 δij , where δij is the maximum flow possible from

nodes in N ′i to nodes in N ′j . Their approach employs multi-commodity flow interdiction

analysis to solve a min-max bilevel programming problem.

Most node deletion problems are NP-complete on general graphs (e.g., Arulselvan

et al. (2009); Dinh et al. (2010); Di Summa et al. (2010); Kerivin & Mahjoub (2005)). Due

to Theorem 1 in Yannakakis (1978), MinMaxC is NP-hard in the strong sense. We show

in this chapter that both MaxNum and MaxMinLR are strongly NP-hard as well.(They

become polynomially solvable when restricted to certain special graph types as we

demonstrated in Chapter 3.)

In this chapter, we formulate MaxNum, MinMaxC, and MaxMinLR on general

graphs as two-stage network interdiction models. We then transform each model into

an integrated mixed integer program (MIP). For MaxNum and MinMaxC, we derive a

class of valid inequalities designed to improve the solvability of our MIPs, based on

polynomial-time DP solutions of subgraphs derived from G (e.g., Hartman et al. (2010)).

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We begin by formulating

MIP models for MaxNum, MinMaxC, and MaxMinLR in Section 4.2. Section 4.3

demonstrates how to utilize a DP approach for solving MaxNum and MinMaxC on k-hole

subgraphs of G to obtain objective bounds and valid inequalities for the corresponding
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MIP models. We examine the computational performance of our approach in Section

4.4.

4.2 Complexity Analysis and MIP Formulations

We formulate the three node deletion problems as bilevel min-max (or max-min)

programs, and prove that each is strongly NP-hard. We then demonstrate how to obtain

an integrated MIP model for each node deletion problem.

4.2.1 MaxNum

We begin by considering MaxNum, which maximizes the number of components

after deleting a subset of nodes. (Recall that deleted nodes are not treated as their own

components.) We first show that this problem is NP-hard in the strong sense.

Denote MaxNum as the decision version of MaxNum, which seeks to delete

a subset of no more than B nodes, such that the number of components in G (not

including nodes that are deleted) is at least some given integer target value T .

Theorem 4.1. MaxNum is NP-complete in the strong sense.

Proof. MaxNum clearly belongs to NP: Given a subset of (no more than B) nodes that

have been deleted from G , we eliminate all of their incident edges. We then compute the

number of components in this remaining graph using a polynomial-time search algorithm

(Ahuja et al., 1993), and check whether the number of components is at least T .

Next, we show that MaxNum is NP-complete by using a transformation from

INDEPENDENT SET (IS) (Garey & Johnson, 1979) stated as follows: Given a graph

G I (V I ,E I ), does there exist a subset S ⊆ V I having k nodes, such that no pair of nodes

in S is adjacent? We transform an IS instance into a MaxNum instance with exactly the

same graph G I (V I ,E I ). Let node deletion budget B = |V I | − k , and the target T = k .
Suppose that the IS instance has a solution S with |S | = k . We construct a solution

to MaxNum by deleting all nodes in V I \ S . Because S is an independent set, no edge

exists between any pair of nodes in S , and thus no edges remain when all nodes in
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V I \ S are deleted. Each remaining node is a singleton component, and thus there are k

components in G I .

Now suppose that the IS instance has no solution. For any set of nodes Q ⊆ V I

with |Q| ≤ B that we delete (along with their incident edges), there exists at least one

edge in the remaining graph (or else V I \Q is a feasible solution to IS). The total number

of components is then at most k − 1 < T .

Because IS is NP-complete in the strong sense, and we have used only polynomially-bounded

numerical data in our transformation, we have shown that MaxNum is NP-complete in

the strong sense as well.

Remark 4.1. Note that an alternative version of MaxNum, which retains all deleted

nodes as isolated components in the remaining graph, is also strongly NP-hard.

We can modify Theorem 4.1 for this case by using the same transformation, keeping

B = |V I | − k , and setting T = |V I |. 2

Now, to formulate MaxNum as a MIP, define binary variables xi , ∀i ∈ V, such that

xi = 1 if node i is not deleted, and xi = 0 otherwise. Also, define yij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i , j) ∈ E ,

such that yij = 0 if edge (i , j) ∈ E is deleted (due to the deletions of nodes i , j , or both),

and yij = 1 otherwise. Note that yij = xixj , i.e., an edge is not deleted if and only if both of

its incident nodes are not deleted. Let η(x , y) be the number of components remaining

in G given a deletion solution (x , y). We give MaxNum as

max η(x , y)− 1
n

∑

i∈V
(1− xi) (4–1a)

s.t.
∑

i∈V
(1− xi) ≤ B (4–1b)

xi + xj − 1 ≤ yij ∀(i , j) ∈ E (4–1c)

xi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ V (4–1d)

0 ≤ yij ≤ 1 ∀(i , j) ∈ E . (4–1e)
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In Objective 4–1a, we introduce a penalty term −1/n∑
i∈V (1− xi) such that if there

exists more than one solution that maximizes the number of components, a solution

having the fewest deleted nodes is chosen as an optimal solution. Constraint 4–1b limits

the number of deleted nodes to be no more than B, and Constraints 4–1c force yij = 1 if

xi = xj = 1, for all (i , j) ∈ E . Otherwise, if xi = 0 or xj = 0, yij will correctly take on a value

of 0 in some optimal solution, and thus no further constraints are required to enforce the

condition that yij = xixj .

We next formulate the problem of calculating η(x , y) using a MIP model on

an auxiliary network, and show that the linear programming (LP) relaxation of this

formulation yields a convex hull representation of the problem, given binary y -values.

Let G̃(V ∪ {0},A) denote a transformed directed network, where node 0 will act as

a dummy source node. Set A consists of two directed arcs (i , j) and (j , i) for all edges

(i , j) ∈ E . Our approach requires that a path must exist in G̃ from node 0 to each node i ,

for every i ∈ V : xi = 1. Define Ṽ = {i ∈ V : xi = 1} as the set of active nodes, and let

{(0, i), ∀i ∈ V} be a set of potential arcs, each of which costs one unit to construct. Let

A∗ be a minimum-cardinality potential arcs, such that there exists a path from node 0 to

i , ∀i ∈ Ṽ, using arcs in A ∪A∗. Then the number of graph components equals |A∗|.
Define FS(i) = {j : (i , j) ∈ A} as the set of nodes adjacent from node i , and

RS(i) = {j : (j , i) ∈ A} ∪ {0} as the set of nodes adjacent to node i , ∀i ∈ V. Also,

FS(0) = V and RS(0) = ∅. We define binary variables zi for all i ∈ V, such that zi = 1

if we construct arc (0, i) (i.e., if we will use (0, i) in a path from 0 to some node in Ṽ),

and zi = 0 otherwise. The goal is to minimize the number of arcs (0, i) constructed

over all i ∈ V, subject to the restriction that at least one path can be routed from node

0 to every active node k ∈ Ṽ. We associate a different commodity with each node pair

(0, k), ∀k ∈ Ṽ, and define fijk as the multi-commodity flow variable on arc (i , j) ∈ A that

routes a path from node 0 to node k ∈ V. Additionally, define parameters a0 = 1 and
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ai = 0, ∀i ∈ V. The MaxNum subproblem is given by

η(x , y) = min
∑

i∈V
zi (4–2a)

s.t.
∑

j∈FS(i)
fijk −

∑

j∈RS(i)
fjik ≥ aixk ∀i ∈ {0} ∪ V, k ∈ V, i 6= k (4–2b)

f0jk ≤ zj ∀j , k ∈ V (4–2c)

fijk ≤ yij ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ V (4–2d)

zi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ V (4–2e)

fijk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ V. (4–2f)

Constraints 4–2b are multi-commodity flow balance equations that require one unit

of flow to originate at node 0 and terminate at node k , for each k ∈ Ṽ. Note that

Constraints 4–2b do not require any flow to reach node k ∈ V if it is not active

(i.e., if xk = 0, then fijk = 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A, and f0ik = 0, ∀i ∈ V, is feasible).

Constraints 4–2c indicate that no flow is permitted on arc (0, i), ∀i ∈ V, if the arc is

not constructed, and Constraints 4–2d prevent flow on arc (i , j) ∈ A if it is deleted

(where yij ≡ yji , ∀(i , j) ∈ A). Constraints 4–2e and 4–2f require z to be binary, and f to

be nonnegative, respectively.

We illustrate a feasible solution in Figure 4-3 in which three components remain

in G after some other nodes (not shown) have been deleted. In this graph, only edges

(1, 2), (2, 3), and (4, 5) remain after node deletion. An optimal solution to Formulation

4–2 constructs potential arcs (0, 1), (0, 4), and (0, 6), and results in 6-commodity flows

illustrated alongside the dashed arrows. All other f -values are zero. The three arcs

constructed correspond to the number of components.

Next, we show that solving Formulation 4–2 is equivalent to solving its LP

relaxation.
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Figure 4-3. Example solution to Formulation 4–2.

Proposition 4.1. Let P be the feasible region of the LP relaxation of Formulation 4–2

(in which Constraints 4–2e are eliminated). Given binary x and y -values, a subproblem

solution (f , z) with a fractional z- or f -value is not an extreme point of P.

Proof. We first show that any solution (f̄ , z̄) ∈ P with 0 < z̄i < 1 for some i ∈ V can be

represented as a strict convex combination of two distinct points (f̄ 1, z̄1) and (f̄ 2, z̄2) in

P, and thus is not an extreme-point solution. Define sets I+ and I 0 such that j ∈ I+ if the

(j , k)th constraints of 4–2c are not binding for all k ∈ V, and j ∈ I 0 if at least one such

constraint is binding for some k . First, suppose that i ∈ I+, and let εi = mink∈Ṽ
{
z̄i − f̄0ik

}
.

We set f̄ 1 = f̄ 2 = f and z̄1 = z̄2 = z , with the exception of setting z̄1i = z̄i + εi and

z̄2i = z̄i − εi . Noting that εi > 0 because z̄i > f̄0ik , ∀k ∈ Ṽ, solutions (f̄ 1, z̄1) and (f̄ 2, z̄2)

are feasible and distinct. Thus, (f̄ , z̄) = 1/2(f̄ 1, z̄1) + 1/2(f̄ 2, z̄2) cannot be an extreme

point in this case.

Now, suppose that i ∈ I 0, and denote Ci as the component to which node i belongs.

Define ε′ = minj∈Ci , k∈Ṽ
{
f̄0jk : f̄0jk > 0

}
, i.e., ε′ is the smallest possible positive flow that

traverses any arc (0, j), over all j ∈ Ci . Note that 0 < ε′ ≤ z̄j , ∀j ∈ Ci , where the second

inequality holds due to Ineq. 4–2c.
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Next, we design the values of (f̄ 1, z̄1) and (f̄ 2, z̄2) as follows. First, define K+i =
{k ∈ Ṽ : f̄0ik > 0}. (Note that K+i 6= ∅, because i ∈ I 0.) Let z̄1i = z̄i − ε′, and

f̄ 10ik = f̄0ik − ε′, ∀k ∈ K+i . Consider any k ∈ K+i , and note that because f̄0ik < 1,

there exists at least one node l ∈ Ci (l 6= i ) such that f̄0lk > 0. Let f̄ 10lk = f̄0lk + ε′ and

z̄1l = z̄l + ε′. Also, denote Puvk as the set of all arcs in some path from u to v , using only

arcs (i , j) in A for which f̄ijk > 0. We set f̄ 1abk = f̄abk − ε′ for all arcs (a, b) ∈ P ikk , and set

f̄ 1cdk = f̄cdk + ε′ for all arcs (c , d) ∈ P lkk . Repeat the foregoing procedure for all nodes k

in I 0, compensating for the lack of flow to node k via node i by increasing flow to node

k via node l , and set all other elements of (f̄ 1, z̄1) equal to their corresponding values in

(f̄ , z̄).

These operations clearly retain feasibility to the flow balance constraints 4–2b

without violating bound restrictions 4–2d and 4–2f. Constraints 4–2c are satisfied by

decreasing z̄1i at the same rate as f̄ 10ik , and increasing z̄1l at the same rate as f̄ 10lk , ∀k ∈
K+i .

To design solution (f̄ 2, z̄2), we reverse the perturbation from (f̄ , z̄) to (f̄ 1, z̄1), thus

setting (f̄ 2, z̄2) = (f̄ , z̄) +
[
(f̄ , z̄)− (f̄ 1, z̄1)]. (The arguments to verify the feasibility

of (f̄ 2, z̄2) are the same as above.) Solutions (f̄ 1, z̄1) and (f̄ 2, z̄2) are again distinct

because ε′ > 0. Note that (f̄ , z̄) = 1/2(f̄ 1, z̄1) + 1/2(f̄ 2, z̄2), which is a strict convex

combination of two distinct feasible points in P. Thus, we conclude that all extreme

points to P have binary z-values.

Finally, if z is a binary vector, then the subproblem decomposes into |V| separable

path flow problems in terms of the f -variables, and thus f must also be binary-valued in

any extreme point solution. This completes the proof.

According to Proposition 4.1, we reformulate subproblem 4–2 by replacing Ineq.

4–2e with zi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ V, where the upper bounds zi ≤ 1 are unnecessary noting

that no z-value exceeds 1 in any optimal solution. Let πik , −α0ik , and −αijk be dual

variables associated with primal constraints 4–2b, 4–2c, and 4–2d, respectively. The
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dual of Formulation 4–2 is given by:

η(x , y) = max
∑

k∈V
xkπ0k −

∑

(i ,j)∈A

∑

k∈V
yijαijk (4–3a)

s.t. (π0k − πik)− α0ik ≤ 0 ∀i , k ∈ V, i 6= k (4–3b)

(πik − πjk)− αijk ≤ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ V (4–3c)
∑

k∈V
α0ik ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ V (4–3d)

α0ik ≥ 0, ∀i , k ∈ V; α0ii = 0, ∀i ∈ V;

αijk ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ V

π0k , πik ≥ 0 ∀i , k ∈ V, (4–3e)

where Ineq. 4–3b, 4–3c, and 4–3d are dual constraints respectively associated with

primal variables f0ik , fijk , and zi . By replacing η(x , y) with Ineq. 4–3a in Formulation

4–1, we obtain a bilinear mixed-integer program with nonlinear terms of xkπ0k and

yijαijk existing in the objective function. Note that π0k and αijk indicate shadow prices

associated with the (0, k)th constraint of Ineq. 4–2b and the ((i , j), k)th constraint of

Ineq. 4–2d, respectively. For each unit increase in the right-hand-side (RHS) of Ineq.

4–2b or 4–2d, the number of components will increase by no more than one. To see

this, an increase in the RHS of Ineq. 4–2b corresponds to changing aixk from 0 to 1

(implying that i = 0 and node k is now active), and hence requiring that a new path must

now be established from 0 to k . This can be done at a cost of no more than 1, by simply

setting zk = f0kk = 1. An increase in the RHS of Ineq. 4–2d can only occur when −yij is

changed from −1 to 0, and thus removes links (i , j) and (j , i) in A. It can create at most

one new component in the graph, and so its shadow price cannot exceed 1.

Therefore, we have that π0k ≤ 1 and αijk ≤ 1. Because all x- and y -variables are

binary-valued, by letting β0k ≡ xkπ0k and γijk ≡ yijαijk , we linearize these bilinear terms

using the following inequalities:

β0k ≤ xk , β0k ≤ π0k ∀k ∈ V (4–4a)
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γijk ≥ yij + αijk − 1, γijk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ V, (4–4b)

where we omit constraints β0k ≥ 0, β0k ≥ xk + π0k − 1, γijk ≤ yij , and γijk ≤ αijk because

they will not be violated by any optimal solution. The integrated MaxNum formulation is

then given by

MaxNum: max
∑

k∈V
β0k −

∑

(i ,j)∈A

∑

k∈V
γijk − 1

n

∑

i∈V
(1− xi) (4–5)

s.t. Constraints 4–1b through 4–1e, 4–3b through 4–3e, 4–4a through 4–4b.

4.2.2 MinMaxC

Our next objective is to minimize the largest component size in the graph after node

deletions. The MinMaxC objective function is similar to the one for MaxNum:

min

{
η′(y) +

1

n

∑

i∈V
(1− xi) : Constraints 4–1b through 4–1e

}
, (4–6)

where η′(y) represents the largest component size given y . (Note that we can

equivalently consider η′(y) as the largest component size in G including all deleted

nodes, because each deleted node is a singleton component. These cardinality-1

components do not increase the objective function value unless B ≥ |V| and the problem

is trivial.)

Define variables σik ∈ {0, 1} such that σik = 1 if nodes i and k belong to the same

component, and σik = 0 otherwise. (In particular, σkk = 1, ∀k ∈ V.) Letting λ = η′(y)

be a variable that represents the largest component size, we give an integrated MIP

formulation as:

MinMaxC: min λ+
1

n

∑

i∈V
(1− xi) (4–7a)

s.t. Constraints 4–1b through 4–1e

σkk = 1 ∀k ∈ V (4–7b)

σjk − σik ≥ yij − 1 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ V (4–7c)
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λ ≥
∑

i∈V
σik ∀k ∈ V (4–7d)

σik ≥ 0 ∀i , k ∈ V. (4–7e)

Constraints 4–7d indicate that λ ≥ maxk∈V
{∑

i∈V σik
}

, where
∑
i∈V σik calculates the

cardinality of the component to which node k belongs, ∀k ∈ V. At optimality, λ takes on

its minimum feasible value, and thus equals maxk∈V
{∑

i∈V σik
}

. Next, we establish the

following proposition to show that other constraints in 4–7 guarantee feasible and binary

σ-values as defined.

Proposition 4.2. Given binary y -values, there exists an optimal solution to Formulation

4–7 in which σik = 1 if and only if node i and node k belong to the same component, and

σik = 0 otherwise.

Proof. In Constraints 4–7b, we impose σkk = 1, ∀k ∈ V. Constraints 4–7c state that

when i = k , we have that σjk − σkk ≥ ykj − 1, ∀(k , j) ∈ A, and thus enforce all σjk -values

to equal 1 if an edge exists between nodes j and k (i.e., ykj = 1). These constraints

propagate through the component and force σik = 1 for all nodes i that are connected to

node k . Note that for nodes l ∈ V that are not connected to k , it is feasible to set σlk = 0.

Noting Ineq. 4–7d, there must exist an optimal solution in which all σ-values take on

their smallest values allowed by Ineq. 4–7c and 4–7e, and therefore, σij either takes on a

value of 0 or 1.

Remark 4.2. We can also prove that Proposition 4.2 is valid by formulating a similar

network design model to the one presented for the MaxNum case. In the MinMaxC

case, this network flow problem would once again establish a set of potential arcs that

could emanate from a dummy node, but with the restriction that only one potential arc

can be built at optimality. Each of the original nodes i ∈ V has a maximum demand

of xi , and the objective of the model is to send as much flow across a potential arc as

possible subject to the restriction that no node receives more flow than its demand.

This problem is equivalent to identifying the maximum component size in the graph. To
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guarantee the integrality of the network design problem, we can then apply the Special

Structures RLT of Sherali & Adams (Sherali et al., 1998) to ensure that all extreme

points have integer-valued variables. One can then apply a series of model substitutions

and simplifications to obtain Ineq. 4–7, which would equivalently establish the claim in

Proposition 4.2. Appendix E describes the procedure details.

Figure 4-4 illustrates an optimal solution to Formulation 4–7, such that λ is

computed as the maximum of
∑
i∈V σik , ∀k = 1, ... , 6, given by

∑
i∈V σi1 =

∑
i∈V σi2 =

∑
i∈V σi3 = 3.

Figure 4-4. Example solution to Formulation 4–7.

4.2.3 MaxMinLR

The last connectivity metric that we consider regards the minimum link construction

cost for reconnecting a network. Our motivation for considering this problem is that

it represents the case in which a two-stage Stackelberg game is played between an

interdicting agent and some network operator. The network operator will reconnect

all surviving nodes after an attack at minimum cost, while the interdictor’s goal is to

maximize the minimum cost that the operator incurs. Let Ẽ be the set of edges that can

be built to reconnect the graph after edge deletions, and cij be the link construction cost

associated with edge (i , j), ∀(i , j) ∈ Ẽ .

We begin by showing that MaxNum is a special case of MaxMinLR. Note that any

MaxMinLR instance in which Ẽ = E , and cij = 1, ∀(i , j) ∈ Ẽ , is identical to a MaxNum

instance on the same graph: The number of components in an optimal MaxNum
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solution is one fewer than the number of edges required to reconnect the graph. (This

observation is true regardless of whether we treat deleted nodes as entities that need

to be reconnected in the MaxMinLR problem.) Thus, because MaxNum is a special

case of MaxMinLR, and MaxNum is strongly NP-hard, then MaxMinLR is also strongly

NP-hard. By contrast to MaxNum and MinMaxC, Theorem 4.2 shows that when deleted

nodes do not need to be reconnected, MaxMinLR remains hard even when G is a tree.

Theorem 4.2. MaxMinLR (without reconnecting deleted nodes) is strongly NP-hard,

even if cij is binary-valued for all (i , j) ∈ Ẽ , and if G is a tree.

Proof. Denote MaxMinLR as the decision version of MaxMinLR, which seeks to delete

a subset of no more than B nodes, such that the minimum link construction cost for

reconnecting all remaining nodes in G is at least a given target C. We first show that

MaxMinLR belongs to NP: given a graph G ′ after nodes have been deleted, we can

execute Prim’s algorithm (e.g., Ahuja et al. (1993)), starting with graph G ′ and adding

edges from among those in Ẽ , to identify a minimum-cost set of edges that reconnects

the graph. Because Prim’s algorithm runs in polynomial time, MaxMinLR ∈ NP.

Next, we show that MaxMinLR is NP-complete using transformation from IS on

a graph G I (V I ,E I ), in which we seek an independent set S ⊆ V I having k nodes

(assuming that k ≥ 2). We transform an IS instance into a MaxMinLR instance having a

graph G(V0,A0), where V0 contains a dummy node 0 and nodes corresponding to every

node in V I . Define set A0 = {(0, j) : j ∈ V I}, Ẽ = {(i , j) : i , j ∈ V I}, and the interdiction

budget B = |V I |+1− k . For every edge (i , j) ∈ E I , the link construction cost cij = 0, and

we let cij = 1 for any other node pair (i , j) ∈ Ẽ \ E I . The cost target C is given as k − 1.
Suppose that the IS instance has a solution S with |S | = k . A solution to the

MaxMinLR instance can be constructed by deleting node 0 and all nodes in V I \ S ,

which leaves all nodes in V0 as singletons. We construct a subset of node pairs in Ẽ to

reconnect the remaining nodes, which are just nodes in S . Because S is an independent

set, cij = 1 ∀i , j ∈ S , and the network operator thus incurs a cost of k − 1 for building
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k−1 edges to reconnect all nodes in S . Hence, there is also a solution to the MaxMinLR

instance.

Now suppose that there are no solutions to the IS instance. First observe that

if node 0 is not deleted in the MaxMinLR instance, then any set of attacks on nodes

corresponding to V I yields a graph that remains connected, with a corresponding

construction cost of zero. Hence, assume that node 0 has been deleted in any solution

to the MaxMinLR problem. Now, for every subset Q of V I with |Q| = k , there exists

at least one edge (i , j) ∈ E I such that both nodes i and j belong to Q. The network

operator can build edge (i , j) at zero cost, and can connect the remaining nodes in Q at

a cost of at most k − 2 < C. The transformed MaxMinLR instance is thus a no-instance

as well.

Because IS is NP-complete in the strong sense, data used in our transformation

is polynomially bounded (with binary c-values), and G(V0,A0) is constructed as a tree,

we have shown that MaxMinLR on tree graphs with binary construction costs is strongly

NP-hard.

We model MaxMinLR as a MIP by creating a directed auxiliary graph G̃(V,A), in

which two directed arcs (i , j) and (j , i) appear in A associated with each edge (i , j) ∈ E .

Meanwhile, two directed arcs (i , j) and (j , i) appear in a potential arc set Ã for each

edge (i , j) ∈ Ẽ that may be used to reconnect the graph. Recall that Ṽ is the set of

all active nodes. We formulate the problem of determining the minimum connection

cost on G̃(V,A) as a multi-commodity network design problem, which routes (|Ṽ| − 1)
paths from some active node q to all other active nodes (one path each from node q

to node i , ∀i ∈ Ṽ \ {q}). Without loss of generality, we specify source node q as the

smallest-indexed active node. Define binary variables wi , such that wi = 1 if node i is the

smallest-indexed node in Ṽ, and wi = 0 otherwise. In the master problem, we establish
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the definition of w by using the following inequalities:

wi ≤ xi ∀i ∈ V (4–8a)

wi ≤ 1− xk ∀i , k ∈ V : k < i (4–8b)
∑

i∈V
wi = 1, (4–8c)

where Constraints 4–8a ensure wi = 0 if node i has been deleted, and Constraints

4–8b enforce wi = 0 if any node k having a smaller index than i (i.e., k < i ) has not

been deleted. Constraint 4–8c forces one eligible wi to take a value of 1. The master

problem of MaxMinLR is similar to Formulation 4–1 except that the objective maximizes

η′′(w , x , y) − 1/n∑
i∈V (1− xi), where η′′(w , x , y) is the minimum link construction cost

given binary values w , x , and y , and the constraint set includes Ineq. 4–8a, 4–8b, and

Eq. 4–8c.

Define FS ′(i) = {j : (i , j) ∈ A ∪ Ã} as the set of nodes potentially adjacent from

node i , and RS ′(i) = {j : (j , i) ∈ A ∪ Ã} as the set of nodes potentially adjacent to i ,

∀i ∈ V. Let fijk be the flow on arc (i , j) ∈ A ∪ Ã corresponding to paths from node q to

node k , ∀k ∈ V. Define binary variables zij ∈ {0, 1}, such that zij = 1 if we construct

arc (i , j), and zij = 0 otherwise, ∀(i , j) ∈ Ã. The MaxMinLR subproblem is given by

η′′(w , x , y) = min
∑

(i ,j)∈Ã
cijzij (4–9a)

s.t.
∑

j∈FS ′(i)
fijk −

∑

j∈RS ′(i)
fjik ≥ wi − (1− xk) ∀i , k ∈ V, i < k(4–9b)

fijk ≤ zij + yij ∀(i , j) ∈ A ∪ Ã, k ∈ V (4–9c)

zij ≤ yij ∀(i , j) ∈ Ã (4–9d)

zij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i , j) ∈ Ã (4–9e)

fijk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A ∪ Ã, k ∈ V, (4–9f)

where Constraints 4–9b represent multi-commodity flow balance conditions at each

node i ∈ Ṽ, which require the existence of a path from node q to node k for all active
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k ∈ Ṽ. Note that these constraints are only stated for all i , k ∈ V, i < k , because if

wi = 1, then x1 = · · · = xi−1 = 0 due to Ineq. 4–8b. Constraints 4–9c force fijk = 0 if

(i , j) ∈ A ∪ Ã is neither connected (i.e., yij = 0) nor constructed (i.e., zij = 0), where

yij ≡ 0 if (i , j) 6∈ A and zij ≡ 0 if (i , j) 6∈ Ã. Constraints 4–9d stipulate that no arc incident

to any deleted node is constructed. Constraints 4–9e and 4–9f state logical conditions

on the variables.

Remark 4.3. Consider the MaxMinLR problem in which the network operator reconnects

all nodes (including those that are deleted) in G . We retain the same master problem as

before, but delete Constraints 4–8 and simply set w1 = 1, and wi = 0, ∀i ∈ V \ {1}. This

simplification is valid because we now must force the entire graph to be reconnected

after node deletions. Also, we retain the objective function and all constraints of 4–9,

except that we remove Constraints 4–9d, and replace Ineq. 4–9b with

∑

j∈FS ′(i)
fijk −

∑

j∈RS ′(i)
fjik = wi ∀i , k ∈ V, i 6= k . (4–10)

Proposition 4.3. Let P ′ be the feasible region of the LP relaxation of Formulation 4–9

in which integrality Constraints 4–9e are eliminated. Given binary values of w and y , a

subproblem solution (f , z) with fractional f or z is not an extreme point of P ′.

The proof of Proposition 4.3 is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.1 and is hence

omitted. Therefore, to formulate MaxMinLR as a single MIP, we replace η′′(w , x , y) in

the master problem by the dual of the LP relaxation of Formulation 4–9, and rewrite all

bilinear terms as a series of linear inequalities similar to Ineq. 4–4a and 4–4b.

Let τik , −θijk , and −µij be dual variables associated with 4–9b, 4–9c, and 4–9d,

respectively. In particular, define τik ≡ 0 for all i , k ∈ V, i ≥ k . We present the integrated

MaxMinLR MIP model as follows.

max
∑

i∈V

∑

k∈V,k>i

(
α′ik + β′ik − τik

)
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−
∑

(i ,j)∈A∪Ã

∑

k∈V
γ′ijk −

∑

(i ,j)∈Ã
δ′ij −

1

n

∑

i∈V
(1− xi) (4–11a)

s.t. Constraints 4–1b through 4–1e, 4–8a through 4–8c

τjk − τik − θijk ≤ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A ∪ Ã, k ∈ V (4–11b)
∑

k∈V
θijk − µij ≤ cij ∀(i , j) ∈ Ã (4–11c)

α′ik ≤ wi , α′ik ≤ τik ∀i , k ∈ V, i < k (4–11d)

β′ik ≤ xk , β′ik ≤ τik ∀i , k ∈ V, i < k (4–11e)

γ′ijk ≥ yij + θijk − 1, γ′ijk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A ∪ Ã, k ∈ V (4–11f)

δ′ij ≥ yij + µij − 1, δ′ij ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ Ã (4–11g)

τik ≥ 0 ∀i , k ∈ V, i < k ; θijk ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A ∪ Ã, k ∈ V;

µij ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ Ã. (4–11h)

Constraints 4–11b and 4–11c are dual constraints associated with primal variables

fijk , ∀(i , j) ∈ A ∪ Ã, k ∈ V and zij , ∀(i , j) ∈ Ã, respectively. We define α′ik ≡ wiτik ,
β′ik ≡ xkτik , γ′ijk ≡ yijθijk , and δ′ij ≡ yijµij in the objective, and enforce these relationships

via Constraints 4–11d, 4–11e, 4–11f, and 4–11g, respectively, as before.

4.3 Bounds and Inequalities for MaxNum and MinMaxC

We now discuss strategies for bounding the optimal objective function values for

MaxNum and MinMaxC, and using the obtained bounds to tighten the MIP formulations

for these problems. Recall the polynomial-time optimal DP algorithms for MaxNum and

MinMaxC on k-hole-graphs (where k is a constant) prescribed in Chapter 3. We do not

carry out this analysis for MaxMinLR, as Theorem 4.2 indicates that it is not solvable (in

general) in polynomial time, even when G is a tree, unless P = NP.

We begin by describing mechanisms for bounding the connectivity objectives, i.e.,

the number of components in MaxNum, and the largest component size in MinMaxC.

Denote xG and x ′G as optimal solutions to MaxNum and MinMaxC on G , respectively.

Also, let ηG(x) equal the number of components, and η′G(x) equal the largest component
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size, after we delete a subset of nodes (and their incident edges) associated with

solution x on graph G . We first establish the following proposition.

Lemma 6. For any subgraph GS(V, ES) of G , we have:

ηG(xGS ) ≤ ηG(xG) ≤ ηGS (xGS ) (4–12a)

η′G(x
′
GS
) ≥ η′G(x

′
G) ≥ η′GS (x

′
GS
). (4–12b)

Proof. The first inequality in 4–12a holds because xGS is feasible to the master problem

4–1 on G , yielding a valid lower bound ηG(xGS ) on ηG(xG). The second inequality in

4–12a holds because ES ⊆ E , and any optimal MaxNum solution on GS generates at

least as many components as it does on G . The same arguments hold for Ineq. 4–12b,

because any feasible solution to MinMaxC provides an upper bound on η′G(x
′
G), and an

optimal solution on any subgraph yields a lower bound on η′G(x
′
G). This completes the

proof.

In our implementation, we specify a priori some value kmax that denotes the

maximum number of holes that we allow in any induced subgraph of G , and generate

a series of m subgraphs of G , denoted as H1, ... ,Hm, in which H l is a kl -hole-graph

(kl ≤ kmax), ∀l = 1, ... ,m. According to Lemma 6, the following bounds are valid:

max
l=1,...,m

{ηG (xH l )} ≤ ηG(xG) ≤ min
l=1,...,m

{ηH l (xH l )} (4–13a)

min
l=1,...,m

{η′G (x ′H l )} ≥ η′G(x
′
G) ≥ max

l=1,...,m
{η′H l (x ′H l )} . (4–13b)

Given the bounds established in Cuts 4–13a and 4–13b, we now turn our attention

to employing these bounds within a graph partitioning strategy that generates valid

inequalities for MaxNum and MinMaxC. Given G(V, E), we partition V into m nonempty

subsets V1, ... ,Vm, such that Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ for all i , j = 1, ... ,m, i 6= j and
⋃m
i=1 Vi = V.

Each partition Vi yields a subgraph Gi(Vi ,Ei), in which Ei = {(u, v) ∈ E | u, v ∈ Vi} is

induced by nodes in Vi . (Note that if G is connected and m ≥ 2, then
⋃m
i=1 Ei ⊂ E .) Let ki

be the number of holes in each subgraph Gi , ∀i = 1, ... ,m.
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We then execute the DP algorithm in Chapter 3 on each ki -hole subgraph Gi

given a node deletion budget of B. As is typical in DP schemes, we obtain the optimal

connectivity objective values corresponding to every node deletion budget value

Bi = 0, ... ,B. These values allow us to construct functions that reflect relationships

between the connectivity objective and budgets in MaxNum and MinMaxC over Gi ,

which yield valid inequalities for their respective MIPs (Hartman et al., 2010).

We first present the development of our valid inequalities in the context of the

MaxNum problem. Let ηi(Bi) be the maximum number of components that we can

obtain in Gi given deletion budget Bi = 0, ... ,B. Let variable η represent the optimal

connectivity objective for solving MaxNum on G , and let ηi be a variable representing

the optimal connectivity objective for solving MaxNum on Gi , ∀i = 1, ... ,m. We

construct a piecewise-linear concave envelope function gi(Bi) of ηi(Bi), such that

ηi(Bi) ≤ gi(Bi) for all Bi = 0, ... ,B. We use the tightest such function possible, in

which every linear segment of gi(Bi) touches at least two points on the function ηi(Bi),

assuming that B ≥ 1. We append the following system of valid inequalities into the

MaxNum formulation, where Bi is now released as a variable representing the number of

node deletions that take place over Vi .

η −
m∑

i=1

ηi ≤ 0 (4–14a)

ηi − gi(Bi) ≤ 0 ∀i = 1, ... ,m (4–14b)

Bi =
∑

j∈Vi
(1− xj) ∀i = 1, ... ,m, (4–14c)

where Ineq. 4–14a is due to the fact that the partition procedure automatically eliminates

all edges between each pair of Gi , ∀i = 1, ... ,m, and thus it creates at least as

many components as solving the original problem on G . Constraints 4–14b are

nonlinear constraints that can be substituted by a set of linear functions, each of which

corresponds to a segment of gi(Bi), for all i = 1, ... ,m. Constraints 4–14c define Bi as
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the number of node deletions taking place in set Vi . We demonstrate this procedure in

Example 1.

Example 1. Given a 20-node graph G and a node deletion budget B = 10, we

consider solving the MaxNum variation in which we count each deleted node as a

singleton component. We first partition G into two subgraphs G1 and G2 with 10 nodes in

each partition, and execute the MaxNum DP algorithms on both G1 and G2 for B = 10.

We obtain a series of optimal objective values η1(B1) and η2(B2) for each possible

budget value B1 and B2 = 0, ... , 10, indicated by the solid lines in Figure 4-5. The

horizontal axes represent possible Bi -values, for i = 1, 2. We also illustrate the

piecewise-linear concave envelope functions g1(B1) and g2(B2) by dashed lines,

whose values provide upper bounds for their corresponding ηi(Bi) functions for i = 1, 2

(as indicated by the tables in the figures). For i = 1, we replace Ineq. 4–14b with the

following linear valid inequalities, each of which is associated with one segment of

g1(B1):

η1 ≤ 2B1 + 1, η1 ≤ B1 + 4, η1 ≤ 10. (4–15a)

For i = 2, we substitute Ineq. 4–14b by using

η2 ≤ (4/3)B2 + 1, η2 ≤ B2 + 3, η2 ≤ 10. (4–15b)

The procedure is similar for solving MinMaxC, except that we define η′i(Bi) as

the minimum largest component size we can obtain over Gi in terms of budget value

Bi = 0, ... ,B, and we approximate it by using its convex envelope function g′i (Bi). We

replace Constraints 4–14a and 4–14b with

η′ − g′i (Bi) ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, ... ,m, (4–16)

where η′ is defined analogously to η in MaxNum. Constraints 4–16 are linearized as

before, except that the inequalities linearizing Ineq. 4–16 define its convex envelope, as

illustrated in the following example.
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A g1(B1)

B g2(B2)

Figure 4-5. Concave envelope function gi(Bi). A) Illustration of g1(B1). B) Illustration of
g2(B2).
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Example 2. Considering the same graph instance and budget value given in

Example 1, we first solve MinMaxC by using DP algorithms on G1 and G2 for B = 10.

The solid lines in Figure 4-6 illustrate the values of η′i(Bi) for Bi = 0, ... , 10, i = 1, 2,

while the dashed lines provide their corresponding convex envelope functions g′i (Bi),

each of which yields lower bound values for η′i(Bi).

We use the following five- and three-segment functions to respectively describe

g′i (Bi), for i = 1, 2:

η′ ≥ −3B1 + 10, η′ ≥ −2B1 + 9, η′ ≥ −B1 + 6, η′ ≥ −0.5B1 + 4, η′ ≥ 1(4–17a)

η′ ≥ −1.5B2 + 10, η′ ≥ −B2 + 8, η′ ≥ 1. (4–17b)

Remark 4.4. Note that we can provide tighter inequalities by formulating exact

representations for ηi(Bi) and η′i(Bi). Define binary variables bli , such that bli = 1 if

Bi = l , and bli = 0 otherwise, for all i = 1, ... ,m and l = 0, ... ,B. In the MaxNum case, for

instance, we keep Constraints 4–14a, but could replace Constraints 4–14b and 4–14c

with

ηi =
B∑

l=0

ηi(l)b
l
i ∀i = 1, ... ,m (4–18a)

B∑

l=0

lbli =
∑

j∈Vi
(1− xj) ∀i = 1, ... ,m (4–18b)

B∑

l=0

bli = 1 ∀i = 1, ... ,m (4–18c)

bli ∈ {0, 1} ∀i = 1, ... ,m, l = 0, ... ,B, (4–18d)

where Constraints 4–18a enforce ηi(l) to be the maximum number of components

obtained over Gi if Bi = l , for all i = 1, ... ,m. Constraints 4–18b define Bi = l as the

number of node deletions over Vi if bli = 1, for all i = 1, ... ,m, and for each i = 1, ... ,m,

we can pick only one such l-value from {0, ... ,B} according to Ineq. 4–18c.
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A g′1(B1)

B g′2(B2)

Figure 4-6. Convex envelope function g′i (Bi). A) Illustration of g′1(B1). B) Illustration of
g′2(B2). 128



However, computational experience indicates that the use of Ineq. 4–18 impedes

the performance of the integer programming solver we use, especially when B is

relatively large, since the number of binary variables increases linearly with B. 2

4.4 Computational Results

This section investigates the computational efficacy of solving our MIP models with

and without the valid inequalities presented in Section 4.3 (where appropriate), and

examine the quality of the bounds obtained for these models. In our experiments, we

first directly solve the MIP models of MaxNum, MinMaxC, and MaxMinLR. For MaxNum

and MinMaxC, we then generate connectivity objective bounds by solving DPs on a

set of randomly constructed k-hole subgraphs and employing Cut 4–13a or Cut 4–13b,

which we augment by using a greedy-based heuristic. We then test the effectiveness

of including the valid inequality systems derived from the graph partition strategy within

the MIP models for MaxNum and MinMaxC. All MIP models and algorithms were

implemented using the C++ programming language and CPLEX 11.0 (ILOG, 2008)

via ILOG Concert Technology 2.5, and all computations were performed on a Dell

PowerEdge 2600 UNIX machine with two Pentium 4 3.2 GHz (1M Cache) processors,

6.0 GB memory, and Red Hat Version 5.0 installed. We present CPU times in seconds,

allow a one-hour (3600 seconds) time limit, and report LIMIT on all instances that could

not be solved within the time limit.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

We randomly generate twenty test instances for MaxNum, MinMaxC, and

MaxMinLR, comprising five 10-, 20-, 30-, and 40-node instances. We refer to the i th

n-node instance as “n-i ”. To generate these graphs, we start with a set of 10-node base

graphs, and connect nodes i ∈ V and j ∈ V (i 6= j) with probability 0.6. After edges

are generated in this fashion, we check to ensure that the graph is connected. If not,

then we randomly add an edge that connects two components until the generated graph

becomes connected.
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Next, we randomly pick any two, three, and four such 10-node base graphs to

construct 20-, 30-, and 40-node instances, respectively. (By generating graphs in

this manner, we can seed the partitioning strategy in Section 4.3 with these densely

connected base components that comprise each graph.) We retain all nodes and

edges in the base graphs, and randomly generate edges between each pair of nodes

that belong to different base graphs. For each such pair (i , j), we construct edge (i , j)

with probability 0.1. If the resulting graph is not connected, then we again randomly

connect its components as described above until a connected graph is obtained. For the

MaxMinLR instances, we set Ẽ = E , and randomly choose each edge construction cost

cij from the integer set {1, ... , 10} for all (i , j) ∈ Ẽ .

4.4.2 Experimental Results

We first examine the impact of using various budget values B in solving MaxNum,

MinMaxC, and MaxMinLR. (We consider problem versions that ignore deleted nodes

when computing the connectivity objective values.) Tables 4-1 and 4-2 report optimal

solutions and CPU times for solving the MIP models derived for these problems in

Section 4.2 on the 20-node and 30-node instances, respectively. The column labeled

Del. represents the number of nodes deleted, the column labeled Time represents the

CPU seconds required to obtain an optimal solution, and the columns labeled NumC,

MaxC, and MinLRC represent the optimal connectivity objective values in the three

problems.

Note that, in general, solution times for MaxNum, MinMaxC, and MaxMinLR first

increase as we increase B, and then decrease when we continue to increase B above a

threshold of approximately 0.25|V|. (None of the 40-node instances could be optimized

within the time limit, for any of the three problems.) When B = 12, an optimal solution

to any of the three problems removes all edges in the 20-node instances except in

instance 20-4; for each 30-node instance, all edges are destroyed when B = 18. Also,

when B = 1, 2 in the 20-node instances and B = 2 in the 30-node instances, the
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Table 4-1. CPU times for solving MIPs on 20-node instances.

Instance MaxNum MinMaxC MaxMinLR
Time Del. NumC Time Del. MaxC Time Del. MinLRC

B = 1

20-1 5.71 1 1 1.98 1 19 7.40 0 0.00
20-2 6.23 1 1 4.28 1 19 14.17 0 0.00
20-3 10.14 1 1 3.15 1 19 9.54 0 0.00
20-4 11.29 1 1 4.79 1 19 22.63 0 0.00
20-5 14.03 1 1 6.24 1 19 10.72 0 0.00

B = 2

20-1 13.97 2 1 6.16 2 18 23.67 0 0.00
20-2 13.01 2 1 10.00 2 18 24.36 0 0.00
20-3 31.13 2 1 6.48 2 18 26.17 0 0.00
20-4 32.86 2 1 9.45 2 18 72.21 0 0.00
20-5 19.43 2 1 9.39 2 18 80.52 0 0.00

B = 5

20-1 42.19 5 3 10.33 5 8 124.31 5 4.92
20-2 26.32 5 3 17.13 5 11 72.63 5 5.23
20-3 36.90 5 3 17.75 5 10 119.06 5 5.06
20-4 94.64 5 2 40.82 5 14 259.46 5 3.27
20-5 117.25 5 2 41.57 5 12 260.28 5 3.74

B = 9

20-1 2.54 7 9 2.49 8 3 80.84 8 13.08
20-2 25.19 9 5 9.02 8 4 249.74 9 7.49
20-3 8.42 9 6 2.98 9 3 51.32 9 9.21
20-4 35.72 9 4 46.67 8 6 961.59 9 6.33
20-5 16.12 9 5 11.05 9 4 461.27 9 7.58

B = 12

20-1 0.81 10 10 0.92 10 1 28.80 10 15.62
20-2 1.76 12 8 0.78 12 1 13.42 12 11.43
20-3 1.14 11 9 0.86 11 1 20.87 11 13.34
20-4 2.77 12 6 19.94 12 2 101.00 10 8.80
20-5 1.15 12 8 1.39 12 1 197.95 12 12.01

optimal reconnection costs are all zero for solving MaxMinLR due to the fact that no

solution could create more than one component without considering the deleted nodes

as singleton components. It is worth noting that the optimization techniques presented

here are unnecessary for very small B-values. Enumerating all possible combinations of

node deletions is clearly more efficient than our approaches when B = 1 or 2.

Next, we examine the quality of the objective bounds obtained for MaxNum and

MinMaxC, as given by Cuts 4–13a and 4–13b. Recall that kmax is the maximum number

of holes that we will permit in any generated subgraph of G(V, E). Our procedure for

generating subgraphs of G that have no more than kmax holes associates a priority

parameter νij , ∀(i , j) ∈ E , such that νij equals the degree of node i (i.e., the number
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Table 4-2. CPU times for solving MIPs on 30-node instances.

Instance MaxNum MinMaxC MaxMinLR
Time Del. NumC Time Del. MaxC Time Del. MinLRC

B = 2

30-1 233.12 2 1 171.82 2 28 216.39 0 0.00
30-2 173.28 2 1 170.01 2 28 446.63 0 0.00
30-3 184.56 2 1 231.13 2 28 698.19 0 0.00
30-4 135.01 2 1 205.42 2 28 313.06 0 0.00
30-5 167.24 2 1 185.09 2 28 482.48 0 0.00

B = 5

30-1 743.65 5 4 382.67 5 18 LIMIT – –
30-2 501.33 5 4 586.27 5 21 LIMIT – –
30-3 734.59 5 4 135.98 5 15 LIMIT – –
30-4 496.32 5 4 565.79 5 21 LIMIT – –
30-5 613.76 5 5 408.46 5 17 LIMIT – –

B = 10

30-1 113.45 10 9 108.67 10 5 LIMIT – –
30-2 128.61 10 9 53.61 10 4 LIMIT – –
30-3 984.36 10 7 141.25 10 6 LIMIT – –
30-4 105.92 10 8 69.34 10 5 3450.29 10 14.18
30-5 165.87 10 7 102.93 10 5 LIMIT – –

B = 15

30-1 3.23 15 12 14.17 13 2 630.98 15 19.26
30-2 2.46 15 13 24.11 13 2 2908.23 15 17.03
30-3 6.79 15 12 16.9 13 2 221.87 15 16.25
30-4 5.93 15 13 13.48 14 2 432.18 15 17.68
30-5 6.02 15 13 21.11 13 2 490.47 15 16.92

B = 18

30-1 1.02 18 12 1.00 18 1 212.46 17 18.44
30-2 1.10 17 13 0.75 17 1 132.91 18 20.24
30-3 2.64 17 13 1.65 17 1 69.38 18 19.57
30-4 1.75 18 12 0.92 18 1 73.65 17 18.60
30-5 1.91 17 13 1.10 17 1 121.09 17 21.32

–: Not applicable.

edges in E incident to node i ) plus the degree of node j . Let νmax and νmin be the

maximum and minimum νij -values among all (i , j) ∈ E . Define pij = (νij − νmin)/(νmax −
νmin) as a conditional probability that edge (i , j) ∈ E appears in a constructed subgraph.

(In particular, if νij = νmin, we adjust pij as 0.01 instead of being zero. Also, if νmin = νmax,

then pij = 0.5, ∀(i , j) ∈ E .) We order all edges arbitrarily, and examine them one by

one to see if they will be added to the subgraph: If the addition of the edge creates more

than kmax holes in the subgraph, then the edge will not be added to the subgraph, and

otherwise, the edge is added with probability pij . After each edge has been tested for

inclusion into the subgraph, we repeat the process with another round of potential edge

additions until the addition of some edge will create more than kmax holes. We ensure
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that the subgraph is connected by randomly adding edges in E to the subgraph that

connect its components.

We examine values of kmax = 0, 0.1|V|, and 0.2|V| in our test instances, and

set m = 5 in both Cuts 4–13a and 4–13b. We also derive feasible solutions for both

MaxNum and MinMaxC by implementing the greedy heuristic algorithm described in

Section 4.1. Table 4-3 displays bound and objective data for MaxNum and MinMaxC on

instances 10-1, 20-1, 30-1, 40-1, in which the column labeled Prob. indicates problem

type. To obtain bounds for MaxNum, we execute the DP algorithm on a k-hole subgraph

of G , record the optimal objective function value to the subgraph (yielding a valid upper

bound on the objective), and then examine the actual number of components created

when this solution is applied to the original graph G (yielding a valid lower bound on

the objective). Let columns SF-kmax represent the largest lower bound from among

the feasible solutions obtained, and columns SO-kmax represent the smallest upper

bound from the best subgraph optimal objective values. Note that because MinMaxC

is a minimization problem, SF-kmax becomes an upper bound (the smallest obtained

among the m = 5 subgraphs) and SO-kmax becomes a lower bound (the largest one

obtained). We also report the greedy-heuristic-based objective values in the column

labeled Greedy. The column labeled Opt. gives the optimal objective values for each

instance.

Note that the maximum (minimum) value among columns SF-0, SF-0.1|V|,
SF-0.2|V|, and Greedy is a lower (upper) bound for MaxNum (MinMaxC) instances,

and the minimum (maximum) value among columns SO-0, SO-0.1|V|, and SO-0.2|V| is

an upper (lower) bound for MaxNum (MinMaxC) instances. In general, the CPU times of

solving the DPs on k-hole subgraphs range from 0.01 second to 0.1 second among all

instances. For larger values of kmax, the DP algorithm begins to take a prohibitively long

time to solve. For example, when kmax = |V| the DP algorithms cannot solve any 30- or

40-node subgraph instances within 100 seconds.
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Table 4-3. Connectivity bounds for MaxNum and MinMaxC.
Instance Prob. SF-0 SF-0.1|V| SF-0.2|V| Greedy SO-0 SO-0.1|V| SO-0.2|V| Opt.

B = 0.1|V|

10-1 MaxNum 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1
MinMaxC 9 9 9 9 5 6 6 9

20-1 MaxNum 1 1 1 1 4 3 3 1
MinMaxC 18 18 18 18 5 7 7 18

30-1 MaxNum 1 1 1 1 4 4 3 1
MinMaxC 27 27 27 27 8 10 10 27

40-1 MaxNum 1 1 1 1 8 8 8 1
MinMaxC 36 36 36 36 6 6 6 36

B = 0.2|V|

10-1 MaxNum 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 2
MinMaxC 8 6 6 5 3 3 4 5

20-1 MaxNum 3 3 4 3 6 6 5 5
MinMaxC 16 16 12 14 4 4 8 12

30-1 MaxNum 3 3 4 4 7 7 7 6
MinMaxC 18 16 14 16 4 6 6 14

40-1 MaxNum 5 6 7 7 12 12 10 –
MinMaxC 24 22 20 16 4 4 8 –

B = 0.4|V|

10-1 MaxNum 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
MinMaxC 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 2

20-1 MaxNum 5 6 7 8 8 8 8 8
MinMaxC 7 6 4 3 2 2 2 3

30-1 MaxNum 8 8 9 8 13 13 12 10
MinMaxC 9 7 5 6 2 2 2 4

40-1 MaxNum 6 6 7 8 13 13 13 –
MinMaxC 13 11 8 10 2 2 2 –

–: Not applicable.

Moreover, as expected, we find that the bounds are relatively tighter on smaller

instances, because our generated subgraphs contain more of the original graph’s edges.

The bounds are also the tightest when the node deletion budget B = 0.2|V|, as opposed

to when B = 0.1|V| or B = 0.4|V|. A possible reason for this behavior is that when B

is too small, it is possible to create multiple components by deleting a few nodes in the

generated subgraph, but not in the original graph. On the other hand, when B is large,

we can isolate virtually all nodes in a subgraph, but not in the original graph. Lastly, note

that bounds yielded by Greedy and SF-0.2|V| do not dominate each other, and can be

effectively used in combination with one another to provide objective bounds.

For our last experiment, we investigate the impact of solving MaxNum and

MinMaxC MIP models with the valid inequalities given by 4–14 and 4–16, respectively.

Tables 4-4 through 4-6 compare CPU times for solving the problems on 20-, 30-, and
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40-node instances. The column labeled Orig. represents CPU times of solving the

problems on original graphs by using MIP models. For each 20- (30-) node instance, we

partition the graph into two (three) 10-node base graphs, and for each 40-node instance,

we partition the graph into either two 20-node subgraphs, or four 10-node subgraphs.

We use optimal DP solutions obtained by solving the problems on the original subgraphs

to generate valid inequality systems 4–14 and 4–16; this process required 0.1–0.2 CPU

seconds for all 10-node partitions, and 100–120 CPU seconds for all 20-node partitions.

We use “[·]” to mark any solution that is worse than the original MIP solution (in terms of

CPU time or optimality gap).

Table 4-4. CPU times for 20-node instances using 2-partition inequalities.

Instance Prob. B = 4 B = 8
Orig. 2-Partition Orig. 2-Partition

20-1 MaxNum 24.62 [34.52] 5.94 [16.85]
MinMaxC 16.56 8.15 1.27 [1.90]

20-2 MaxNum 49.67 43.28 79.48 42.52
MinMaxC 8.17 6.53 16.22 12.53

20-3 MaxNum 51.94 44.24 16.34 [33.84]
MinMaxC 19.55 15.66 13.57 [19.29]

20-4 MaxNum 41.77 [88.48] 36.81 34.13
MinMaxC 30.71 24.06 15.26 7.72

20-5 MaxNum 71.06 54.73 21.55 [34.65]
MinMaxC 33.40 22.19 14.76 14.49

Note that the partition-based valid inequalities decrease solution times in most

instances for B = 4, but in a much smaller portion of instances for B = 8. This decrease

in effectiveness is due to the fact that the relaxations 4–14 and 4–16 become weaker as

B increases, because the envelope function gi(B) (or g′i (B)) more loosely approximates

the true value function ηi(B) (or η′i(B)) as B increases.

Table 4-6 reports optimality gaps for solving 40-node instances. In addition to the

same observations from Tables 4-4 and 4-5, note that the impact of our valid inequalities
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Table 4-5. CPU times for 30-node instances using 3-partition inequalities.

Instance Prob. B = 4 B = 8
Orig. 3-Partition Orig. 3-Partition

30-1 MaxNum 467.92 384.43 289.14 235.28
MinMaxC 462.93 391.20 166.24 [204.12]

30-2 MaxNum 467.93 452.96 209.58 [218.07]
MinMaxC 331.22 [334.29] 98.64 87.35

30-3 MaxNum 502.85 479.30 725.49 623.58
MinMaxC 217.05 172.45 117.54 [121.11]

30-4 MaxNum 516.72 446.82 202.18 183.71
MinMaxC 345.67 [351.84] 94.25 [96.36]

30-5 MaxNum 432.40 328.66 189.62 171.55
MinMaxC 479.24 443.74 143.82 143.30

is relatively weaker if generated from four rather than two partitions. This result is

intuitive because the 2-partition inequalities are based on subgraphs that jointly contain

more of the original graph edges than the 4-partition subgraphs contain.

Table 4-6. Solution gaps for 40-node instances using 2- and 4-partition inequalities.

Instance Prob. B = 4 B = 8
Orig. 2-Partition 4-Partition Orig. 2-Partition 4-Partition

40-1 MaxNum 131.39% 58.12% 131.35% 87.82% 48.07% 87.79%
MinMaxC 27.82% 11.11% 27.85% 62.47% 32.82% [62.49%]

40-2 MaxNum 124.51% 124.51% 110.29% 84.68% 33.78% 74.97%
MinMaxC 26.19% 6.95% 20.42% 58.52% 21.10% [58.68%]

40-3 MaxNum 122.56% 44.99% 112.14% 85.94% 85.92% [88.85%]
MinMaxC 25.92% 25.77% 25.85% 58.17% 57.09% 47.38%

40-4 MaxNum 114.68% 59.95% [128.20%] 95.47% 49.98% 86.80%
MinMaxC 27.93% 27.93% 27.87% 61.52% 47.38% 47.50%

40-5 MaxNum 125.26% 44.99% 120.01% 84.15% 53.76% [100.18%]
MinMaxC 26.25% 26.21% 26.20% 59.17% 44.65% 51.80%
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CHAPTER 5
BROADCAST DOMINATION NETWORK DESIGN PROBLEM

5.1 Problem Description and Literature Survey

Let G(V ,E) be an undirected graph with node set V = {1, ... , n}, and edge set

E ⊂ V × V , |E | = m. A dominating set (DS) S is a subset of V , such that every

node in V is dominated by at least one node in S . (A node in S dominates itself and all

nodes to which it is adjacent in G .) Domination began as a problem on a chessboard

(e.g., de Jaenisch, 1862), in which the minimum number of queens is placed on a

chessboard so that every square can be reached by a queen in no more than a single

move. A standard form of the domination problem seeks a DS that has the minimum

node cardinality (Berge, 1962; Ore, 1967). Domination-related problems received

much attention after the 1970s due to their importance in solving military, production,

medicine, and many other practical problems. Over one thousand papers have been

published on domination and its related topics, such as independence and covering

(Haynes et al., 1998b). We refer readers to Haynes et al. (1998b,a) and Shen (2011)

for comprehensive reviews of theories and algorithms that have been studied regarding

fundamental and advanced topics of domination.

One recent study by Erwin (2004) introduces a domination variation called broad-

cast domination (BD), which assigns integer powers to each node. A node i having a

positive power dominates itself and all nodes whose distances from i are no more than

the power assigned to node i . The goal is to minimize the sum of all power values in

the DS. By allowing power values to be larger than one, BD accommodates properties

of some practical applications that cannot be accommodated in traditional DS settings.

For instance, sensor towers having various signal strengths can be built at certain

locations to monitor a network that represents some geographical area. BD is solvable

in polynomial time on unweighted and undirected graphs (Heggernes & Lokshtanov,

2006), but its complexity remains open on weighted graphs (Lokshtanov, 2007). Blair
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et al. (2004) develop polynomial-time algorithms for solving BD on trees, interval graphs,

and series-parallel graphs. Blair & Horton (2005) and Dunbar et al. (2006) have studied

several variants of BD and their relationships.

The problem that we consider in this chapter seeks an optimal edge construction

solution that minimizes the weighted sum of edge construction costs, and the corresponding

minimum BD cost over the augmented network. We refer to this problem as the

Broadcast Domination Network Design problem (BDND). The idea is motivated by

applications arising in areas such as homeland security, social networks, and medical

resource allocation. We describe two such examples as follows.

• Recall the sensor tower allocation problem mentioned above. Now assume that we
can also decide to install intermediate receivers between certain location pairs to
enhance the signal transmission, which is equivalent to building edges that shorten
geographical distances between node pairs in BDND settings. The installation of
signal receivers could potentially decrease the minimum BD cost, but will incur
extra operational cost, and the problem at hand is to determine an optimal tradeoff
between these two types of costs.

• To distribute medical resources in an epidemic-outbreak scenario, a decision
maker builds a set of size-diversified resource centers, each of which is able to
reach contagious points within its ability. Meanwhile, a set of point pairs can be
connected to decrease resource distribution difficulties, e.g., by building roads
or local epidemic-control centers. The decision maker aims to minimize the total
resource allocation and distribution costs.

In this chapter, we consider BDND on both unweighted and edge-weighted graphs,

and show that it is NP-hard in the strong sense. We first formulate the problem as

a monolithic mixed-integer program (MIP), but the formulation is weak and difficult

to solve. As an alternative, we derive a decomposition strategy and associated

cutting-plane algorithm. We prescribe modified Benders cut coefficients by proving

bounds on the reduction in cost that results from adding new edges to BD subproblem.

Relevant to the techniques we propose, modified Benders cuts for solving general

two-stage MIPs have been examined in several different forms. Hooker (2000) and

Hooker & Ottosson (2003) generalize the subproblem LP dual to an “inference”
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dual, whose solution takes the form of a logical deduction that yields Benders cuts.

The logic-based Benders cuts are designed to be valid using a proof of infeasibility

or optimality when solving the subproblem, and their computational efficacy is

demonstrated in general by Cambazard et al. (2004) and Cambazard & Jussien (2005),

and particularly in planning and scheduling problems by Hooker (2005a,b, 2007).

Codato & Fischetti (2006) later propose a type of combinatorial Benders cuts based on

finding minimal sets of 0-1 variable assignments that create a conflict in the subproblem,

which is a special case of the logic-based Benders cuts. Penuel et al. (2010) develop

a cutting-plane algorithm for solving a two-stage stochastic facility location-activiation

problem, in which binary decision variables appear in both stages of the problem. Their

cuts are at least as strong as the LL cuts, although they are derived specifically for

the facility location-activation problem and do not appear to be extendable to general

two-stage mixed-integer programming problems.

Our cutting planes are derived by supposing that an edge is added to the graph,

adjusting the solution to the modied subproblem, and then constructing a feasible

solution to the original graph without the edge being added. The value of this feasible

solution provides valid coefficients for the Benders cut. As we will show in Section 5.4,

our method converges in a finite number of iterations. Also, we demonstrate that our

cuts are at least as strong as the general-purpose LL inequality.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we introduce

BD notation and solution concepts relevant to our current study. In Section 5.3, we

show that BDND is NP-hard, and provide a MIP formulation for the problem. We

then decompose the problem, and generate valid inequalities for solving BDND for

unweighted graphs in Section 5.4, and for weighted graphs in Section 5.5. Section 5.6

discusses a computational analysis of our proposed approaches.
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5.2 BD Notation and Solution Concepts

Denote N(i) = {j ∈ V | (i , j) ∈ E}, and define set N(VS) = ∪i∈VS (N(i) \ VS)
as the open neighborhood of VS ⊆ V . Let GVS be a subgraph of G induced by VS ,

which contains all nodes in VS and all edges in E incident to two nodes in VS . Let dij

be the distance between any pair of nodes i and j in G , defined as dii = 1, ∀i ∈ V ,

and dij = length of a shortest path between node i and node j , for all i , j ∈ V , i 6= j .
A broadcast on G is a set of “power values” fi for all i ∈ V , and we define node set

Vf = {i ∈ V | fi > 0}. A broadcast f is called a BD if for any node j ∈ V there exists

a node i ∈ Vf such that dij ≤ fi . Finally, denote rad(G) = mini∈V {maxj∈V , j 6=i {dij}} as

the radius of G , and note that it is a valid upper bound on the optimal BD cost for any

connected graph G .

We illustrate the notation in Figure 5-1 on an unweighted graph. The open

neighborhood of node 3 is N(3) = {2, 4, 5}. The subgraph G{3}∪N(3) is characterized

by node set {2, 3, 4, 5} and edge set {(2, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5)}. The radius rad(G) = 4 can

be obtained either by maxj∈V \{5} {d5j} or by maxj∈V \{6} {d6j}. The optimal BD solution is

f3 = 2, f9 = 1, and fi = 0 for all other nodes i ∈ V , corresponding to the optimal BD cost

of 3.

Figure 5-1. Illustration of notation and definitions.

Heggernes & Lokshtanov (2006) develop a polynomial-time algorithm for optimally

solving BD on unweighted and undirected connected graphs, which we employ later in
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the chapter. While we refer the readers to Heggernes & Lokshtanov (2006) for the full

details of the algorithm, some of the concepts behind their solution are particularly

relevant to our chapter. For all i ∈ Vf , define B(i , fi) as a ball of node i , which

corresponds to the set of all nodes that are within a distance from fi to node i . Node

i is said to be the center node of B(i , fi) when fi > 0. A BD solution f is efficient if

B(i , fi) ∩ B(j , fj) = ∅ for all i , j ∈ Vf , i 6= j . Define a domination graph Gf = (Vf ,Ef )

corresponding to a solution f where Ef = {(i , j) | N(B(i , fi)) ∩ B(j , fj) 6= ∅}. Heggernes

& Lokshtanov (2006) show that there always exists an optimal BD solution f that is

efficient on any unweighted graph G . This result leads to the proof that an optimal

broadcast solution exists such that the degree of any node in its associated domination

graph Gf is no more than 2, and thus Gf is either a path or a cycle. This clever insight

permits the authors to derive an O(n6) optimal BD algorithm.

The polynomial-time algorithm of Heggernes & Lokshtanov (2006) constructs a

directed node-weighted auxiliary graph Gu for any given node u ∈ V as follows. For

each node v ∈ V and weight value p ∈ {1, ... , rad(G)}, there exists a node (v , p)

in Gu either (a) if u ∈ B(v , p) and G(V \ B(v , p)) is connected or empty, or (b) if

u 6∈ B(v , p) and G(V \ B(v , p)) has at most two connected components. They partition

the node set of Gu into four subsets: Au = {(v , p) : G(V \ B(v , p)) is connected and

u ∈ B(v , p)}, Bu = {(v , p) : G(V \ B(v , p)) has two connected components and

u 6∈ B(v , p)}, Cu = {(v , p) : G(V \ B(v , p)) is connected and u 6∈ B(v , p)}, and

D = {(v , p) : B(v , p) = V }. For instance, if we let u = 1 in the graph depicted by Figure

5-1, nodes (1, 1), ... , (1, 4) would belong to A1. Node (5, 1) is one node that would

belong to B1, and (9, 1) is one node that would belong to C1. Subset D would consist of

nodes (5, 4) and (6, 4).

Moreover, for each vertex (v , p), denote Lu(v , p) (similarly, Ru(v , p)) as the possibly

empty connected component of G(V \ B(v , p)) that contains (does not contain) node

u. A directed edge from (v , p) to (w , q) exists in Gu if and only if it meets the following
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three conditions: (a) B(v , p) ∩ B(w , q) = ∅ in G ; (b) Ru(v , p) 6= ∅ and Lu(w , q) 6= ∅; (c)

B(v , p) contains all neighbors of B(w , q) in Lu(w , q), and B(w , q) contains all neighbors

of B(v , p) in Ru(v , p). For instance in Figure 5-1, an arc from (3, 2) to (9, 1) would exist

in G1. Note that the role of u is to define an endpoint of a path corresponding to a BD

solution, all vertices in Au have zero indegree, all vertices in Cu have zero outdegree,

and every vertex in D defines a radial BD on its own. Hence, finding a shortest path

from node sets Au ∪ D to Cu ∪ D in Gu, over all possible choices of u ∈ V , will yield a

minimum BD path (or a singleton node in D) on G .

Finally, we describe Heggernes and Lokshtanov’s algorithm as follows. Given an

unweighted graph G(V ,E), set an initial BD cost to its upper bound value rad(G) + 1.

For every vertex x ∈ V and a possible power value k = 1, ... , rad(G), if the remaining

subgraph G ′′ = G(V \ B(x , k)) is connected or empty, the algorithm solves a minimum

BD path problem on G ′′ by using the previous procedures. If the minimum BD path cost

on G ′′ plus power k is smaller than the current BD cost, the algorithm assigns power

k at vertex x , updates the current optimal BD solution to G ′′, and changes the current

BD cost to the sum value. Note that this algorithm will yield a minimum BD solution

whose balls are connected as a path or a cycle in Gu, depending on whether B(x , k) is

connected with only one or two balls in BD path solution to G ′′.

In this chapter, we iteratively solve a relaxed master problem that constructs graph

edges in the first stage, and then generate valid inequalities based on optimal BD

solutions to the current graph in the second stage. For the unweighted graph case, we

calculate optimal BD solutions by using the polynomial-time algorithm described above.

The complexity of solving the weighted BD remains open (Lokshtanov, 2007), and we

solve BD subproblem by formulating it as a MIP.

5.3 BDND Formulations and Complexity

LetW = {(i , j) | i , j ∈ V , i 6= j , (i , j) 6∈ E} be a set of potential edges, given

as input, that can be built in G . For every node pair (i , j) ∈ W , we associate a binary
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variable qij such that qij = 1 if we construct (i , j), and qij = 0 otherwise. Let cij be the

(nonnegative) cost of constructing link (i , j) ∈W , and G(q) = G(V ,E ∪{(i , j) ∈W | qij =
1}) denote the resulting graph after we add all edges that correspond to q. The goal is

to minimize the sum of the construction cost
∑
(i ,j)∈W cijqij and the corresponding BD

cost δ
∑
i∈V fi over graph G(q), where δ is some given positive weight.

We show in Section 5.3.1 that BDND is NP-hard in the strong sense. In Section

5.3.2 we provide a MIP formulation for BDND, and then set up foundational concepts

related to our proposed decomposition approaches in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 BDND Complexity

Letting L be a given cost target, BDND is the decision version of BDND that seeks a

solution (f , q) having a total cost not more than L. We show that BDND is NP-complete

by using a transformation from exact cover by 3-sets (X3C) (Garey & Johnson (1979)).

Theorem 5.1. BDND is NP-complete in the strong sense, even if G(V ,E) is un-

weighted and undirected.

Proof. It is easy to see that BDND belongs to NP by simply examining whether a

guessed solution (f̂ , q̂) is feasible and has a cost that does not exceed L.

Next, we show that BDND is NP-complete by a transformation from X3C. Given

a set X = {x1, ... , xn} with n = 3b for some positive integer b, and a collection C =

{C1, ... ,Cm} of 3-element subsets of X , X3C seeks an exact cover for X , i.e., a subset

C ′ ⊆ C with |C ′| = b such that every element of X occurs in exactly one member of

C ′. We transform any arbitrary X3C instance to a BDND instance, and show that the

X3C instance has a solution if and only if the transformed BDND instance has a solution.

Without loss of generality, we assume that b ≥ 2 and each element xi is included in at

least one clause in C .

We create one node for each element xi , ∀i = 1, ... , n, and one for each clause

Cj , ∀j = 1, ... ,m. We call these element nodes vx1, ... , vxn and clause nodes vC1, ... , vCm .

We also create five dummy nodes denoted as vd1, ... , vd5 . Let E be given by {(vCj , vCk )
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| Cj , Ck ∈ C , j 6= k} ∪ {(vCj , vxi ) | Cj ∈ C , xi ∈ Cj} ∪ {(vdi , vdi+1) | i = 1, ... , 4}.
That is, E consists of a clique of edges between clause nodes, edges between each

clause node and its three corresponding element nodes, and edges between adjacent

dummy nodes. LetW = {(vd3, vCj ) | j = 1, ... ,m}, and let the cost of building edges

between vd3 and each clause node be 1. This transformation is illustrated in Figure

5-2, where X = {x1, ... , x12}, C1 = {x1, x2, x7}, C2 = {x3, x4, x12}, C3 = {x8, x9, x10},
C4 = {x2, x4, x7}, C5 = {x5, x6, x11}, and C6 = {x3, x6, x9}. The solid lines represent

edges inW that we choose to build, and the dashed ones illustrate the coverage of all

nodes by vd3 in an optimal broadcast domination in which fvd3 = 2. A feasible solution

C ′ = {C1, C2, C3, C5} to X3C corresponds to the illustrated BDND solution.

Figure 5-2. An example transformation from X3C to an BDND instance.

Set δ = b + 1 and L = 3b + 2, and suppose that the X3C instance has a solution

C ′ ⊆ C with |C ′| = b. We can recover a corresponding solution to BDND by building
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edges between vd3 and each vCj ∈ C ′ at a cost of b. As a result, a power of 2 assigned to

node vd3 covers all nodes in the graph, and the total cost is 3b + 2 = L.

Next, we show that a feasible solution to X3C can be obtained from a feasible

solution to BDND. First, observe that even if we construct all potential edges inW , the

unique optimal BD solution has objective function value 2 with f ∗vd3 = 2 and f ∗i = 0 for all

other nodes i ∈ V . Solution f ∗ is a BD since vd3 reaches dummy nodes vd1, ... , vd5 using

the path vd1 − vd2 − · · · − vd5 , all clause nodes vCj , j = 1, ... ,m (which would be adjacent

to vd3), and all element nodes vxi , i = 1, ... , n, using a length-of-two path vd3–vCj–vxi ,

for a clause Cj that includes xi (assumed to exist). Also, a distinct feasible BD solution

having an objective value of 2 must set either fvd1 = 1 or fvd2 = 1 to cover node vd1 , and

set either fvd4 = 1 or fvd5 = 1 to cover node vd5 . However, no such solution could cover

a node vxi , i = 1, ... , n (or even a node vCj ), and so only one solution having objective

2 exists. Next, note that in a feasible BDND solution, it is impossible for a BD cost to

exceed 2; otherwise the target cost L = 3b + 2 is violated by setting the broadcast cost

to 3 or more. Therefore, any feasible solution to the BDND instance includes fvd3 = 2,

and fi = 0 for all other nodes i ∈ V .

Now, if BDND has a solution, the solution must build exactly b edges of the form

(vd3, vCj ), j = 1, ... ,m. (If there are fewer than b such edges, then vd3 would not be

able to cover at least three element nodes with fvd3 = 2, and if we build k > b edges,

the objective value of k + 2δ = 2b + 2 + k exceeds L.) Let C ′ be the X3C clauses

corresponding to the b clause nodes in the BDND solution that are adjacent to vd3 . Note

that if vCj is not connected to vd3 , it is covered by node vd3 via the path vd3–vCi–vCj for

some Ci ∈ C ′. Also, since the BDND solution covers all element nodes, each element

node is adjacent to some node vCi with Ci ∈ C ′. Thus, C ′ is a solution to the X3C

because its cardinality is b and it contains all n elements in X .
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Because all numerical data in the proof is polynomially bounded by the input size,

and X3C is NP-complete in the strong sense, BDND is also NP-complete in the strong

sense.

5.3.2 MIP Formulation for BDND

We now formulate a MIP for solving BDND on general graphs, in which wij is

a positive integer weight associated with every edge (i , j) ∈ E ∪W . (We assume that

wij ≥ 1 for all (i , j) ∈ E∪W .) For all i , j ∈ V , let xij be a binary variable such that xij = 1 if

node j is covered by node i , and xij = 0 otherwise. For all i , j ∈ V , i 6= j , (u, v) ∈ E ∪W ,

define variables g ijuv ∈ {0, 1} as “edge-covering” indicators, such that g ijuv = 1 if node

i covers node j through a path that includes edge (u, v); otherwise, g ijuv = 0. Note that

|V | is a valid upper bound for the optimal BD cost (because fi = 1, ∀i ∈ V , is always

feasible). Alternatively, let Gc , ∀c ∈ C be the set of maximally connected components of

G . Then
∑
c∈C rad(Gc) is also a valid upper bound on the optimal BD cost. Define UB =

min{|V |, ∑
c∈C rad(Gc)}. We then add an artificial edge to E having a weight of UB + 1

for each node pair (i , j), i 6= j . Finally, define A(i) = {j : (i , j) ∈ E ∪W } as the set of

nodes adjacent or potentially adjacent to node i . The MIP model is

BMIP: min
∑

(i ,j)∈W
cijqij + δ

∑

i∈V
fi (5–1a)

s.t.
∑

i∈V
xij = 1 ∀j ∈ V (5–1b)

fi − xii ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ V (5–1c)
∑

l∈A(i)
g ijil = 1 ∀i , j ∈ V , i 6= j (5–1d)

∑

l∈A(u)
g ijul −

∑

l∈A(u)
g ijlu = 0 ∀i , j ∈ V , i 6= j , ∀u ∈ V − {i , j} (5–1e)

∑

(u,v)∈E∪W
wuvg

ij
uv − fi + (UB+ 1)xij ≤ UB+ 1 ∀i , j ∈ V , i 6= j (5–1f)

g ijuv ≤ quv ∀i , j ∈ V , i 6= j , (u, v) ∈W (5–1g)

f , g ≥ 0, q, x binary, (5–1h)
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where objective function 5–1a minimizes the sum of the edge construction and

BD costs. Constraints 5–1b require that every node is covered by some node, and

Constraints 5–1c allow a node to cover itself only if it has a positive power. Constraints

5–1d and 5–1e are flow balance constraints that enforce a covering path from i to j .

Moreover, Constraints 5–1f ensure that if node i is designated to cover node j , the total

distance of the chosen path from i to j is no more than fi ; otherwise, the right-hand-side

of Constraints 5–1f becomes (UB + 1), and the g-value associated with the artificial

edge (i , j) can be set to one to satisfy the constraint. Constraints 5–1g ensure that for

each (u, v) ∈ W , g ijuv can be set to one only if edge (u, v) has been constructed. Finally,

Constraints 5–1h impose binary requirements on variables q and x .

The binary requirement on g-variables are relaxed as g ≥ 0 indicated in Constraints

5–1h, because all extreme-point solutions have binary-valued g-variables. To see this,

note that given any binary-valued q̂ and x̂ , BMIP seeks a shortest path between all node

pairs i and j such that x̂ij = 1. Then for all (u, v) ∈ E ∪W , g ijuv = 1 if (u, v) belongs to this

shortest path, and g ijuv = 0 otherwise. Moreover, there also exists an integer f -solution

at optimality by letting fi = max{0,maxj∈V :x̂ij=1 {
∑
(u,v)∈E∪W wuvg

ij
uv}}, ∀i ∈ V (noting

by assumption that all w -values are positive integers), and thus Constraints 5–1h only

enforce f ≥ 0.
5.3.3 A Decomposition Approach for BDND

The approach we take in this chapter decomposes BMIP into two stages, and

employs cutting-plane algorithms for solving BDND. The master problem is given by

BDND-M: min
∑

(i ,j)∈W
cijqij + δη (5–2a)

s.t. η +mlq ≥ nl ∀l ∈ L (5–2b)

η ≥ η, q binary, (5–2c)

where η = minf
∑
i∈V fi is the minimum BD cost on G(q). Set L designates a set of valid

inequalities derived for the subproblem, where Ineq. l ∈ L has coefficients ml and nl .
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The inequalities in Constraints 5–2b must essentially replace the constraints in BMIP,

and must force η to take on the optimal BD objective function on G(q). We denote η as

the smallest broadcast cost that could be incurred for any choice of q. Note that η = 1 is

always valid, but a stronger bound can be obtained (in polynomial time for unweighted

graphs) by computing η as the optimal BD objective when all edges inW are added to

G .

As in a typical Benders decomposition setup, we will need to solve a subproblem to

generate Inequalities 5–2b. The idea is to relax Constraints 5–2b, and call the resulting

formulation the relaxed master problem (RMP). We then solve RMP and obtain an

optimal solution (q̄, η̄). The subproblem determines if the optimal BD objective on G(q̄)

matches η̄. If so, then (q̄, η̄) is optimal. Otherwise, an inequality is added to constraint

set 5–2b, the RMP is re-solved, and the process continues. The algorithm converges

if the inequalities in 5–2b must eventually force η to equal the optimal BD objective,

given q. In a traditional Benders algorithm, the subproblem is a linear program (or at

least a convex optimization problem) for which duality information can be obtained,

leading to inequalities that force the algorithm to converge.

However, no LP formulation is yet known as a function of q for either the unweighted

or weighted BDND. One potential starting point for our decomposition algorithm

considers the following MIP subproblem:

BDND-S(q̂): min
∑

i∈V
fi

s.t. Constraints 5–1b through 5–1h with q fixed to q̂.

While Benders inequalities cannot be obtained from BDND-S(q̂) due to the presence

of integer x-variables in the formulation, it is still possible to relax the subproblem and

generate valid inequalities based on the relaxation. Let λj , βi , γij , πiju , θij , and τ ijuv be the

dual variables associated with Constraints 5–1b, 5–1c, 5–1d, 5–1e, 5–1f, and 5–1g. The

dual formulation of the subproblem LP relaxation of BDND-S(q̂) is given as follows.
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D-BDND-S(q̂):

max
∑

j∈V
λj +

∑

i∈V

∑

j∈V , j 6=i
[γij + (UB+ 1)θij ] +

∑

(u,v)∈W
q̂uv

∑

i∈V

∑

j∈V , j 6=i
τ ijuv (5–4a)

s.t. λi − βi ≤ 0 ∀i ∈ V (5–4b)

λj + (UB+ 1)θij ≤ 0 ∀i , j ∈ V , i 6= j (5–4c)

βi −
∑

j∈V , j 6=i
θij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ V (5–4d)

γij − πijv + wivθij + τ ijiv ≤ 0 ∀i , j ∈ V , i 6= j , v ∈ A(i) (5–4e)

πiju − πijv + wuvθij + τ ijuv ≤ 0 ∀i , j ∈ V , i 6= j , u 6= i , j , (u, v) ∈ E ∪W (5–4f)

β ≥ 0, θ, τ ≤ 0, λ, γ, π unrestricted, (5–4g)

where τ ijuv ≡ 0 for all (u, v) ∈ E for notational convenience. Note that Constraints 5–4b,

5–4c, 5–4d, 5–4e, and 5–4f are dual constraints associated with primal variables xii ,

xij (i 6= j), fi , g ijiv (v ∈ A(i)), and g ijuv (u 6= i , j , (u, v) ∈ E ∪W ), respectively. At each

iteration, given a first-stage solution q̂, we solve D-BDND-S(q̂) to optimality, yielding an

optimal dual solution λ̂, β̂, γ̂, π̂, θ̂, and τ̂ . (An optimal dual solution must exist, because

the optimal primal objective is bounded between 0 and UB regardless of q, and hence

always has an optimal solution.) Noting that variables q only appear in the objective

function of D-BDND-S(q), we obtain the following Benders cut:

η −
∑

(u,v)∈W

(∑

i∈V

∑

j∈V , j 6=i
τ̂ ijuv

)
quv ≥

∑

j∈V
λ̂j +

∑

i∈V

∑

j∈V , j 6=i

[
γ̂ij + (UB+ 1)θ̂ij

]
. (5–5)

However, while cuts 5–5 are indeed valid, the use of these inequalities in a Benders

decomposition setting will only force η to converge to the optimal LP relaxation value of

BDND-S(q̂), not necessarily to the actual integer BD objective. Hence, these cuts may

be useful in early iterations of our decomposition approach, but must be augmented

with more inequalities for the algorithm to converge. We explore such inequalities in the

following sections.
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Remark 5.1. If Cut 5–5 is a “low-intensity cut,” i.e., if the cut contains few nonzero

coefficients of the q-variables, we may choose to apply a covering cut bundle (CCB)

generation strategy (Saharidis et al., 2010b). This strategy generates valid inequalities

that include more nonzero coefficients of the q-variables, and has been shown to

accelerate the convergence of the Benders decomposition approach when the

subproblems are continuous. The CCB procedure is summarized as follows in the

context of BDND. First, a variable quv is defined to be T -covered in a Benders cut of the

form 5–5 if the magnitude of its coefficient obeys
∣∣∣∣∣

(∑

i∈V

∑

j∈V , j 6=i
τ̂ ijuv

)∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ TMax(u,v)∈W

∣∣∣∣∣

(∑

i∈V

∑

j∈V , j 6=i
τ̂ ijuv

)∣∣∣∣∣,

where T is a given parameter from interval [0, 1]. A set of cuts are called T -CCB if every

variable quv is T -covered at least in one cut in a bundle. Thus, in lieu of generating

a single cut 5–5 in every iteration, we could accumulate a set of Benders cuts by

examining the T -covered property of every q-variable in the previously generated cuts.

If some quv is not T -covered, we impose bounds on its corresponding τuv -variables

and re-compute D-BDND-S(q̂), yielding alternative cuts in which quv is T -covered. We

repeat this process until either a T -CCB is generated, or the number of bundle cuts

generated exceeds a given maximum number. The efficacy of performing CCB in the

early phase of our computation, while cuts of the form 5–5 are still being generated, will

be demonstrated in Section 5.6.

5.4 BDND Inequalities for Unweighted Graphs

Consider an RMP in which only a certain subset of Inequalities 5–2b are present,

and suppose that we have obtained an optimal RMP solution q̂. Define Q̂b = {(i , j) ∈
W : q̂ij = b}, for b ∈ {0, 1}. Denote z(Q̂) as the optimal BD cost on G(V ,E ∪ Q̂). We

aim to derive values αij(Q̂
1) ≥ 0 such that

z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) ≥ z(Q̂1)−
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c
αij(Q̂

1)
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holds true for any subsets Q̂1 ⊆ W and Q̂c ⊆ Q̂0, and therefore we can generate valid

inequalities 5–2b of the following form:

η ≥ z(Q̂1)−
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂0
min{αij(Q̂1), z(Q̂1)− η} qij , (5–6)

where (z(Q̂1) − η) are essentially coefficients given by the Laporte-Louveaux (LL)

inequality (Laporte & Louveaux, 1993). Inequality 5–6 is stronger than the LL inequality

when αij(Q̂
1) < (z(Q̂1)− η) for some (i , j) ∈ Q̂0.

Remark 5.2. Note that Inequality 5–6 is not generally valid when αij(Q̂
1) = z(Q̂1) −

z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)), ∀(i , j) ∈ Q̂0.

Figure 5-3. Illustration of invalid cut coefficients.

Consider the unweighted graph given in Figure 5-3 in which |Q̂c | = 2, where the

solid lines represent edges (E ∪ Q̂1) and the dashed lines represent the edges in Q̂c .

The cost z(Q̂1) = 3 by letting f1 = f4 = f7 = 1, and fi = 0 for all other nodes i .

Adding either edge (4, 10) or (7, 10) to the graph, the optimal objective function value

stays unchanged. However, if we add both (4, 10) and (7, 10), the optimal BD cost

z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) = 2 with f10 = 2, and fi = 0 for all other nodes i , and z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) = 2 < 3 =

z(Q̂1)− 0− 0. 2

The remainder of this section discusses two methods for calculating valid α-values

in Inequality 5–6, which we obtain from an optimal BD solution on G(Q̂1).
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5.4.1 Cuts Generated by Conservative Coefficient Estimation

We begin by stating the following lemma, which establishes a general upper bound

for α-values.

Lemma 7. Given an unweighted and undirected graph G(V ,E), and edges Q̂1 con-

structed in the first-stage BDND solution, the following inequality

z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) ≥ min
{
z(Q̂1)− 1,

⌊
(z(Q̂1)/2

⌋
+ 1

}
(5–7)

is valid for any (i , j) ∈ Q̂0.

Proof. Let fk be an integer power value at node k in any efficient feasible BD solution

f on graph G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1). At each node k ∈ V , let vk be the center node of the ball

covering node k (i.e., the node having a positive power value in the ball containing k),

and define pk = fvk − dvkk as the potential associated with each node k ∈ V . (Hence, if

fk ≥ 1, then pk = fk .)

Considering a graph G ′(V ,E ∪ Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) constructed by adding edge (i , j) ∈ Q̂0 to

G , we denote p′k and f ′k , ∀k ∈ V , as the respective potentials and power assignments in

an optimal BD solution on G ′. Next, we show how to recover a feasible solution (f , p) to

G from solution (f ′, p′) by analyzing the following cases.

• If nodes i and j are covered by different center nodes (i.e., vi 6= vj ) in the solution
f ′, then by letting fk = f ′k , ∀k ∈ V , f remains feasible to G , and thus z(Q̂1∪ (i , j)) =∑
k∈V f

′
k =

∑
k∈V fk ≥ z(Q̂1). (In fact, since E ∪ Q̂1 ⊂ E ∪ Q̂1 ∪ (i , j), this implies

that z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) = z(Q̂1).)

• If node i and node j are covered by a common node v ∈ V in the solution f ′ for G ′

(i.e., v = vi = vj ), then we consider the following two situations.

1. In G ′, if there exists a shortest path from v to i that does not contain node j ,
and a shortest path from v to j that does not contain i , then the same logic in
the first case shows that z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) = z(Q̂1).

2. Now suppose that edge (i , j) belongs to a shortest path in G ′ from v to some
node l in B(v , f ′v ). Without loss of generality, we assume p′i = p

′
j + 1, and thus

f ′j = 0. (Note that v and i could be the same node). After deleting (i , j), we
will not necessarily be able to cover nodes j through l on this shortest path by
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simply using f ′. First, we assume that p′j > 0. Letting fk = f ′k , ∀k ∈ V , k 6= j
and fj = p′j > 0, we obtain a feasible solution to G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1) because we
set fj the same as the previous potential at node j . Therefore, there exists a
feasible BD solution on G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1) having objective value

z(Q̂1)feas =
∑

k∈V
f ′k + p

′
j = z(Q̂

1 ∪ (i , j)) + p′j .

The optimal BD objective over Q̂1 is then bounded as:

z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1)feas = z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) + p′j = z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) + p′i − 1
≤ z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) + z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j))− 1. (5–8)

The last inequality holds true because p′i ≤ z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) =
∑
k∈V f

′
k .

Based on valid inequality 5–8 and the integrality of z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)), we have
z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) ≥ d(z(Q̂1) + 1)/2e = bz(Q̂1)/2c+ 1.
Otherwise, if p′j = 0, then we can obtain a feasible solution on G by letting
fk = f

′
k , ∀k ∈ V , k 6= j , and fj = 1. Thus, we have

z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1)feas = z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) + fj ⇒ z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) ≥ z(Q̂1)− 1.

Summarizing all cases above, the following inequality holds true:

z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) ≥ min
{
z(Q̂1), z(Q̂1)− 1,

⌊
z(Q̂1)/2

⌋
+ 1

}

= min
{
z(Q̂1)− 1,

⌊
z(Q̂1)/2

⌋
+ 1

}
.

This completes the proof.

We propose a valid inequality based on Lemma 7 in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. For any subset Q̂1 ⊆W , and for any Q̂c ⊆ Q̂0, we have

z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) ≥ z(Q̂1)−
(
max

{
1,

⌈
z(Q̂1)/2

⌉
− 1

})
|Q̂c |, (5–9a)

and therefore

η ≥ z(Q̂1)−
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂0

(
max

{
1,

⌈
z(Q̂1)/2

⌉
− 1

})
qij (5–9b)

is valid to Formulation 5–2.
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Proof. When |Q̂c | = 1, Inequality 5–9a is true due to Lemma 7. Also, note that Inequality

5–9a must hold true if |Q̂c | ≥ 3 or |Q̂c | = 2 with z(Q̂1) being odd, because the

right-hand-side becomes less than or equal to 1 in those cases, and because η ≥ 1 in

any feasible solution.

Now, suppose that |Q̂c | = 2 with z(Q̂1) being even. Note that dz(Q̂1)/2e − 1 = 0
when z(Q̂1) = 2, and so max{1, dz(Q̂1)/2e− 1} = 1. Hence, if z(Q̂1) = 2, then Inequality

5–9a is implied by the bound η ≥ 1 when |Q̂c | ≥ 1 in this case. Otherwise, if z(Q̂1) is

an even number greater than 2, then the right-hand-side of Inequality 5–9a becomes 2

when |Q̂c | = 2. Given that z(Q̂1) ≥ 4, it is impossible for z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) to be 1 after adding

the two edges in Q̂c (Figure 5-4).

A z(Q̂1) = 3 B z(Q̂1) = 2

Figure 5-4. Examples of possible z(Q̂1)-values, given z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) = 1, |Q̂c | = 2, and
shadowed nodes having broadcast powers of 1. A) Case of z(Q̂1) = 3. B)
Case of z(Q̂1) = 2.

To see this, note that an optimal BD value of 1 is possible only when one node is

adjacent to all other nodes in the graph. By deleting two edges in Q̂c , at most two nodes

(say, j1 and j2) are now not adjacent to i . Then a feasible BD solution would exist with

fi = fj1 = fj2 = 1, contradicting the assumption of z(Q̂1) ≥ 4. This completes the

proof.
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5.4.2 Cuts Generated by Using a Modified Feasible BD Solution

Now we propose an alternative way of computing valid α-coefficients in Cut 5–6.

Recall that dij is the length of a shortest path between any node i and node j on G (with

no edges added fromW ), where dij = ∞ if no path connects i and j in G . We first

establish the following lemma.

Lemma 8. Given an unweighted and undirected graph G(V ,E), and edges Q̂1 con-

structed in the first stage, the following inequality

z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) ≥ z(Q̂1)− bdij/2c (5–10)

is valid for any (i , j) ∈ Q̂0.

Proof. The lemma is trivially true if dij = ∞; hence, we focus on the case in which

dij < ∞. We refer to the proof of Lemma 7 for the definitions of fk , pk and f ′k , p
′
k for all

k ∈ V . We next show how to recover a feasible BD solution (f , p) on G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1) from

an optimal BD solution (f ′, p′) on G ′(V ,E ∪ Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)).
In Cases 1 and 2a, as defined in the proof of Lemma 7, z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) = z(Q̂1) by

letting f = f ′. Now consider Case 2b, for which we assume that node i and node j are

covered by a center node v through a shortest path ρ = v − · · · − i − j , and p′i = p
′
j + 1.

We show how to rebuild a BD by modifying power assignments.

Denote ρ as the walk given by ρ, but where edge (i , j) is replaced by a shortest path

from i to j in G . Note that ρ is given by four segments (some of which might be empty):

• Segment 1: A path from v to some node w

• Segment 2: A path from w to node i

• Segment 3: A path from node i back to w using the opposite route of Segment 2

• Segment 4: A path from w to j ,

where the edges used in Segments 1, 2, and 4 are distinct. Let el denote the number

of edges in Segment l = 1, ... , 4. Figure 5-5 illustrates a shortest path example and its
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four segments. Observe that the shortest path from i to j in G uses the path given by

Segments 3 and 4, and so dij = e3 + e4. After edge (i , j) is deleted, the potential change

at node j is at least e2 + 1− e4.

Figure 5-5. Illustration of the definition of the four segments, where Segment 1 is path
v–w , Segment 2 is path w–1–i , Segment 3 is path i–1–w , and Segment 4 is
path w–2–3–4–5–6–j (with e1 = 1, e2 = e3 = 2, and e4 = 6).

Let v ∗ be the terminal node that is bdij/2c edges away from node v on ρ. Now

suppose that the center node moves one edge at a time on ρ. When the center moves

on an edge in Segment 1, the potential at node j increases by 1. When the center

moves on an edge in Segment 2, it is actually moving farther from node j , which results

in a decrease of 1 in node j ’s potential. Moving the center on an edge in Segments 3

and 4 increase node j ’s potential by 1. Thus, the total change in node j ’s potential from

moving the center by bdij/2c edges to node v ∗ on ρ is thus at least bdij/2c − e2.
Letting fk = f ′k , ∀k ∈ V − {v , v ∗}, fv = 0, and fv∗ = f ′v + bdij/2c, the potentials at

nodes v and j are given as

pv ≥ fv∗ − bdij/2c = f ′v and

pj ≥ p′j + (e2 + 1− e4) + (bdij/2c − e2) + bdij/2c

= p′j + 1− e4 + 2 bdij/2c
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≥ p′j + 1− e4 + (e3 + e4 − 1) ≥ p′j ,

and the potentials at all other nodes either remain unchanged or are increased. Thus, f

is a feasible BD solution on G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1), with an objective value of

z(Q̂1)feas =
∑

k∈V \{v∗}
fk + fv∗ =

∑

k∈V
f ′k − f ′v + (f ′v + bdij/2c)

= z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) + bdij/2c ,

which yields the following inequality

z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1)feas = z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) + bdij/2c .

Thus, z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) ≥ min{z(Q̂1), z(Q̂1) − bdij/2c} = z(Q̂1) − bdij/2c, which completes

the proof.

Theorem 5.3. For any subset Q̂1 ⊆W , and for any Q̂c ⊆ Q̂0, we have

z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) ≥ z(Q̂1)−
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c
bdij/2c, (5–11a)

and therefore

η ≥ z(Q̂1)−
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂0
bdij/2c qij (5–11b)

is valid to Formulation 5–2.

Proof. When |Q̂c | = 1, Inequality 5–11a is true due to Lemma 8, and if dij =∞ for some

(i , j) ∈ Q̂c , then Inequality 5–11a trivially holds.

When |Q̂c | ≥ 2 and dij < ∞, ∀(i , j) ∈ Q̂c , we consider an optimal BD solution f ′ on

G ′(V ,E ∪ Q̂1∪ Q̂c) and its optimal objective value z(Q̂1∪ Q̂c), and show that there exists

a solution f on G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1) with objective z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) +∑
(i ,j)∈Q̂c bdij/2c.

We begin by decomposing the graph into the balls formed by f ′, which we assume

(without loss of generality) to be efficient. If ball B(v , f ′v ) (with f ′v > 0) does not contain

any pair of nodes i and j such that (i , j) ∈ Q̂c , then the solution given by f ′k for all k
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belonging to B(v , f ′v ) remains feasible over this ball when edges (i , j) ∈ Q̂c are removed

from the graph. If the ball contains exactly one such edge, then we can recover the

potentials at all nodes in the associated ball B(v , f ′v ) by retaining the same f ′-values if

(i , j) falls under Case 2a of Lemma 7, or by setting fv∗ = f ′v + bdij/2c and fk = 0 for all

other nodes k in B(v , f ′v ) if (i , j) falls under Case 2b of Lemma 7.

Now consider a ball B(v , f ′v ) containing multiple Case 2b edges (i1, j1), ... , (in, jn) ∈
Q̂c , where all Case 2a edges can again be ignored. Suppose that we create a shortest

path tree over this ball (using edges in E ∪ Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c ) from node v to all other nodes.

Edges (i1, j1), ... , (in, jn) are ordered such that p′ik = p
′
jk
+ 1, ∀k = 1, ... , n, and

p′ik ≥ p′ik+1, ∀k = 1, ... , n − 1. Let v ∗1 be the node that is bdi1j1/2c edges away from

v , on the walk from v to j1 that uses the path in the shortest path tree from v to j1, but

where edge (i1, j1) is replaced with the shortest path edges that connect i1 and j1 in G .

Then, sequentially let v ∗m be the node that is bdimjm/2c edges away from v ∗m−1 on the walk

from v ∗m−1 to jm that uses the edges in the shortest path tree given above, but replaces

all edges (i1, j1), ... , (im, jm) with their shortest paths in G (of lengths di1j1, ... , dimjm ,

respectively), for all m = 2, ... , n.

We first delete (i1, j1), and move the center node from v to v ∗1 by setting fv∗1 =

f ′v + bdi1j1/2c and fv = 0. Following the same arguments in Lemma 8, the potentials at

all nodes in B(v , f ′v ) are nondecreasing. We update the new ball as B(v ∗1 , fv∗1 ), and note

that it contains all nodes in B(v , f ′v ). Repeat the foregoing procedure for each (im, jm)

from m = 2 to n, in which we move the center node from v ∗m−1 to v ∗m. We build a feasible

BD solution as fv∗n = f
′
v +

∑n
m=1 bdimjm/2c and fk = 0 for all other nodes k in B(v ∗n , fv∗n ),

after deleting all edges (im, jm), m = 1, ... , n.

Because each deleted edge (i , j) across all of the balls results in an objective

increase of no more than bdij/2c, the objective function value z(Q̂1)feas corresponding to

solution f satisfies

z(Q̂1)feas ≤ z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) +
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c
bdij/2c. (5–12)
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We thus conclude that z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) ≥ z(Q̂1) − ∑
(i ,j)∈Q̂c bdij/2c (because z(Q̂1) ≤

z(Q̂1)feas) for any Q̂1 ⊆W , Q̂c ⊆ Q̂0, and thus 5–11b is a valid inequality to Formulation

5–2.

Theorem 5.4. Given an edge set Q̂1, a valid inequality 5–6 is generated by letting

αij

(
Q̂1

)
= min

{
max

{
1,

⌈
z(Q̂1)/2

⌉
− 1

}
, bdij/2c

}
, (5–13)

for all (i , j) ∈ Q̂0.

Proof. For any subset Q̂1 ⊆ W , and for any Q̂c ⊆ Q̂0, we consider an optimal BD

solution f ′ on G ′(V ,E ∪ Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) and its optimal objective value z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c). Our goal is

to show that there exists a solution f on G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1) with objective

z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) +
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c
αij(Q̂

1), (5–14)

given α-values in Theorem 5.4. First, when |Q̂c | = 1, the result is straightforward due to

Theorems 5.2 and 5.3.

When |Q̂c | ≥ 2 and dij < ∞, ∀(i , j) ∈ Q̂c , we only need to focus on edges in

Ẽ = {all Case 2b edges contained in Q̂c}. We partition Ẽ into two edge subsets Ã and

B̃, such that edge (i , j) ∈ Ẽ belongs to Ã if max{1, dz(Q̂1)/2e − 1} < bdij/2c, and belongs

to B̃ otherwise. We re-write Inequality 5–14 as

z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) ≥ z(Q̂1)−
∑

(i ,j)∈Ã
max

{
1,

⌈
z(Q̂1)

2

⌉
− 1

}
−

∑

(i ,j)∈B̃

⌊
dij
2

⌋
−

∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c\Ẽ
αij(Q̂

1)

= z(Q̂1)−max
{
1,

⌊
z(Q̂1)− 1
2

⌋}
|Ã| −

∑

(i ,j)∈B̃

⌊
dij
2

⌋
−

∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c\Ẽ
αij(Q̂

1).(5–15)

First, note that Inequality 5–15 must be true when |Ã| ≥ 2 by the same analysis in the

proof of Theorem 5.2, and Inequality 5–15 must be true if |Ã| = 0 by Theorem 5.3.

Thus, we study the case in which there is only one edge (i ′, j ′) in Ã. Now let fj ′ = 1

if 1 > b(z(Q̂1) − 1)/2c, and fj ′ = p′i ′ − 1 otherwise. In the latter case, following

the same argument in the proof of Lemma 7, the power increase is no more than
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b(z(Q̂1) − 1)/2c under the assumption that (i ′, j ′) is the only edge added. Hence,

fj ′ = p
′
i ′ − 1 ≤ b(z(Q̂1)− 1)/2c must be true after more edges in B̃ and Q̂c \ Ẽ are added

(because adding more edges potentially decreases BD cost z(Q̂1∪Q̂c) and the potential

p′i ′). We then implement the same procedures in the proof of Theorem 5.3 for all edges

in B̃ to maintain a feasible solution f revised from f ′. (The center node is unchanged

after the previous procedure for (i ′, j ′).) Finally, f has an objective value

z(Q̂1)feas ≤ z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) + max
{
1,

⌊
z(Q̂1)− 1
2

⌋}
+

∑

(i ,j)∈B̃

⌊
dij
2

⌋
,

and Inequality 5–15 is true because z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1)feas, and αij(Q̂
1) ≥ 0 for all other

edges (i , j) ∈ Q̂c \ Ẽ . This completes the proof.

5.5 BDND Inequalities for Weighted Graphs

To solve BDND on weighted graphs, we employ the same master problem BDND-M

and subproblem BDND-S(q̂). However, no polynomial-time algorithm is yet known for

computing an optimal BD on a weighted graph, and we solve the subproblem as a MIP

at each iteration. Moreover, we must adjust our analysis for identifying valid inequality

coefficients.

Given a first-stage solution q̂, first, Lemma 7 and Theorem 5.2 hold on weighted

graphs due to the assumption that wij ≥ 1, ∀(i , j) ∈ E ∪W . We tighten the coefficients in

Cut 5–9b by establishing the following results.

Lemma 9. Given a weighted and undirected graph G(V ,E), and Q̂1 ⊂ W (with

Q̂0 =W \ Q̂1), inequality

z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) ≥ min
{
z(Q̂1)− 1,

⌈
(z(Q̂1) + wij)/2

⌉}
(5–16)

is valid for any (i , j) ∈ Q̂0.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one for Lemma 7, with the modification of p′i = p
′
j + wij

in Case 2b.
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Theorem 5.5. For any subset Q̂1 ⊆W , and for any Q̂c ⊆ Q̂0, we have

z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) ≥ z(Q̂1)−
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c

(
max

{
1,

⌊
(z(Q̂1)− wij)/2

⌋})
, (5–17a)

and therefore

η ≥ z(Q̂1)−
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂0

(
max

{
1,

⌊
(z(Q̂1)− wij)/2

⌋})
qij (5–17b)

is valid to Formulation 5–2.

Proof. Consider an optimal BD solution f ′ on G ′(V ,E ∪ Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) and its optimal

objective value z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c). Let Ẽ be the set of all Case 2b edges contained in Q̂c , and

let p′i = p
′
j + wij , ∀(i , j) ∈ Ẽ . If |Ẽ | ≤ 1, then Constraints 5–17a (and 5–17b) follow by

noticing that edges in Q̂c \ {Ẽ} can be ignored, and by applying Lemma 9 if |Ẽ | = 1.
Hence, we focus on the case in which |Ẽ | ≥ 2.

We partition Ẽ into two subsets, denoted as E 1 and E 0, such that p′j > 0 for all

(i , j) ∈ E 1 and p′j = 0 for all (i , j) ∈ E 0. After deleting all edges in Ẽ , we construct f by

letting fj = p′j = p
′
i − wij , ∀j : (i , j) ∈ E 1, and by letting fj = 1, ∀j : (i , j) ∈ E 0. Also, let

fv = f
′
v at all other nodes v in V . By using the same analysis in the proof of Lemma 9, f

is a feasible BD, and has an objective value of z(Q̂1)feas such that

z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1)feas = z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) + |E 0|+
∑

(i ,j)∈E1
(p′i − wij)

≤ |E 0|+ (1 + |E 1|)z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c)−
∑

(i ,j)∈E1
wij ,

because z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) ≥ f ′vi ≥ p′i , ∀i : (i , j) ∈ E 1. This inequality yields

(1 + |E 1|)z(Q̂1) ≤ |E 0|+ (1 + |E 1|)z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) +
∑

(i ,j)∈E1

(
z(Q̂1)− wij

)
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by adding |E 1|z(Q̂1) on both sides of the inequality. Recalling our assumption of

|E 0|+ |E 1| ≥ 2, we have:

(1 + |E 1|)z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) ≥ (1 + |E 1|)z(Q̂1)− |E 0| −
∑

(i ,j)∈E1

(
z(Q̂1)− wij

)

z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) ≥ z(Q̂1)− |E 0|
1 + |E 1| −

∑

(i ,j)∈E1

z(Q̂1)− wij
1 + |E 1| (5–18a)

≥ z(Q̂1)− |E 0| −
∑

(i ,j)∈E1

⌊
z(Q̂1)− wij

2

⌋
(5–18b)

≥ z(Q̂1)−
∑

(i ,j)∈Ẽ

(
max

{
1,

⌊
z(Q̂1)− wij

2

⌋})

≥ z(Q̂1)−
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c

(
max

{
1,

⌊
z(Q̂1)− wij

2

⌋})
.

We justify the step from Constraint 5–18a to Constraint 5–18b as follows. Observe that

|E 0| ≥ |E 0|/(1 + |E 1|), and b(z(Q̂1)− wij)/2c ≥ (z(Q̂1)− wij)/(1 + |E 1|) for all (i , j) ∈ E 1

when |E 1| ≥ 2. Hence, Inequality 5–18b is true when |E 1| ≥ 2 or when |E 1| = 0. When

|E 1| = 1 (and so |E 0| ≥ 1), then letting E 1 = {(u, v)}, we have that
(
|E 0|+

⌊
z(Q̂1)− wuv

2

⌋)
−

(
|E 0|
2
+
z(Q̂1)− wuv

2

)

=

(
|E 0| − |E 0|

2

)
−

(
z(Q̂1)− wuv

2
−

⌊
z(Q̂1)− wuv

2

⌋)

≥ 1

2
(1− 1) = 0,

and so Inequality 5–18b holds true in this case as well. This completes the proof.

Next, we derive another valid lower bound analogous to the one in Lemma 8.

Lemma 10. Given a weighted and undirected graph G(V ,E), edge (i , j) ∈ W , and set

Q̂1 ⊆ W \ (i , j), suppose that a center node vj covers j through some shortest path

over G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1) consisting of nodes Pvj j in an optimal BD solution. Let sij be the

shortest distance between nodes i and j in G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1), for all i , j ∈ V , i 6= j . Define
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Cvj j = {k ∈ Pvj j − {vj , j} : 2svjk ≥ dij − wij}. The following inequality is valid:

z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) ≥ z(Q̂1)−min
{
min
k∈Cvj j

{
svjk

}
, (dij − wij)

}
, (5–19)

where mink∈Cvj j{svjk} =∞ if Cvj j = ∅.

Proof. Recall that fk and pk are respectively the power assignment and the potential at

node k in a feasible BD solution on G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1), for all k ∈ V , and f ′ and p′ correspond

to an optimal BD solution on G ′(V ,E ∪ Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)). Next, we show how to recover (f , p)

from (f ′, p′).

Let vl be a node designated to cover node l in a BD solution, and let Pvl l be nodes

in the corresponding covering path. First, if vi 6= vj (Case 1 in the proof of Lemma 7), or

if vi = vj but nodes i and j are covered by two different paths (Case 2a in the proof of

Lemma 7), then z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) = z(Q̂1) by letting fk = f ′k , ∀k ∈ V .

Now consider the case in which nodes i and j are covered by the same node

v = vi = vj through path v − · · · − i − j such that p′j = p
′
i − wij , i.e., Case 2b in the proof

of Lemma 7. (Note that duv > wuv , ∀(u, v) ∈ W , by assumption; otherwise the deletion

of edge (i , j) will not affect the objective value, and we can let fk = f ′k , ∀k ∈ V .) After

deleting edge (i , j), the potential at node j decreases by at most p′i−dij ≤ p′i−wij . Letting

fk = f
′
k for all other nodes k ∈ V , k 6∈ Pvj , we modify the remaining f ′-values as follows.

Note that we can always set fv = f ′ + (dij − wij) if dij < ∞, such that pj is also

increased by at least (dij − wij) (if Segments 2 and 3 do not exist in the covering path,

the potential at node j is increased by exactly (dij − wij)), yielding a feasible BD on

G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1). Alternatively, consider a node k ∈ Cvj , as illustrated by Figure 5-6.

(However, a shortest path between nodes i and j can share some common edges with

the path from v to i , forming Segments 2 and 3 as we illustrate in Figure 5-5. We revise

the definition of el as the sum of all edge weights associated with Segment l = 1, ... , 4.)

Now let fk = f ′v + svk , fv = 0, and fl = f ′l for all other nodes l ∈ Pvj , yielding

pv ≥ fk − svk = f ′v . Because pv ≥ f ′v , all nodes in B(v , fv), except perhaps for those
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Figure 5-6. Example of Cvj = {c , i} given 2svi > 2svc > dij −wij = 15− 2 = 13.

previously covered by a path that includes (i , j), are still covered in the revised solution.

To verify that node k covers the remaining nodes in this ball, we need to verify that

pj ≥ p′j . After removing edge (i , j) from the graph, if we retain solution f ′, the potential at

node j is at least p′j + (e2 − e4 + wij). Because node k is on a shortest path from v to j

using edges in E ∪ Q̂1, by replacing the broadcast power of f ′v at node v with f ′v + svk at

node k , the potential at node j increases by at least svk + (svk − e2). Hence,

pj ≥ p′j + (e2 − e4 + wij) + (svk + (svk − e2)) ≥ p′j − dij + wij + 2svk ≥ p′j ,

because dij = e3 + e4 ≥ e4 and then 2svk ≥ dij − wij . Thus, all nodes in the ball are

covered in the revised solution. The process of obtaining a revised solution is illustrated

in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-7. Illustration of a revised BD solution f by moving and increasing the power
from v to c ∈ Cvj when edge (i , j) is deleted.
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The corresponding BD solution on G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1) has an objective value

z(Q̂1)feas =
∑

i∈V , i 6=k
fi + fk =

∑

i∈V
f ′i − f ′v + (f ′v + svk)

= z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) + svk . (5–20)

By examining the best of all possible feasible solutions shown in this proof, the following

inequality

z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1)feas = z(Q̂1 ∪ (i , j)) + min
{
min
k∈Cvj

{svk} , (dij − wij)
}

(5–21)

is valid for any (i , j) ∈ Q̂0. This completes the proof.

According to Lemma 10, we prescribe a class of valid inequalities 5–6 for the

weighted BDND.

Theorem 5.6. For any subset Q̂1 ⊂W , nonempty subset Q̂c ⊆ Q̂0, and (i∗, j∗) ∈ Q̂c , we

have

z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) ≥ z(Q̂1)−min
{
min
k∈Cvj∗ j∗

{
svj∗k

}
, (di∗j∗ − wi∗j∗)

}
−

∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c−{(i∗,j∗)}
(dij − wij),

(5–22a)

where sij is the shortest distance between any pair of nodes i and j on G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1).
Therefore,

η ≥ z(Q̂1)−min
{
min
k∈Cvj∗ j∗

{
svj∗k

}
, (di∗j∗ − wi∗j∗)

}
qi∗j∗−

∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂0−{(i∗,j∗)}
(dij − wij)qij (5–22b)

is valid to Formulation 5–2 for any edge (i∗, j∗) in Q̂0.

Proof. When |Q̂c | = 1, Inequality 5–22a is true due to Lemma 10, regardless of whether

Q̂c = {(i∗, j∗)}. Hence, we examine the case of |Q̂c | ≥ 2. Consider an optimal BD

solution f ′ on G ′(V ,E ∪ Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) and its optimal objective value z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c). We show
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that there exists a solution f on G(V ,E ∪ Q̂1) whose objective

z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) + min
{
min
k∈Cvj∗ j∗

{
svj∗k

}
, (di∗j∗ − wi∗j∗)

}
+

∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c−{(i∗,j∗)}
(dij − wij),

(5–23)

for any edge (i∗, j∗) in Q̂c .

Recall that Ẽ represents the edge subset that consists of all Case 2b edges in Q̂c . If

Ẽ = ∅, then z(Q̂1) = z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) by letting fk = f ′k , ∀k ∈ V , and Inequality 5–23 clearly

holds true.

Otherwise, if Ẽ 6= ∅, we decompose the graph into the balls formed by f ′, and

recover a solution such that every node in ball B(v , f ′v ) is covered by a node in the same

ball, for all v ∈ Vf ′. (Note that f ′ needs not be efficient in the weighted case.) We create

a shortest path tree T (using edges E ∪ Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c ) over each ball B(v , f ′v ), ∀v ∈ Vf ′,
from node v to all other nodes, and analyze the following two cases. First, we consider

the case in which (i∗, j∗) 6∈ Ẽ . To recover node potentials after the deletion of every

edge (i , j) ∈ Ẽ , we then increase the modified power at node vj by (dij − wij) for all

(i , j) ∈ Ẽ . (Note that we might increase the power at some node multiple times if it

covers multiple Case 2b edges in its ball.) Letting fk = f ′k for all other nodes k ∈ V ,

solution f yields a feasible BD cost

z(Q̂1)feas = z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) +
∑

(i ,j)∈Ẽ
(dij − wij)

≤ z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) +
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c−{(i∗j∗)}
(dij − wij) + min

{
min
k∈Cvj∗ j∗

{
svj∗k

}
, (di∗j∗ − wi∗j∗)

}
,

and so Theorem 5.6 holds in this case.

Now consider the case in which (i∗, j∗) ∈ Ẽ . If mink∈Cvj∗ j∗{svj∗k} ≥ (di∗j∗ − wi∗j∗),
then the theorem holds by the same analysis when (i∗, j∗) 6∈ Ẽ . Otherwise, suppose

that ball B(v , f ′v ) contains a total of n Case 2b edges, denoted as (i1, j1), ... , (in, jn),

where (i∗, j∗) = (i1, j1) without loss of generality. Increase the power at node v by
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setting f ′′v = f ′v +
∑n
m=2 (dimjm − wimjm). With this revised power, all nodes in B(v , f ′v )

are now covered by node v , except for any node l such that the path from v to l in

T uses edge (i∗, j∗). To guarantee that all such nodes are also covered, we select

k∗ ∈ argmink∈Cvj1 {svk} on a shortest path from v to j1 over edges in E ∪ Q̂1. Now, set

fv = 0, fk∗ = f
′′
v + svk∗, and fk = 0 for all other nodes k in the ball. Then, by the same

argument presented in the proof of Lemma 10, fk∗ covers all nodes in B(v , f ′v ). For all

other balls B(v , f ′v ), we again set fv to f ′v +
∑
(i ,j)∈B(v ,f ′v )∩Ẽ (dij − wij) as necessary for all

Case 2b edges contained in B(v , f ′v ). The foregoing procedure yields a feasible BD cost

z(Q̂1)feas ≤ z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) + svk∗ +
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c−{(i∗,j∗)}
(dij − wij).

Because z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1)feas, Inequality 5–22a holds in both of the cases discussed

above, and this completes the proof.

Note that given a first-stage decision q̂, a series of inequalities 5–22b can be

generated by picking different edges (i∗, j∗) in Q̂0.

Theorem 5.7. In valid inequalities 5–6 for solving the weighted BDND, we have that

αi∗j∗(Q̂
1) = min

{
max

{
1,

⌊
(z(Q̂1)− wij)/2

⌋}
, min

{
min
k∈Cvj∗ j∗

{
svj∗k

}
, (di∗j∗ − wi∗j∗)

}}
,

(5–24)

for a designated edge (i∗, j∗) ∈ Q̂0, and

αij(Q̂
1) = min

{
max

{
1,

⌊
(z(Q̂1)− wij)/2

⌋}
, (dij − wij)

}
, (5–25)

for (i , j) ∈ Q̂0 − {i∗, j∗}.

Proof. We again show that Inequality 5–14 holds for the weighted graphs, given

α-values in Theorem 5.7. Similarly, when |Q̂c | = 1, the result is true due to Theorems

5.5 and 5.6.

When |Q̂c | ≥ 2 and dij < ∞, ∀(i , j) ∈ Q̂c , we again focus on all Case 2b edges in

Ẽ ⊆ Q̂c , and partition the set into two edge subsets Ã and B̃, such that αij(Q̂
1) takes the
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value proposed by Theorem 5.5 for all (i , j) ∈ Ã, and the value proposed by Theorems

5.6 for all (i , j) ∈ B̃. Note that Ã consists of two subsets E 1 and E 0, defined as in the

proof of Theorem 5.5. We first revise powers on nodes that are adjacent to edges in Ã

by executing the same procedures in the proof of Theorem 5.5, and then revise powers

on nodes that are adjacent to edges in B̃ using the procedures in Theorem 5.6. (Note

that all power modification procedures in Theorem 5.5 only increase fj , but do not move

the center node v in each ball B(v , f ′v ); this allows us to perform procedures in Theorem

5.6 on top of the revised solution obtained from Theorem 5.5.) By the same analysis

in the proofs of both theorems, we obtain a feasible BD solution f having an objective

value

z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1)feas = z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) + |E 0|+
∑

(i ,j)∈E1
(p′i − wij) +

∑

(i ,j)∈B̃
(dij − wij).

(For notation convenience, we present (dij − wij) for all edges (i , j) ∈ B̃. This term needs

to be adjusted if the designated edge (i∗, j∗) is in B̃. We refer readers to Theorem 5.6 for

details.)

Now examine Inequalities 5–18a and 5–18b in the proof of Theorem 5.5. Both

of the inequalities hold after we respectively add −∑
(i ,j)∈B̃ (dij − wij)/(1 + |E 1|) and

−∑
(i ,j)∈B̃ (dij − wij) on the right-hand-sides. (Inequality 5–18b is true because 1/(1 +

|E 1|) ≤ 1, ∀|E 1| ≥ 0, dij − wij > 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ B̃, and the same analysis for other

aspects in the proof of Theorem 5.6.) By adding −αij(Q̂
1) for all (i , j) ∈ Q̂c \ {Ẽ} on the

right-hand-side, we preserve the validity of the inequality, and thus

z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1)feas ≤ z(Q̂1 ∪ Q̂c) +
∑

(i ,j)∈Q̂c
αij(Q̂

1),

for the given α-values. This completes the proof.

Remark 5.3. Note that the α-values in Theorem 5.7 are expensive to compute, because

we need to solve problem BDND-S(q̂) as a MIP in the weighted case in order to
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find z(Q̂1). Denote z(Q̂) as a lower bound value of an optimal BD objective (e.g.,

obtained by solving the LP relaxation of BDND-S(q̂)). Alternative valid inequalities

can be generated by replacing z(Q̂1) with z(Q̂1) in Cut 5–6, and by using z(Q̂1) to

compute the corresponding αij(Q̂
1) in Theorem 5.7. These cuts are also valid because

z(Q̂1) ≤ z(Q̂1), but will not generally be sufficient to force the decomposition algorithm

to converge.

5.6 Computational Results

In this section, we discuss computational results of solving BDND on randomly

generated graph instances. We tested the MIP model and decomposition approach on

45 undirected graphs for both unweighted and weighted cases, comprising fifteen 15-,

30-, and 45-node instances. We further classify all instances into sparse, medium, and

dense instances, referred to as “|V |-s-l ,” “|V |-m-l ,” and “|V |-d-l ,” respectively. Here, |V |
represents the node cardinality and l = 1, ... , 5 is the instance number of each graph

type. We generate each instance as a connected undirected graph by implementing the

following procedures. We first pre-assign a degree range for each type, denoting the

minimum and maximum degrees of each node allowed in the graph generation process.

Table 5-1 provides the degree ranges we used and the range of the number of

edges contained in each graph type over all l = 1, ... , 5. For instance, among all five

15-node sparse graph instances, we require that each node is connected to at least

two, and at most five, other nodes, and the number of edges generated varies from 27

to 32. Our random graph generation procedure begins by initializing E = ∅, and then

in a loop, randomly generates two nodes i , j ∈ V , where (i , j) 6∈ E , and the degrees

of both i and j are less than the maximum degree. We add edge (i , j) to the graph, and

repeat this procedure until the degrees of all nodes lie within the degree range. After this

initial phase, if the graph is not yet connected, we randomly connect node pairs from two

different components until a connected graph is obtained. For each edge (i , j) ∈ E in a

weighted instance, we also randomly generate an edge distance by uniformly selecting
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an integer from {1, 2, 3, 4}. LetW = {(i , j) | i , j ∈ V , i 6= j} \ E . We generate a link

construction cost cij , ∀(i , j) ∈ W from a uniform distribution over the interval [0.1, 0.3]

for all unweighted graph instances, and over the interval [0.2, 0.8] for all weighted graph

instances.

Table 5-1. Test instances.

|V | Degree ranges Range of |E | for each density type
s m d s m d

15 2–5 4–8 6–13 [27, 32] [46, 52] [67, 80]
30 2–6 5–10 7–15 [53, 58] [87, 96] [154, 158]
45 2–8 5–12 12–24 [109, 126] [179, 190] [398, 434]

We then solve BDND for both unweighted and weighted cases by using the

BMIP formulation 5–1 and by our proposed decomposition approach. We employ

Benders cuts 5–5 at early iterations of our decomposition approach, and later change

to optimality cuts 5–6, whose coefficients are stated by Theorem 5.4 for the unweighted

case and by Theorem 5.7 for the weighted case. All MIP models and decomposition

algorithms were implemeted using CPLEX 11.0 via ILOG Concert Technology 2.5. We

perform all computations on a Dell PowerEdge 2600 UNIX machine with two Pentium

4 3.2 GHz (1M Cache) processors, 6.0 GB memory, and Red Hat Version 5.0 installed.

We report computational times in CPU seconds, and allow a one-hour (3600 seconds)

time limit.

We first examine the computational efficacy of using different criteria to change

from Benders cuts to optimality cuts. At the end of each Benders iteration, we compute

the gap between the optimal objective values of the master problem and the current

subproblem, and change to optimality cuts if either (i) the gap is less than a pre-given

threshold ε or (ii) we have generated more than 50 Benders cuts. Letting ε = 30%, 20%,

and 10%, we report the results for solving BDND on the first instance of each graph

type in Table 5-2. Columns # Cuts give the number of Benders cuts generated before

the gap becomes less than the specified value of ε, and columns CPU state the CPU
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seconds for solving BDND to optimality given the corresponding threshold ε. We report

LIMIT on instances that could not be solved to optimality within the one-hour time limit.

Table 5-2. Number of cuts generated and CPU time required as the cut-switching
threshold parameter takes values of ε = 30%, 20%, and 10%.

ε = 30% ε = 20% ε = 10%
Instance # Cuts CPU # Cuts CPU # Cuts CPU

Unweighted

15-s-1 12 21.14 17 16.73 26 19.62
15-m-1 6 19.08 11 14.92 20 15.16
15-d-1 4 2.49 5 1.34 7 1.72
30-s-1 21 78.65 25 67.92 29 73.96
30-m-1 15 62.72 19 59.93 25 57.25
30-d-1 7 64.30 14 56.80 23 61.02
45-s-1 27 379.65 32 342.85 39 344.60
45-m-1 18 267.91 25 276.90 35 279.48
45-d-1 10 130.99 17 114.81 26 125.82

Weighted

15-s-1 21 204.38 25 145.90 31 137.95
15-m-1 14 72.56 17 49.72 24 52.88
15-d-1 9 27.62 13 19.50 18 17.62
30-s-1 32 496.03 42 537.24 > 50 541.59
30-m-1 25 227.59 33 188.91 44 167.41
30-d-1 19 84.42 26 69.36 37 78.24
45-s-1 > 50 LIMIT > 50 LIMIT > 50 LIMIT
45-m-1 > 50 1739.25 > 50 1416.93 > 50 1483.06
45-d-1 35 376.96 47 334.25 > 50 295.78

In general, our approaches perform the best in terms of CPU times when ε = 20%.

As predicted, more Benders cuts are needed to improve the gap from 20% to 10% than

from 30% to 20%, verifying that the Benders approach tends to be more effective at

early iterations. Also, for the same threshold value ε, we need to execute more Benders

iterations before changing to optimality cuts if (i) the graph is sparser; (ii) the number of

nodes in the graph is larger; or (iii) the graph is weighted. This behavior occurs because

the LP dual relaxations are relatively weaker compared with the exact MIP formulations

in these cases. The CPU times decrease as we decrease ε, but then increase as we

continue to decrease ε after a certain value (e.g., 20% for most instances). This is due

to the observation that when ε is smaller, we potentially reduce the CPU time by using a
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better incumbent q̂ for computing the optimality cuts; however, the saved time is offset by

the time required to close the gap using Benders cuts when the given ε is too small.

Next, we use ε = 20% and no more than 50 Benders iterations to test our hybrid

cutting-plane algorithms on all instances. Tables 5-3 and 5-4 compare CPU times

between the MIP models and the decomposition approaches for solving BDND on

unweighted and weighted 15-, 30-, and 45-node instances (stated in the “2-Stage”

columns in these tables). For any instances that are not solved within the time limit, we

report the optimality gaps (in percentage) instead of the CPU seconds.

Table 5-3. CPU times or solution gaps for solving the unweighted BDND as a monolithic
MIP or a 2-stage decomposition model.

Instance MIP 2-Stage Instance MIP 2-Stage Instance MIP 2-Stage

15-s-1 10.46% 16.73 30-s-1 33.23% 67.92 45-s-1 51.28% 342.85
15-s-2 7.31% 12.46 30-s-2 33.63% 79.07 45-s-2 52.36% 402.16
15-s-3 9.04% 17.82 30-s-3 35.01% 89.68 45-s-3 49.57% 385.72
15-s-4 9.52% 18.34 30-s-4 32.69% 71.36 45-s-4 51.41% 321.03
15-s-5 8.77% 11.99 30-s-5 33.17% 90.52 45-s-5 50.56% 370.31
15-m-1 1534.05 14.92 30-m-1 24.32% 59.93 45-m-1 43.26% 276.90
15-m-2 1331.24 10.21 30-m-2 24.09% 62.27 45-m-2 44.71% 195.73
15-m-3 1269.41 16.71 30-m-3 24.72% 55.12 45-m-3 43.66% 178.90
15-m-4 1482.73 13.57 30-m-4 23.86% 54.39 45-m-4 45.92% 205.28
15-m-5 1400.96 10.22 30-m-5 24.15% 64.26 45-m-5 41.84% 184.25
15-d-1 303.97 1.34 30-d-1 14.38% 56.80 45-d-1 29.35% 114.81
15-d-2 386.10 1.00 30-d-2 7.19% 49.26 45-d-2 27.52% 123.55
15-d-3 345.02 1.25 30-d-3 12.97% 42.11 45-d-3 27.76% 97.46
15-d-4 372.86 0.94 30-d-4 10.62% 33.06 45-d-4 26.80% 128.72
15-d-5 329.57 1.01 30-d-5 10.85% 37.18 45-d-5 28.59% 121.44

First, note that the decomposition approach performs much better than the MIP

model, especially for unweighted cases. Only the 15-m and 15-d unweighted BDND

instances can be solved within an hour using the MIP models, while the decomposition

approach solves all test instances within the time limit except for the five 45-s weighted

ones. On instances where both algorithms terminate with an optimal solution within

an hour, the decomposition approach required less than 1% of the MIP computational

time on unweighted 15-m instances, and less than 0.33% of the MIP computational
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Table 5-4. CPU times or solution gaps for solving the weighted BDND as a monolithic
MIP or a 2-stage decomposition model.

Instance MIP 2-Stage Instance MIP 2-Stage Instance MIP 2-Stage

15-s-1 46.13% 145.90 30-s-1 56.61% 537.24 45-s-1 64.39% 23.42%
15-s-2 42.68% 145.23 30-s-2 53.53% 492.87 45-s-2 64.28% 27.87%
15-s-3 44.22% 173.72 30-s-3 52.79% 571.82 45-s-3 60.51% 20.44%
15-s-4 43.04% 139.98 30-s-4 53.41% 605.21 45-s-4 66.74% 15.96%
15-s-5 42.93% 146.31 30-s-5 54.60% 624.92 45-s-5 63.55% 22.76%
15-m-1 30.88% 49.72 30-m-1 51.89% 188.91 45-m-1 60.95% 1416.93
15-m-2 29.87% 56.32 30-m-2 53.63% 123.74 45-m-2 58.26% 1927.19
15-m-3 29.06% 47.48 30-m-3 48.22% 193.62 45-m-3 57.03% 1409.61
15-m-4 30.11% 59.01 30-m-4 49.74% 146.97 45-m-4 56.12% 2127.68
15-m-5 31.84% 47.69 30-m-5 46.53% 158.03 45-m-5 58.94% 1596.41
15-d-1 4.86% 19.50 30-d-1 34.87% 69.36 45-d-1 48.62% 334.25
15-d-2 13.80% 21.85 30-d-2 31.44% 62.88 45-d-2 49.30% 278.72
15-d-3 10.52% 18.71 30-d-3 28.65% 79.06 45-d-3 47.36% 341.89
15-d-4 7.94% 19.27 30-d-4 32.48% 63.74 45-d-4 48.68% 332.95
15-d-5 10.45% 21.48 30-d-5 30.06% 78.15 45-d-5 45.25% 347.68

time on unweighted 15-d instances. Second, all weighted instances require more CPU

times than their unweighted counterparts as predicted, because we need to solve MIP

subproblems for computing the optimality cut coefficients. Third, the CPU times are

longer when the graph is sparser. Note that on denser graphs, both rad(G) and |W | are

smaller for the same node-size graph G , thus decreasing the size of the corresponding

MIP formulations and reducing the effort required to solve BD subproblems.

Finally, as discussed in Remark 5.1, we can also employ the CCB strategy of

Saharidis et al. (2010b) to potentially reduce the CPU time required to generate classical

(LP-based) Benders cuts, before our algorithm switches to the integer-programming-based

cuts that are required to optimally solve BDND. We investigate the effectiveness of

this strategy on our early Benders-cut phase with ε = 20%. We use a 0.1- and a

0.2-CCB strategy, and vary the maximum number of cuts allowed in a bundle to be

15 and 10. Table 5-5 reports CPU time required to solve the first instance of each

medium-density test set using CCB generation, along with the relative CPU time

reduction (in percentage) compared to the 2-stage results given in Tables 5-3 and 5-4.
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Note that instances prefixed with “u-” represent unweighted instances, and those

prefixed with “w-” represent weighted instances.

Table 5-5. CPU seconds comparison between classical Benders and varied CCB
generation settings for solving BDND with ε = 20%.

Instance 2-Stage T = 0.1, MaxCut = 15 T = 0.1, MaxCut = 10
CCB Time Decrease CCB Time Decrease

u-15-m-1 14.92 14.25 4.70% 14.78 0.95%
u-30-m-1 59.93 57.62 4.01% 57.83 3.63%
u-45-m-1 276.90 275.11 0.65% 273.92 1.09%
w-15-m-1 49.72 48.04 3.50% 47.73 4.17%
w-30-m-1 188.91 190.15 -0.65% 192.32 -1.77%
w-45-m-1 1416.93 1380.91 2.61% 1405.21 0.83%

Instance 2-Stage T = 0.2, MaxCut = 15 T = 0.2, MaxCut = 10
CCB Time Decrease CCB Time Decrease

u-15-m-1 14.92 14.56 2.47% 15.02 -0.67%
u-30-m-1 59.93 57.54 4.15% 56.74 5.62%
u-45-m-1 276.90 271.68 1.92% 279.80 -1.04%
w-15-m-1 49.72 49.01 1.45% 47.39 4.92%
w-30-m-1 188.91 185.35 1.92% 187.44 0.78%
w-45-m-1 1416.93 1409.26 0.54% 1411.19 0.41%

The CCB generation procedure indeed decreases the CPU time for solving most

instances, although a few instances report some increase in computational times

(i.e., negative percentages in the “Decrease” columns). However, these savings are

very modest, due primarily to the facts that (i) the Benders cuts we generated are

often not low-intensity cuts (each cut density is normally between 30%–40%), and (ii)

the LP-based cut generation phase is very brief relative to the overall decomposition

procedure for this algorithm. For instance, the 2-Stage CPU time for u-15-m-1 was

14.92s overall, with only 1.69s being consumed in the initial LP-based Benders phase.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we comment on the research tasks that we completed for the

problems we have discussed in Chapter 2 through Chapter 5. We review the methodologies

and techniques employed, and suggest future research directions.

In Chapter 2, we considered a two-stage stochastic integer programming formulation

for the stochastic task insurance problem (STIP). We showed that the problem is

naturally decomposable for convex penalty function problems, and becomes far

more difficult when the penalty is general nonconvex. Our approach was to employ

the Reformulation-Linearization Technique to make STIP amenable to Benders

decomposition, when the penalty functions are piecewise-linear and nonconvex. Rather

than explicitly computing the duals values of the resulting formulation, we proposed an

algorithm that quickly recovers all coefficients of Benders cuts based on the solution

of a single critical path problem. We examined alternative dual optimal solutions to the

dual problem, which yield alternative cuts, and expanded our decomposition technique

to handle general lower semi-continuous penalty functions. We also cast STIP as a

chance-constrained optimization problem, and provided a cutting-plane algorithm for

its solution. Future research may focus on investigating sophisticated upper bounding

algorithms for STIP.

In Chapter 3, we developed polynomial-time dynamic programming (DP) algorithms

for solving MaxNum and MinMaxC on trees and series-parallel graphs (SPGs). We

considered two network connectivity metrics: maximizing the remaining number of

components, and minimizing the largest component size. We also discussed the

solution of these problems on k-hole-graphs, and on trees for a variant that involves

general node deletion costs and general node weights.

Our approaches can readily be extended for solving the edge-deletion version of

both MaxNum and MinMaxC on trees and SPGs by making the following modifications.
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For each edge (i , j) ∈ E , create a node vij and two undirected edges (i , vij) and (vij , j).

This transformation retains the special structures of G (i.e., trees or SPGs), although

it will polynomially increase the graph size. (Assuming that the original graph G has

n nodes and m edges, the transformed graph has (n + m) nodes and 2m edges.)

We mark node vij as “active” for all (i , j) ∈ E , and execute the DP recursions on the

transformed graph, except that we only permit deletion of active nodes, and active nodes

do not contribute to the component cardinality when solving MinMaxC instances. The

complexity of our algorithms remains polynomial. We leave the study of edge-deletion

problems on more general graphs for future research.

In Chapter 4, we formulated mixed-integer programming models for solving network

disconnection problems on general graphs. In addition to the two network connectivity

metrics that we considered in Chapter 3, we also considered a problem variant that

maximizes the minimum graph reconnection cost. For the first two cases, we further

studied bounds and valid inequalities computed based on optimal DP solutions on

some k-hole subgraphs/partitions of the original graph. We reported computational

results of directly solving the MIP models for all three metrics, and demonstrated the

computational efficacy of using valid inequalities for solving MaxNum and MinMaxC.

A future research direction could examine methods that seek to improve the

subgraph relaxations for MaxNum and MinMaxC, and investigating whether or

not any tight relaxations for MaxMinLC can be utilized within a similar scheme.

More computationally intensive methods can also be applied to improve the valid

inequality generation scheme that we propose for this problem. One idea may utilize

several copies of Inequalities 4–14 and 4–16 corresponding to different partitions

of the input graph. Another may dynamically update these partitions within the

branch-and-bound tree by re-solving DPs based on x-variable values that have been

fixed in the branch-and-bound process. The inequalities would hence become locally

valid rather than globally valid, and may improve the quality of the relaxation, leading to
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quicker termination and more effective fathoming rules. Finally, while the emphasis of

our research has been on exact methods, the bounding mechanisms here naturally lend

themselves to heuristic approaches. The difficulty of optimally solving these problems

demonstrates that heuristics will be necessary on large-scale problem instances.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we analyzed a broadcast domination network design problem.

We showed that this problem is NP-hard in the strong sense, and formulated it using a

MIP model. Furthermore, we proposed a decomposition strategy, and generated valid

inequalities based on optimal broadcast domination solutions for both unweighted and

weighted graphs. Future research tasks include exploring the algorithmic complexity

of solving BD on weighted graphs. If the weighted BD is polynomially solvable, our

given decomposition algorithm for solving the weighted BDND problem would benefit

substantially due to the increased efficiency of solving the subproblems.
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APPENDIX A
EXPECTATION-BASED SAMPLE AVERAGE APPROXIMATION

The SAA is an approach for solving stochastic optimization problems by using

Monte Carlo simulation. A set of N sample scenarios ω1, ... ,ωN is generated from

Ω according to its probability distribution. We then solve a deterministic optimization

problem specified by scenarios ω1, ... ,ωN . We approximate the expected second-stage

recourse costs by the sample average function 1
N

∑N
n=1 F (x , ξ(ω

n)), and the overall

optimal objective value as:

fN = min
x∈X

∑

(i ,j)∈A
cijxij +

1

N

N∑
n=1

F (x , ξ(ωn)). (A–1)

Now suppose that we generate M independent sets of samples, each of size N, and

solve Formulation A–1 independently for each set of samples. We denote f mN and x̂mN as

the optimal objective value and solution to Formulation A–1, respectively, for each set of

samples, m = 1, ... ,M.

The average of the M optimal objective values, f̄N,M =
∑M
m=1 f

m
N /M provides a

statistical estimate for the lower bound on the optimal objective function value.

Next, we pick any feasible first-stage solution from among optimal solutions x̂ = x̂mN

to Formulation A–1, for some m ∈ {1, ... ,M}. By fixing x = x̂ in the second stage,

we estimate the optimal objective value using a reference sample of size N ′. We then

compute an upper bound on the optimal objective function value as

f̂N′(x̂) =
∑

(i ,j)∈A
cij x̂ij +

1

N ′

N′∑
n=1

F (x̂ , ξ(ωn)). (A–2)

Since computing f̂N′(x̂) requires only the solution of N ′ subproblems, we can generate

the reference sample with size N ′ much larger than N, independent of the samples used

in Formulation A–1. To obtain the best upper bound, we thus select

x∗ ∈ arg minx̂∈{x̂1N ,...,x̂MN }{f̂N′(x̂)}, (A–3)
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which yields an absolute optimality gap f̂N′(x∗)− f̄N,M .
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APPENDIX B
AN O(N5) ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING MINMAXC ON TREES

It is again necessary to separately derive recursions based on whether or not a

deletion takes place at node i (i.e., oi = 0 or oi > 0). For the case of oi = 0, we have

fi(0,mi) = min
∑

v∈Si
fv(ov ,mv) + 1 (B–1)

s.t. mi = max
v∈Si

{ov ,mv}, (B–2)

where Eq. B–1 accounts for deletions in the subtrees Tv , for v ∈ Si , plus the deletion

at node i . Constraint B–2 updates mi as the maximum size of all components and open

sets at all subtrees of Ti .

The recursion for updating elements for which oi > 0 is given by

fi(oi ,mi) = min
∑

v∈Si
fv(ov ,mv) (B–3)

s.t. oi =
∑

v∈Si
ov + 1 (B–4)

mi = max
v∈Si

{mv}. (B–5)

Objective B–3 is the same as Eq. B–1, but omits a deletion at node i . Constraint B–4

updates oi as the sum of all child open set sizes in addition to the one at node i (noting

that Oi will include i and all open sets Ov , v ∈ Si ). Constraint B–5 updates mi as the

maximum size of all components existing at all subtrees. We again set fi(oi ,mi) =∞ if it

is infeasible or requires more than B deletions.

An overview of the DP solution scheme for solving MinMaxC on trees is identical to

the algorithm given in Section 3.2.1 for MaxNum, with the following exceptions. In Step

0, we initialize fl(1, 0) = 0 at every leaf node l , and set all the other fl -values to ∞. In

Step 2, we update entries fi(oi ,mi) at Ti according to the above recursion. Also, in Step

3, we seek among all finite values of fr(or ,mr) that has the least value of max{mr , or},
which corresponds to the minimum objective function value in the MinMaxC case. We

also update the H-functions as follows.
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Step 2a (Initializing H1(i)). We update the values of entries h1i (o
1
i ,m

1
i ) according to

whether o1i = 0 or o1i > 0. The respective recursive equations are

h1i (0,m
1
i ) = min

{
fi1(oi1,mi1) + 1 : m

1
i = max{mi1, oi1}

}
, (B–6)

h1i (o
1
i ,m

1
i ) = fi1(o

1
i − 1,m1i ). (B–7)

Equation B–6 describes the case where we delete node i , and o1i = 0. The objective

accounts for the number of nodes deleted at Ti1 , plus the deletion at node i . Observe

that if oi1 > 0, then the open set (if one exists) at node i1 becomes one component in

subtree Ti . Hence, we set m1i as max{mi1, oi1}. In the case of o1i > 0, Eq. B–7 notes

that the open set size o1i increases by 1 from oi1 , and the largest component size stays

unchanged.

Step 2b (Updating Hs(i), ∀ s = 2, ... , |Si |).

hsi (0,m
s
i ) = min hs−1i (0,m

s−1
i ) + fis (ois ,mis )

s.t. msi = max{ms−1i , ois ,mis} (B–8)

hsi (o
s
i ,m

s
i ) = min hs−1i (o

s−1
i ,m

s−1
i ) + fis (ois ,mis )

s.t. osi = o
s−1
i + ois

os−1i > 0

msi = max{ms−1i ,mis}, (B–9)

We compute hsi (0,m
s
i ) in Eq. B–8 by merging hs−1i (0,m

s−1
i ) with solutions to the subtree

Tis . This recursion computes msi as the maximum of ms−1i , ois , and mis , noting that a

new component of size ois (if ois > 0) appears in the subtree Ti when i is deleted.

Equation B–9 handles the case of osi > 0, for which we generate hsi (o
s
i ,m

s
i ) by merging

hs−1i (o
s−1
i ,m

s−1
i ) having os−1i > 0 with fis (ois ,mis ). The objective minimizes the sum of

deletions accumulated in the first s − 1 children of i , plus those in a deletion on Tis .
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We compute the new open set size by combining os−1i at node i with ois at node is , and

compute the largest non-open component size as the maximum of ms−1i and mis .
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APPENDIX C
AN O(N7) ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING MINMAXC ON SPGS

Recall that oi is the open set size at node i . In particular, for an SPG G(s, t) in

which s and t are connected (i.e., cst = 1), we have that Os = Ot (and os = ot). Given

an SPG G(s, t), we define a function fG(os , ot , cst ,mG) as the fewest number of deletions

in G to achieve state variable values os , ot , and cst , such that the largest component

size, excluding Os and Ot , equals mG . We give the initialization of fG(os , ot , cst ,mG) for

G = K2 as

fK2(2, 2, 1, 0) = 0, fK2(0, 1, 0, 0) = 1, fK2(1, 0, 0, 0) = 1, fK2(0, 0, 0, 0) = 2. (C–1)

C.1 The Series Operation

When G = S(G1,G2), we provide the following recursions to update fG -elements.

The first three recursions take the minimum of two optimization subproblems: One in

which node t1 = s2, common to G1 and G2 is deleted, and the other in which it is not

deleted. Equations C–2 through C–4 describe the cases of both terminals being deleted,

only source s being deleted, and only sink t being deleted, respectively.

fG(0, 0, 0,mG) = min:





min fG1(0, 0, 0,mG1) + fG2(0, 0, 0,mG2)− 1
s.t. mG = max{mG1,mG2};
min fG1(0, ot1, 0,mG1) + fG2(os2, 0, 0,mG2)

s.t. mG = max{mG1,mG2, ot1 + os2 − 1}
ot1 > 0, os2 > 0

(C–2)

fG(0, ot , 0,mG) = min
ot>0
:





min fG1(0, 0, 0,mG1) + fG2(0, ot2, 0,mG2)− 1
s.t. ot = ot2, mG = max{mG1,mG2};
min fG1(0, ot1, 0,mG1) + fG2(os2, ot2, cs2t2,mG2)

s.t. ot = ot2 + (ot1 − 1)cs2t2
mG = max{mG1,mG2, (ot1 + os2 − 1)(1− cs2t2)}
ot1 > 0, os2 > 0, ot2 > 0

(C–3)
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fG(os , 0, 0,mG) = min
os>0
:





min fG1(os1, 0, 0,mG1) + fG2(0, 0, 0,mG2)− 1
s.t. os = os1, mG = max{mG1,mG2};
min fG1(os1, ot1, cs1t1,mG1) + fG2(os2, 0, 0,mG2)

s.t. os = os1 + (os2 − 1)cs1t1
mG = max{mG1,mG2, (ot1 + os2 − 1)(1− cs1t1)}
os1 > 0, ot1 > 0, os2 > 0

(C–4)

For the case in which there exists a nonzero-size open set at the source s = s1
and destination t = t2 of the merged graph, we explore the case in which s1 will be

disconnected from t2 separately from the case in which the two will be connected. First,

if s1 will be disconnected from t2, we have

fG (os , ot , 0,mG ) = min
os , ot>0

:





min fG1(os1 , 0, 0,mG1) + fG2(0, ot2 , 0,mG2)− 1
s.t. os = os1 , ot = ot2 , mG = max{mG1 ,mG2};
min fG1(os1 , ot1 , cs1t1 ,mG1) + fG2(os2 , ot2 , cs2t2 ,mG2)

s.t. cs1t1 + cs2t2 ≤ 1
os = os1 + (os2 − 1)cs1t1
ot = ot2 + (ot1 − 1)cs2t2
mG = max{mG1 ,mG2 , (ot1 + os2 − 1)(1− cs1t1)(1− cs2t2)}
os1 > 0, ot1 > 0, os2 > 0, ot2 > 0.

(C–5)

Constraint C–5 describes a case that can happen in multiple characteristics of G1 and

G2. The first optimization subproblem in Formulation C–5 handles the case in which

t1 = s2 is deleted, and thus cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 0. Note that the number of deletions at node

t1 = s2 is counted in both fG1 and fG2 , so we subtract the objective value by one. We

also do not count the generation of additional components after merging, and hence

os = os1, ot = ot2, mG = max{mG1,mG2}. The second optimization subproblem considers

the case in which neither t1 nor s2 is deleted. In this case, a path does not exist from

s = s1 to t = t2 if and only if either the path from s1 to t1 or the path from s2 to t2 does

not exist, and thus we constrain the sum of cs1t1 and cs2t2 to be no more than 1. The

open set size at s = s1 will now be os1 (ot1), plus (os2 − 1) if cs1t1 = 1, i.e., we sum up
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the open sets at t1 and s2, but subtract it by one due to the merging operation. Similarly,

the open set size at t = t2 will now be ot2 (os2), plus (ot1 − 1) if cs2t2 = 1. The maximum

component size in G is considered to be the maximum value of mG1 , mG2 , together with

(ot1 + os2 − 1) as the new formed component size at node t1 = s2, if cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 0.

If s1 will be connected to t2, then

fG(os , ot , 1,mG) = min fG1(os1, ot1, 1,mG1) + fG2(os2, ot2, 1,mG2) (C–6)

s.t. os = os1 + os2 − 1

ot = ot2 + ot1 − 1

mG = max{mG1,mG2}

os1 > 0, ot1 > 0, os2 > 0, ot2 > 0.

Here we require cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 1 to impose the case of cst = 1. The open set size os

is updated by using the summation of os1 and os2 minus one due to merging at t1 = s2.

Also, we update the open set size ot by summing up ot2 and ot1 minus one. Finally,

recall that all open sets at s1, t1, s2, and t2 are merged into a new open set, which is not

counted in as a new component, and so we update mG as the maximum of mG1 and mG2 .

C.2 The Parallel Operation

We give the following recursions for updating fG(os , ot , cst ,mG) when G = P(G1,G2).

Note that in parallel synthesis operations, we must have the same deletion status at the

pair of s1 and s2, and at the pair of t1 and t2 for the merge to be valid.

fG (0, 0, 0,max{mG1 , mG2}) = min fG1(0, 0, 0,mG1) + fG2(0, 0, 0,mG2)− 2 (C–7)

fG (os1 + os2 − 1, 0, 0,max{mG1 , mG2}) = min fG1(os1 , 0, 0,mG1) + fG2(os2 , 0, 0,mG2)− 1 (C–8)

fG (0, ot1 + ot2 − 1, 0,max{mG1 , mG2}) = min fG1(0, ot1 , 0,mG1) + fG2(0, ot2 , 0,mG2)− 1 (C–9)

Recursions C–7 through C–9 handle the three cases of both s = s1 = s2 and t = t1 = t2,

only t = t1 = t2, and only s = s1 = s2 are deleted. In each case, node s is not connected

to node t, and thus cst = cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 0. We also subtract the objective value by

one each time we merge two deleted terminals. The open set size os is updated by the
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sum of os1 and os2 minus one due to the merge operation if neither s1 nor s2 is deleted.

Similarly, the open set size ot is updated by the sum of ot1 and ot2 minus one if neither

t1 nor t2 is deleted. The maximum component size mG in G is the maximum of mG1 and

mG2 .

When all terminals s1, t1, s2, and t2 are not deleted, we consider the following two

cases. If s is not connected with t, we have

fG (os1 + os2 − 1, ot1 + ot2 − 1, 0,max{mG1 , mG2}) = (C–10)

min fG1(os1 , ot1 , 0,mG1) + fG2(os2 , ot2 , 0,mG2).

Note that in parallel operations, cst = 0 if and only if cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 0, and we obtain the

new open set at s by merging Os1 with Os2 , and the new open set at t by merging Ot1

with Ot2 . The maximum component size mG in G is the maximum of mG1 and mG2 .

If node s is connected with t, then

fG (os , ot , 1,max{mG1 , mG2}) = (C–11)

min fG1(os1 , ot1 , cs1t1 ,mG1) + fG2(os2 , ot2 , cs2t2 ,mG2)

s.t. cs1t1 + cs2t2 ≥ 1

(os , ot) =





(os2 + os1 + ot1 − 2, ot2 + os1 + ot1 − 2) if cs1t1 = 0, cs2t2 = 1;

(os1 + os2 + ot2 − 2, ot1 + os2 + ot2 − 2) if cs1t1 = 1, cs2t2 = 0;

(os1 + os2 − 2, ot1 + ot2 − 2) if cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 1

os1 > 0, ot1 > 0, os2 > 0, ot2 > 0.

To create an SPG with s and t connected, we require either cs1t1 = 1 or cs2t2 = 1,

and thus present the sum of those values are no less than one. In the case of cs1t1 =

0, cs2t2 = 1, note that Os2 = Ot2 in this case, and the new open sets at s and t

are formed by merging os2 (ot2) with os1 and ot1 minus two, due to the two merges at

s = s1 = s2 and t = t1 = t2. Similarly, if cs1t1 = 1, cs2t2 = 0, we have Os1 = Ot1 , and

the new open sets at s and t are formed by merging os1 (ot1) with os2 and ot2 minus two.

Finally, in the case when cs1t1 = cs2t2 = 1, we have Os1 = Ot1 and Os2 = Ot2 , and the new
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open sets at s (t) are formed by merging os1 (ot1) and os2 (ot1) minus two. The maximum

component size mG in G is again the maximum of mG1 and mG2 .

Given a graph G , we first construct a decomposition tree T (G), and compute

fG(os , ot , cst ,mG) at every node G ∈ T (G). Note here that if we record objectives

for fG(os , ot , cst ,mG), we would store at most O(n3) values at each SPG-graph

node G (for the O(n) possible values of os , ot , and mG ). Then the merging for either

series-operations or parallel-operations will require O(n6) steps. Because there are

O(n) nodes in T (G), the overall complexity of solving MinMaxC on SPGs by the

procedure above would be O(n7).

Considering the space capacity, we need O(n3) to store the values of fG(os , ot , cst ,mG)

at each G , and the total space complexity is O(n4).
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APPENDIX D
SMALL-WORLD NETWORKS

A class of “small-world” networks are first introduced by Watts & Strogatz (1998)

in 1998, which have immediately received substantial attention in the past decade

due to their ability to model many real-world scenarios. Relative research and popular

result include the famous “six degrees of separation”, which refers to the idea that, if a

person is one step away from each person they know and two steps away from each

person who is known by one of the people they know, then everyone is at most six steps

away from any other person on Earth (Watts, 2004). The small-world model is firstly

proposed to demonstrate the “small-world” phenomenon appearing in collaboration

networks and the World Wide Web, and then has been shown to accommodate a large

amount of complex systems in psychology, sociology, political science, economics,

epidemiology, biology, medicine, environmental, and geological science (Newman

et al., 2002; Petreska et al., 2010). Jeong et al. (2000) characterize the metabolic

networks of 43 organisms representing all three domains of life as scale-free networks.

From a microscope view, Bork et al. (2004) describe the interactions between proteins

as heterogeneous networks, which assist in constructing reliable protein networks.

Other studies have shown that small-world topology and related network robustness

analysis can also be applied to the information-processing systems in brain networks

(Bassett & Bullmore, 2006), dynamics in biochemical networks (Fox & Hill, 2001),

and power grid networks (Holmgren, 2006). We refer readers to Cami & Deo (2007);

Barabási (2009) for a comprehensive list of questions, challenges, and achievements

accomplished in the filed of small-world networks research. In particular, Alderson

(2008) proposes opportunities in analyzing complex networks for operations researchers

from an optimization perspective.

Besides WS small world (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) models, the other two generic

models that have mostly been investigated in the analysis of complex networks are
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ER random graph (Erdös & Rényi, 1959) and BA scale-free (Barabási & Albert, 1999).

ER random graph is usually denoted as G(n, p), in which every possible edge occurs

independently with probability p. On the other hand, BA scale-free networks origin from

the observation that “many large random networks share the common feature that the

distribution of their local connectivity is free of scale, following a power law” (Barabási

& Albert, 1999), and are proposed to explain the ubiquity of power laws in a network

structure. Watts & Strogatz (1998) reproduce WS small-world networks by using simple

graph models that interpolate between regular and random graph structures. The graph

is characterized by a few nodes (relative to the size of the network) called “hubs” that

have high degrees, and many other nodes with low degrees. We refer the interested

readers to Albert & Barabási (2002); Lü et al. (2004); Newman (2003) for detailed

descriptions and mathematical models of topology, dynamics, and synchronization of

complex networks. Studies show that BA scale-free networks are a subclass of WS

small-world networks (Amaral et al., 2000). Due to many common statistical properties

and real-world applications shared by BA scale-free and WS small-world networks, we

do not distinguish between the two in the remainder of our discussion.

The analysis of random-error and targeted-attack tolerance is one common interest

arising in the study of complex networks. Both theoretical and empirical results show

that ER random graphs are functionally and topologically robust to malicious attacks but

easily get disconnected under random failures. On the other hand, small-world networks

are often error-tolerant, yet extremely vulnerable to targeted attacks (i.e., to the selected

removal of a few nodes that play vital roles in maintaining the network connectivity)

(e.g., Albert et al. (2000); Crucitti et al. (2004b); Nazarova (2006); Wang et al. (2006);

He et al. (2009); Zhao & Xu (2009)). Crucitti et al. (2004a) provide an example to show

that it is possible to collapse a complex network by breaking down a single node that

has the largest load. Although connecting nodes with low degrees may enhance the
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attack survivability of scale-free networks, it has little impact on the improvement of error

tolerance (Zhao & Xu, 2009).

Due to small-world networks’ vulnerability to targeted attacks, previous researchers

suggested to solve the node deletion problem by using a greedy algorithm, i.e., we

first delete a node with the largest degree in a current graph (if more than one nodes

have the same largest degrees, break the tie arbitrarily), and then update the graph

connectivity status by eliminating the deleted node and all its adjacent edges. We

repeat this procedure for a certain amount of times according to a pre-given budget

representing the largest number of nodes allowed to be deleted (Tu, 2000). However,

there are two main weaknesses associated with the use of this greedy algorithm.

First, the algorithm does not necessarily yield an optimal solution. Demonstrated by

applications in communication and transportation, Latora & Marchiori (2005) develop

a method based on improvement analysis to identify the crucial functioning points in a

complex system modeled as a small-world network, which appear not to be always the

highest-degree nodes.

Moreover, optimal solutions given by the greedy algorithm may not be consistent

due to the fact that degrees are sometimes identical among different nodes, and thus

results vary depending on the sequence of nodes deleted in each stage of the attack. To

illustrate, we run the greedy algorithm for five times (i.e., Trail 1 to Trail 5) on the same

scale-free network, allowing for different sequences of node deletion. We show the

results in Figure D-1 in terms of the remaining largest component size. Although minor,

there are noticeable differences between solutions to each trail.
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Figure D-1. Inconsistency of greedy algorithm.
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APPENDIX E
FORMULATING MINMAXC BY USING A SS-RLT-BASED APPROACH

Similar to procedures in Section 4.2.1, we formulate the MinMaxC subproblem

as a network flow problem on an auxiliary network. We first create a source node 0, a

corresponding node in N for each node i ∈ V, and a set of arcs (0, k) for all k ∈ N .

Also, include directed arcs (i , j) and (j , i) corresponding to every (i , j) ∈ A. We will

disable the use of any arc (i , j) in this network either node i or j has been deleted. Our

model will have a supply of n units at node 0 and a unit demand at every node i ∈ N .

These demands can be satisfied either by primary or secondary flows from node 0.

Primary flows can only traverse a single arc from node 0, and can hence reach only a

single graph component. Secondary flows are unit flows direct from node 0 to nodes in

N , and are not limited.

The primary flow exiting node 0 is equal to the number of node demands it serves,

and thus represents a lower bound of maximum component size. Thus, to maximize

component size, we maximize primary flow on the arc existing node 0.

Let fij represent the primary flow decision variables, for all arcs (i , j) in our network.

Let f̄0j represent the secondary flow decision variables, ∀j ∈ N . Moreover, we associate

binary variables zk with each arc (0, k), ∀k ∈ N , such that f0k > 0 if zk = 1, and zk = 0

otherwise. We formulate the subproblem as

η′(y) = max
∑

k∈N
f0k (E–1a)

s.t.
∑

k∈N
(f0k + f̄0k) = n (E–1b)

∑

i∈FS(k)
fki −


f0k + f̄0k +

∑

j∈RS(k)
fjk


 = −1 ∀k ∈ N (E–1c)

fij ≤ (n − 1)yij ∀(i , j) ∈ E (E–1d)

f0k − nzk ≤ 0 ∀k ∈ N (E–1e)
∑

k∈N
zk = 1 (E–1f)
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zk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ N , (E–1g)

f0k , f̄0k ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ N , fij ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ E , (E–1h)

where Constraints E–1b and E–1c enforce flow balance at 0 and k , ∀k ∈ N ,

respectively. (Note that Eq. E–1b is in fact unnecessary, since it is implied by the

summation of Eq. E–1c.) Constraints E–1d allow no flow to use (i , j) if it is disconnected

(i.e., yij = 0), and constraints E–1e prohibit flow f0k on (0, k) if zk = 0. Lastly, Eq. E–1f

allows exactly one arc of (0, k), k ∈ N to have a positive value of f0k .

Figure E-1 illustrates the graph transformation and an optimal solution to the above

formulation. Suppose that given first-stage inputs (x̂ , ŷ), the node and arc sets are

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and {(1, 2), (2, 3), (4, 5)} in the remaining graph, respectively. An optimal

solution is f01 = 3, f̄0j = 1, ∀j = 4, 5, 6, and f12 = 2, f23 = 1, all remaining variable values

equal 0. The maximum component is {1, 2, 3} with size of f01 = 3.

Figure E-1. Illustration of the auxiliary network for solving MinMaxC subproblem.

The LP relaxation of the above formulation does not provide the convex hull of

the original MIP formulation. However, because all binary-valued variables appear in
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the partitioning Constraints E–1f, we can recover the convex hull by using the Special

Structures Reformulation-Linearization Technique (SSRLT) (Sherali et al., 1998).

E.1 Problem Reformulation

The key SSRLT step multiplies Constraints E–1c through E–1f, as well as the

bounds yij ≤ 1 and yij ≥ 0 by zk , ∀k = 1, ... , n, and y ≥ 0 by (1 − ∑
k∈N zk)

(recall that Constraint E–1c is redundant). After linearizing all quadratic terms induced

by this reformulation, we obtain the convex hull of solutions for which z1, ... , zn are

binary-valued.

Observe that f0kzk = f0k , and f0kzl = 0, ∀l 6= k . Also note that f0k f̄0k = 0, ∀k ∈ N
since both f0k and f̄0k cannot be positive in an optimal solution. Thus, we have f̄0kzk =

0, ∀k ∈ N . We complete the reformulation by substituting (zk)2 = zk , ∀k , zlzk = 0, ∀l 6=
k ; and by defining ū0lk ≡ f̄0lzk , ∀l , k ∈ N , l 6= k , uijk ≡ fijzk , ∀(i , j) ∈ E , k ∈ N , and

vijk ≡ yijzk , ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ N . The following reformulation represents the convex hull.

max
∑

k∈N
f0k (E–2a)

s.t.
∑

i∈FS(k)
ukik −

∑

j∈RS(k)
ujkk − f0k + zk = 0 ∀k ∈ N (E–2b)

∑

i∈FS(l)
ulik −

∑

j∈RS(l)
ujlk − ū0lk + zk = 0 ∀l , k ∈ N , l 6= k (E–2c)

f0k − nzk ≤ 0 ∀k ∈ N (E–2d)

uijk − (n − 1)vijk ≤ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ N (E–2e)
∑

k∈N
vijk ≤ yij ∀(i , j) ∈ A (E–2f)

vijk − zk ≤ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ N (E–2g)
∑

k∈N
zk = 1 (E–2h)

ū0lk ≥ 0, ∀l , k ∈ N , l 6= k , uijk , vijk ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A, ∀k ∈ N

f0k , f̄0k , zk ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ N , fij ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A. (E–2i)
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Next, we streamline the formulation by performing the following simplifications. Note

that for a given k ∈ N , summing Constraints E–2b and E–2c, ∀l ∈ N , l 6= k , we get

f0k +
∑
l∈N , l 6=k ū0lk = nzk , which implies Constraints E–2d since ū0lk ≥ 0, ∀l 6= k .

Furthermore, in Constraints E–2b, we have ujkk = 0, ∀k = 1, ... , n, since we never

push flow back to node k if fsk > 0 (i.e., fjk = 0 if zk = 1, ∀j ∈ RS(k), j 6= s), and

ujkk = fjkzk = 0 when zk = 0.

We now show how to project out the v -variables to obtain a smaller equivalent

formulation. Note that the role of Constraints E–2e through E–2g is to guarantee that

uijk = 0 if vijk = 0, (i.e., if either yij = 0 or zk = 0). In the case of zk = 0, then

f0k = 0 as described above. Without Constraints E–2e through E–2g, we still have that

ū0lk = 0, ∀l 6= k and ukik = 0, ∀i ∈ FS(k). Keep Constraints E–2b, although other values

of uijk may take on positive values in cyclic flows. However, the values that vijk take do

not affect the objective function value or any other constraints in this case, and can be

ignored. To equivalently enforce the condition that uijk = 0 whenever yij = 0, we simply

replace vijk in Constraints E–2e with yij . After multiplying both sides of Constraints E–2b

and E–2c by −1, we get the simplified reformulation:

max
∑

k∈N
f0k (E–3a)

s.t. −
∑

i∈FS(k)
ukik + f0k − zk = 0 ∀k ∈ N (E–3b)

−
∑

i∈FS(l)
ulik +

∑

j∈RS(l)
ujlk + ū0lk − zk = 0 ∀l , k ∈ N , l 6= k (E–3c)

∑

k∈N
uijk ≤ (n − 1)yij ∀(i , j) ∈ A (E–3d)

∑

k∈N
zk = 1 (E–3e)

ū0lk ≥ 0, ∀l , k ∈ N , l 6= k , uijk ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A, ∀k ∈ N

f0k , f̄0k , zk ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ N , fij ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A. (E–3f)
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Let σkk , σlk , τij , and λ be the duals associated with Constraints E–3b, E–3c, E–3d, and

E–3e, respectively. We formulate the dual of the above formulation as

max
∑

(i ,j)∈A
(n − 1)yijτij + λ (E–4a)

s.t. σkk ≥ 1 ∀k ∈ N (E–4b)

σlk ≥ 0 ∀l , k ∈ N , l 6= k (E–4c)

σjk − σik + τij ≥ 0 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ N (E–4d)

−
∑

l∈N
σlk + λ ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ N (E–4e)

τij ≥ 0, ∀(i , j) ∈ A, (E–4f)

where Constraints E–4b, E–4c, E–4d, and E–4e are associated with primal variables

f0k , ū0lk (l 6= k), uijk , and zk , respectively. Again, incorporating Constraints E–4 into the

framework of MinMaxC leads to a “min-min” formulation. We then replace the bilinear

terms with a series of linear inequalities by defining

ψij ≡ yijτij , ∀(i , j) ∈ E . (E–5)

Also as in our prior analysis, we see that τij takes a value of 0 or 1, and we linearize

Constraints E–5 as

ψij ≥ yij + τij − 1, ψij ≤ yij , ψij ≤ τij , ψij ≥ 0. (E–6)

The reformulation of MinMaxC is then given by:

min
∑

(i ,j)∈A
(n − 1)ψij + λ+

1

n

n∑

i=1

(1− xi) (E–7)

s.t. Constraints 4–1b through 4–1e, E–4b through E–4f, E–6.

E.2 Simplified Reformulation

Note that given G(V, E) and a first-stage solution (x̂ , ŷ), we can algorithmically find

the optimal dual values to Formulation E–4 as follows. Let C denote the set of all nodes
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that belongs to the largest component (break ties arbitrarily if there exists more than one

largest component). Arbitrarily pick any node k ′ ∈ C , and let f0k ′ = |C |, zk ′ = 1 and

f0k = 0, zk = 0, ∀k 6= k ′. Define Ŷ b = {(i , j) ∈ A : ŷij = b}, for b = 0 and 1. For every

node k ∈ C , define Ck as the component that contains node k .

Proposition E.1. Given (x̂ , ŷ), an optimal dual solution to Formulation E–4 is

• λ = |C |.

• τij = 1, ∀(i , j) ∈ Ŷ 0, and τij = 0 otherwise.

• σik = 1 if Ci = Ck , and σik = 0 otherwise.

Proof. We first show that the solution is dual feasible. It is trivial to see that Constraints

E–4b and E–4c are both satisfied by the assigned values of σ. Regarding Constraints

E–4d, the only scenario in which σjk − σik = −1 is possible arises when σik = 1 and

σjk = 0, and thus nodes i and j do not belong to the same component. This implies

that (i , j) ∈ Ŷ 0, and thus τij = 1, so that we satisfy Constraints E–4d as an equality.

Furthermore, Constraints E–4e holds since for all k = 1, ... , n,

−
n∑

l=1

σlk + λ = −|Ck |+ |C | ≥ 0,

due to the fact that C is the largest component.

Next, we verify that all complementary slackness conditions are satisfied. With

respect to the primal constraints, we must show that τij
[
(n − 1)yij −

∑
k∈N uijk

]
= 0

is satisfied for all arcs (i , j) ∈ A. This is clearly the case when τij = 0; when τij =

1, then yij = 0 and uijk = 0 as well, thus satisfying the complementary slackness

conditions. With respect to dual constraints, we verify that all positive primal variables

are associated with dual constraints having zero slack. Note that f0k ′ > 0, and Ineq.

E–4b holds as an equality since σk ′k ′ = 1. We have ū0lk = f̄slzk > 0 when f̄0l > 0 and

zk = zk ′ = 1. In this case, Ineq. E–4c holds as an equality, since l is not connected to

k ′ and σlk = 0. Considering Constraints E–4d, uijk = fijzk > 0 when fij > 0 and k = k ′.
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Since the flow from i to j is positive, (i , j) ∈ Ŷ 1, which indicates that σik = σjk = 1 and

τij = 0, and so Ineq. E–4d holds as an equality. Finally, when zk = zk ′ = 1, we have that

Ineq. E–4e holds as an equality such that

−
n∑

l=1

σlk ′ + λ = −|C |+ |C | = 0.

The dual solution is feasible and complementary slack to the primal, and is therefore

optimal.

According to Proposition E.1, τ - and y -variables satisfy complementary slackness,

and thus the following property follows.

Corollary 1. The following constraint is valid to Formulation E–7.

yij + τij = 1, ∀(i , j) ∈ A (E–8)

We therefore have that ψij = 0, and can substitute τij by (1 − yij), for all (i , j) ∈ A. It

leads to the following representation of the convex hull of MinMaxC, which is equivalent

to Formulation 4–7 in Chapter 4.

min λ+
1

n

n∑

i=1

(1− xi)

s.t. Constraints 4–1b through 4–1e

σkk ≥ 1 ∀k ∈ N

σjk − σik ≥ yij − 1 ∀(i , j) ∈ A, k ∈ N

λ ≥
∑

i∈N
σik ∀k ∈ N

σik ≥ 0 ∀i , k ∈ N , i 6= k .
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